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I General Abbreviations 

abbreviation general meaning dissertation-specific remarks 

HT hypothermia torpor with Tb < 32 °C for at least 
30 minutes 

HT-group   hamsters sampled during a torpor 
bout; kept in SP 

log2(FC) logarithm of fold change to the 
base 2 

per gene, given for the first-
named relative to the second-
named sampling group of a 
pairwise comparison 

LP summer-like long photoperiod artificial conditions with 16:8 
hours light:darkness 

LP-group   hamsters kept in LP over the 
course of their lifespan; sampled 
in NT 

NT normothermia no torpor given Tb > 32 °C  

NT-group   hamsters sampled on a torpor-
free day; either kept in LP or SP 

padj adjusted p-value significance of a genes` 
regulation; normalized over all 
samples of a pairwise comparison 

photoperiod daylength   

photophase daytime hours   

PVN paraventricular nucleus   

SCN suprachiasmatic nucleus; 
circadian master clock 

  

scotophase nighttime hours   

SP winter-like short photoperiod artificial conditions with 8:16 
hours light:darkness 

SP-group   hamsters kept in LP for at least 10 
weeks; transferred to SP; sampled 
after at least 10 weeks and at 
least one torpor bout in HT or NT 

Std. Dev. standard deviation of the mean    

Tb core body temperature high-resolute, real-time, remote 
measurements via radiotelemetry  

torpor a natural, reversible metabolic 
downstate 

  

torpor 
incidence 

number of torpor bouts per 
number of observed days 

given for the last full seven days 
exclusively the day of sampling 

ZT Zeitgeber-time, given in hours 
after an external cue for 
entrainment 

lights on at ZT0; lights off at ZT16 
in LP, lights off at ZT08 in SP; 
torpor entry around ZT01, deep 
torpor around ZT04, torpor 
arousal around ZT07 
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II General Abstract 

Djungarian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus, Cricetidae) are small rodents originating from 

the Siberian steppes, a seasonally variable environment. Since the 1970ies, their internal 

adjustments to changing external conditions are studied with approaches ranging from 

systemic to molecular level. The animals maintain energy balance also under energetic 

challenging winter conditions. This is allowed by a pronounced response in behavior, 

morphology and physiology to winter-like short photoperiod, which is naturally present in 

early autumn and winter and can artificially be provided in the lab at any time throughout 

the year. After about three months, when the hamsters have acclimated their activity, body 

mass, food intake and fur properties, as well as all underlying physiological processes, 

spontaneous torpor bouts are expressed by most hamsters. During torpor, metabolic rate 

and consequently body temperature of this model organism are clearly reduced. Unlike 

larger, seasonal rodents that hibernate with torpor bouts for days and weeks, torpor bouts 

in Djungarian hamsters are restricted to the few hours of daylight. However, the 

photoperiodic, nocturnal hamsters has a high metabolism most of the time.  

It is evident, that the comprehensive, systemic preconditions as well as timing and 

course of torpor episodes are orchestrated within hypothalamic core areas. As response to 

environmental stimuli, they integrate external and internal cues from the peripheral organs 

and interact with each other via feedback loops of various neuroendocrine and anatomical 

pathways to control the output. Findings gained from this growing interdisciplinary basic 

research allows deeper insight in metabolic control mechanisms of endothermic mammals 

and might be applied in animal protection, human medicine, and space travel. 

Furthermore, this profound knowledge might contribute to assess problems such as 

climate change, food scarcity, or light pollution.  

This thesis on expression of spontaneous torpor in the Djungarian hamster contributes 

with big data sets and state-of-the-art analysis methods to expand this knowledge. 

Radiotelemetry data provide deeper insight into potential causes and effects of the 

hamster’s individual acclimation to short photoperiod which does not necessarily include 

torpor expression. Wide, predictive analyzes allow an improved distribution of hamsters to 

sampling groups with the aim to lower potential bias in the neuroendocrine and molecular 

data. Monitoring of locomotor activity and core body temperature has the potential to 
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indicate, whether torpor is expressed, how often and on which days. The radiotelemetry 

study indicates that the later torpor incidence is related to the initial response to short 

photoperiod, the strength of gradual acclimation, temporal coincidence of torpor entry 

with onset of photophase, torpor duration, and minimal body temperature values during a 

torpor bout. This underlines the already known influence of the major circadian clock on 

the Djungarian hamsters` energy balance (Chapter 2). Therefore, two transcriptome 

studies were performed to unraveled torpor-relevant gene regulation in the hypothalamus 

during deep torpor (Chapter 3) and in the suprachiasmatic and paraventricular nuclei of 

the hypothalamus during torpor entry (Chapter 4). The regulation of the circadian clock and 

the metabolism are not only connected but seem to influence each other, as e.g., shown 

by a synchronized regulation of clock genes with glucose transporters and mitochondrial 

respiratory chain. These transcriptomic data will be of use to find available anti-mRNA and 

antibodies which are applicable in the Djungarian hamster for the verification and 

anatomical localization of regulated genes and their proteins.  
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III Allgemeine Zusammenfassung 

Dsungarische Hamster (Phodopus sungorus, Cricetidae) sind kleine Nagetiere aus der 

Sibirischen Steppe, einer saisonal variablen Umgebung. Ihre internen Anpassungen an die 

sich verändernden externen Bedingungen werden seit den 1970er Jahren mithilfe 

verschiedenster methodischer Ansätze studiert, die von systemischer bis molekularer 

Ebene reichen. Die Hamster halten ihr Energiegleichgewicht auch unter energetisch 

herausfordernden Winterbedingungen aufrecht. Dies wird durch ausgeprägte 

Anpassungen von Verhalten, Morphologie und Physiologie als Antwort auf eine winter-

ähnliche kurze Photoperiode ermöglicht, welche natürlicherweise im frühen Herbst und 

Winter vorherrscht und ganzjährig künstlich im Labor eingestellt werden kann. Nachdem 

die Hamster über etwa drei Monate hinweg Aktivität, Körpergewicht, Futteraufnahme und 

Felleigenschaften sowie alle zugrundeliegenden physiologischen Prozesse angepasst 

haben, zeigen die meisten Hamster spontanen Torpor. Die Stoffwechselrate und folglich 

die Körpertemperatur dieses Modellorganismus sind während einer Torporepisode 

deutlich reduziert. Im Gegensatz zu größeren, saisonalen Nagetieren, die mit tage- bis 

wochenlangen Torporepisoden überwintern, ist Torpor im Dsungarischen Hamster auf die 

wenigen Tageslichtstunden beschränkt. Jedoch weist der photoperiodische, nachtaktive 

Hamster die meiste Zeit des Tages einen hohen Stoffwechsel auf.  

Es liegt nahe, dass die umfassenden, systemischen Voraussetzungen sowie die 

Zeitplanung und der Verlauf von Torporepisoden in den Kerngebieten des Hypothalamus 

reguliert werden. Als Antwort auf Umweltreize integrieren sie externe und interne Signale 

von peripheren Organen und interagieren miteinander über Rückkopplungsschleifen 

mannigfaltiger neuroendokriner und anatomischer Leitungsbahnen, um die Reaktion zu 

kontrollieren. Erkenntnisse, die mit dieser zunehmend interdisziplinären 

Grundlagenforschung gewonnen werden, erlauben einen besseren Einblick in 

Kontrollmechanismen des Stoffwechsels endothermer Säugetiere und könnten in 

Tierschutz, Humanmedizin und Raumfahrt Anwendung finden. Weiterhin könnte dieses 

fundierte Wissen dazu beitragen, Probleme wie Klimawandel, Nahrungsmittelknappheit 

oder Lichtverschmutzung zu verstehen.  

Diese Thesis zur Expression spontanen Torpors im Dsungarischer Zwerghamster trägt 

mit großen Datensätzen und modernsten Analysemethoden zur Ausweitung dieses 
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Wissens bei. Radiotelemetriedaten bieten tiefere Einblicke in mögliche Ursachen und 

Wirkungen der individuellen Anpassungsleistung eines Hamsters an die kurze 

Photoperiode, welche nicht unbedingt die Expression von Torporepisoden miteinschließt. 

Umfassende, prädiktive Analysen erlauben eine verbesserte Verteilung von Hamstern auf 

Beprobungsgruppen, um etwaige Verzerrungen in den neuroendokrinen und molekularen 

Daten zu mindern. Die Überwachung von Aktivität und Körperkerntemperatur könnte 

potenziell anzeigen, ob Torpor exprimiert wird, wie oft, und an welchen Tagen. Die 

Radiotelemetriestudie deutet darauf hin, dass die spätere Torporinzidenz mit der initialen 

Antwort auf eine kurze Photoperiode, der Intensität der graduellen Anpassungsleistung, 

des zeitlichen Zusammenfalls von Torporeintritt mit Beginn der Photophase, der 

Torpordauer und den minimalen Körpertemperaturwerten während eines Torpors 

zusammenhängt. Dies betont den bereits bekannten Einfluss der inneren Uhr auf das 

Energiegleichgewicht des Dsungarischen Hamsters (Kapitel 2). Darum wurden zwei 

Transkriptomstudien durchgeführt, um Torpor-relevante Genregulation während des 

tiefen Torpors im Hypothalamus (Kapitel 3) und während des Torporeintritts im 

suprachiasmatischen und im paraventrikulären Nukleus des Hypothalamus (Kapitel 4) zu 

begreifen. Die Regulation der inneren Uhr und des Stoffwechsels stehen nicht nur in 

Verbindung, sondern scheinen sich gegenseitig zu beeinflussen, wie beispielsweise eine 

synchronisierte Regulation von Uhrengenen mit Glukosetransportern und mitochondrialer 

Atmungskette aufzeigt. Diese Transkriptomdaten werden hilfreich sein, um verfügbare 

anti-mRNA und Antikörper zu finden, welche im Dsungarischen Hamster für die 

Verifizierung und anatomische Lokalisation von regulierten Genen und ihren Proteinen 

angewandt werden können. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 From basic research to application 

Fascination hypometabolism. Metabolic downstates are defined by a temporary, and 

therefore reversible, natural depression of metabolic rate, often associated with reduction 

of core body temperature (Tb), muscle and brain activity, breathing and heart rate [1]. The 

overarching term of metabolic downstates is torpor, which includes diverse forms of 

torpor, such as fasting torpor, spontaneous daily torpor, estivation, and hibernation [2,3]. 

Torpor requires internal prerequisites, including neuroendocrine regulation of 

reproductivity, body mass and fur properties, which are induced and modulated by 

environmental cues, such as photoperiod, ambient temperature and food availability [4–

7]. Hereby, elementary brain areas must perfectly integrate external and internal stimuli. 

Blood pressure must be adjusted to allow the initialization, maintenance, and termination 

of a metabolic downstate, while the blood composition must maintain transport of oxygen 

and nutrients as well as functionality of the immune system [8–12]. The brain and 

peripheral organs must compensate challenges as oxidative stress and accumulation of 

biological waste products [13–15]. Within each organelle, such as cell nuclei and 

mitochondria, molecular mechanisms, such as transcription, translation, and 

ubiquitination, must be regulated, respecting the temperature-dependent enzyme activity 

and further biochemical processes [16–20]. Although growing interdisciplinary research 
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from systemic to molecular level examined single aspects of regulatory mechanisms, the 

complexity to orchestrate metabolic downstates impedes a comprehensive understanding 

[21–23].  

Relevance for human. Hypometabolism including hypothermia of endotherms can be 

observed not only in rodents and hedgehogs, but also in birds, bats, bears, and even 

primates as lemurs [23–25]. Therefore, knowledge on fine-tuned control of 

cardiorespiratory, muscular, and neuroendocrine functions is potentially applicable to 

humans [26–28]. Insights are valuable for translational medicine to understand, prevent 

and treat e.g., weight issues, sleep problems, dementia, stroke and ischemia-reperfusion 

damage, besides further metabolic, energetic, cardiovascular, neurological, circadian, and 

neuroendocrine syndromes and dysregulations [29,30]. Torpor-like states might be 

reasonably provoked in humans. For long, exhausting surgeries, human bodies are already 

artificially cooled during a so-called therapeutic hypothermia, aiming to slow down 

metabolism and thereby gain time [31]. Furthermore, long, exhausting space missions in 

spaceships might one day be made possible by a maintenance of some sort of metabolic 

downstate in astronauts, which also implies minimal oxygen and food need [27,28,32].  

 

1.2 Metabolic downstates in nature 

Costs and benefits. Drastic metabolic downstates in rodents require tremendous 

physiological, morphological, and behavioral preparations and impact the entire organism. 

There is a risk of unpleasant side effects, such as temperature-dependent telomere damage 

in dormice [33] and hibernation-driven memory loss in European ground squirrels [34]. By 

contrast, there are several potential benefits [35], while the most important is to wait out 

unfavorable conditions. For example, estivation is expressed to overcome hot and dry 

summers, starvation torpor to overcome food scarcity, spontaneous torpor and 

hibernation to overcome harsh winters [3]. Usually, animals reverse the temporal 

hypometabolism as well as the preconditions without suffering acute life-threatening harm 

[23,24,26].  

Species-specific adaptations. Since nature provides various extreme environments and 

situations, there are countless potential model organisms across the animal kingdom to 

study the spectrum of species- and circumstance-specific adaptations. Hereby, external 
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factors, as daylength and ambient temperature in the seasonal course, trigger species-

specific acclimation mechanisms which enable individual energy saving mechanisms. Given 

or missing elements of this cascade cause diversity across species and a variety of 

manifestation within species. For example, the rat (Rattus norvegicus, Muridae) is naturally 

not capable of any form of dormancy [36]. The mouse (Mus musculus, Muridae) can use 

fasting-induced torpor after a certain body mass loss [37,38]. The thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus, Sciuridae) hibernates throughout the winter months 

[39]. The edible dormouse (Glis glis, Gliridae) can express estivation, hibernation and 

spontaneous torpor [40]. The Djungarian hamster (Phodopus sungorus, Cricetidae), also 

known as Siberian hamster (Pallas 1773), can use starvation torpor and spontaneous 

torpor, which differ in metabolic rate patterns and hypothalamic gene expression [41,42].  

 

1.3 Hibernation versus spontaneous torpor 

Same but different. All metabolic downstates serve to save energy and are 

characterized in a drastic, reversible reduction of metabolic rate which causes a temporal 

decline of further biological functions [24,43]. Yet, it is unclear, whether distinct types of 

heterothermy are based on similar mechanisms [42,44]. For example, hibernation in the 

garden dormouse (Eliomys quercinus, Gliridae) and spontaneous torpor in the Djungarian 

hamster strongly differ in prerequisites and torpor patterns, although both are used for 

overwintering [3].  

The circannual and circadian clock. In particular, the clock varies between both 

nocturnal model organisms [45]. The seasonal dormouse is circannual, which means, its 

acclimatization to natural or acclimation to artificial conditions is largely determined by an 

internal rhythm [46]. By contrast, the photoperiodic hamster uses the daylength as external 

cue to adjust its internal clock daily which consequently triggers adaptation mechanisms 

feasible for the circumstances [47]. This difference might be based on conditions in the 

particular distribution area, as well as the strive for reproductive success despite the 

species-specific life expectancy [21,48–50].  

Overwintering strategies. Both species underlie gradual, reversible, drastic 

physiological, morphological, and behavioral changes. These adjustments allow their 

metabolic downstates. Hereby, dormice and hamsters have different strategies. In 
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particular, the bigger dormouse gains body mass prior to the anticipated winter to consume 

energy from fat tissue during hibernation. For example, in 18 late-born juvenile dormice, 

the body mass was pre-hibernation 82.3 ± 6.7 g, and post-hibernation 61.1 ± 9.6 g [51]. The 

smaller hamster cannot gain sufficient fat reserves to hibernate. Broadly speaking, its 

strategy is to save energy by limiting foraging activity. Consequently, the reduced food 

intake causes a body mass loss between 20 and 40 % prior to torpor expression. For 

example, although fed ad libitium, 12 adult hamsters decreased their average body mass 

of 35 g to 27 g within three months of acclimation to winter-like short photoperiod [52].  

Torpor duration. Once acclimated to winter-like conditions, both species express 

torpor, however, with an species-specific extent of metabolic reduction [43,44]. The torpor 

bouts of the dormouse expand to about 14 days. They are interrupted by few hours lasting 

interbout arousals with normal metabolism [24,53]. By contrast, the normal metabolism of 

the hamster is interrupted by few hours lasting spontaneous torpor bouts, which are 

restricted to the daytime hours and synchronized by light [2]. Dependent on housing 

conditions and monitored data, torpor duration is about 5.7 hours in the hamster [54–56]. 

Minimal body temperature. In dependency on ambient temperature and torpor 

duration, species-specific minimal Tb values are maintained. More and more hibernators 

are found hibernating with Tb values below zero [3]. In dormice, minimal Tb during a torpor 

bout is about 5 °C when kept without food and water in complete darkness at 4 °C ambient 

temperature [46]. In hamster, minimal Tb during deep torpor is about 23 ˚C when kept with 

food and water in short photoperiod at about 18 ˚C ambient temperature [42]. Regardless 

of the ambient temperature, the Djungarian hamsters’ Tb never falls below 12 °C during a 

torpor bout [55,57–59].  

 

1.4 The Djungarian hamster  

Acclimation. The photoperiodic Djungarian hamster anticipates harsh winter-like 

conditions primarily by changes in daylength, hence photoperiod. Behavior and 

morphology is acclimated in nature, as soon as photophase duration falls below 13 hours 

per day, and in artificial conditions, when the light regime is changed from summer-like 

long photoperiod (e.g., 16:8 hours light:darkness) to winter-like short photoperiod (e.g., 

8:16 hours light:darkness) [60–62]. Food intake and body mass are drastically reduced 
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[4,63,64]. Reproduction is ceased and reproductive organs are receded [65,66]. A white fur 

is developed for a higher thermal insulation [4,63,64]. Given these and further tremendous, 

reversible acclimations [2], the summer-like and the winter-like hamster are two distinct 

model organisms, one fat and reproductive with brown fur, the other lean, and sterile with 

white fur. Regardless of its acclimation state, the nocturnal hamster is active throughout 

the nighttime hours, also known as scotophase, and on torpor-free days [67,68].  

Daily torpor, but not every day. After about three months of acclimation to short 

photoperiod, spontaneous torpor is expressed during the daytime hours, also known as 

photophase [2]. Empirically, torpor incidence, which is the number of torpor bouts per 

number of observation days [69], differs between hamsters. When kept in 20° C ambient 

temperature with food ad libitum, hamsters without torpor expression are relatively 

common, while rarely a hamster expresses torpor every day. Hence, the traditional term 

“spontaneous daily torpor” refers to the hitherto unpredictable and therefore spontaneous 

torpor bouts of the Djungarian hamster, which are expressed during daylight, but not 

necessarily every day.  

Torpor characteristics. Spontaneous torpor in the Djungarian hamster is characterized 

by a reduced metabolic rate, which in turn is accompanied by a reduction of Tb, heart rate, 

and ventilation. The course of Tb values follows the course of metabolic rate values with a 

temporal delay of about 30 minutes, as exemplary plots showed [41,58,70]. Although 

torpor is expressed during the resting phase, while the Djungarian hamster lay prone with 

closed eyes [71], torpor cannot be compared to sleep [27,72–74]. The state of deep torpor, 

when metabolic rate and Tb values are maintained at a plateau, is resolved by a 

spontaneous burst of metabolic rate [75]. During torpor arousal, normometabolic and 

consequently normothermic values are reached by shivering of muscles and non-shivering 

thermogenesis of mitochondria especially within brown adipose tissue [6,56,76].  

Torpor timing. Torpor is initialized, maintained, and reversed within hours [75]. As 

shown for entrainment after light regime changes, onset and offset of torpor (Tb < 32 °C) 

are timed with onset and offset of light [54]. When daylength is reduced to four hours per 

day, torpor does not start earlier, but is expanded into scotophase [55], suggesting onset 

of light as an important external Zeitgeber.  

Torpor pattern. To describe torpor, different parameters and definitions were used, 

according to the method and measurement intervals of monitored data (see also bachelor 
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thesis of Franziska Heli in 2020/2021 "Definition von Torpor in Dsungarischen 

Zwerghamstern (Phodopus sungorus) anhand von Körpertemperatur und Stoffwechsel"). 

From experience, the typical pattern of metabolic rate and Tb values varies between 

individuals and torpor bouts, what impedes comparability and understanding. Timing of 

torpor entry, deep torpor and arousal, duration of a torpor bout, minimal Tb values, and 

consequently energy saved, is not predictable.  

 

1.5 The brain as major control center 

The photoneuroendocrine pathway. All adaptations in the Djungarian hamster are 

controlled by photoperiod. The photoneuroendocrine pathway starts with photosensitive 

ganglion cells within the retina of the eye. The perceived light signal is transmitted via the 

optic nerve to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) within the hypothalamus. Consequently, 

melatonin secretion of the pineal gland within the epithalamus is altered [71,77,78]. 

Melatonin is exclusively secreted during the scotophase. Thereby, melatonin precisely 

mirrors night length including changes over the course of a year [66,79,80]. The melatonin 

signal feeds back to structures in the brain: The pars tuberalis of the pituitary gland to 

integrate seasonal information, the SCN to entrain circadian rhythmicity, while also the 

paraventricular nucleus has melatonin receptors [81–85]. The thyroid stimulating hormone 

(TSHβ) of the pars tuberalis feeds back to the hypothalamus, where it regulates the activity 

of thyroid hormones (iodothyronine deiodinases II and III) in tanycytes, blood, and several 

organs. [49,86,87].  

Tanycytes. Tanycytes are a specific type of glial cells, lining the third ventricle of the 

hypothalamus, connecting blood vessels from the median eminence, cerebrospinal fluid, 

and neurons. Thyroid hormone metabolism in tanycytes is a key regulator of seasonal 

physiological changes in mammals and birds, as Djungarian hamster, Soay sheep and 

Japanese quail [65,88,89]. Shape and function of tanycytes change with photoperiod 

[90,91]. There is evidence, that tanycytes mediate acute and long-term energy metabolism 

on level of cells, as glucose consumption of neurons, and the whole organism, as 

thermogenesis of brown adipose tissue [92–94]. Hence, thyroid hormone action is probably 

involved in torpor control [69,77,95].  
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The hypothalamus. Functionally, the hypothalamus controls circadian rhythms and 

sleep, homeostasis of Tb, blood pressure and osmolarity, uptake of food and water, and 

reproduction [29]. Hence, the hypothalamus integrates external and internal signals to 

modulate multi-level biological functions appropriate to the external conditions, aiming to 

maintain an overall energy balance [44,96], making it reasonable to assume that the 

hypothalamus is also involved in torpor control. The hypothalamic core areas and cell 

populations play distinct roles in complex physiological contexts, such as photoperiodic 

acclimations, and, less explored, torpor orchestration [22,32,97]. Several hypothalamic 

nuclei are of particular interest in torpor control in Djungarian hamsters. 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus. The SCN, a hypothalamic core area located bilaterally 

from the ventral third ventricle, is the circadian clock of all mammals, which is synchronized 

by the external 24-h-rhythm [98,99]. As pacemaker of the timekeeping system, the self-

oscillating neurons within the SCN regulate in a complex feedback loop rhythms of 

downstream oscillators, such as feeding and sleeping [100–102]. Since torpor bouts are 

strongly circadian gated, the SCN is likely to be involved in torpor control.  

The paraventricular nucleus. Neurons of the SCN project to another hypothalamic core 

area, the paraventricular nucleus (PVN), which is located bilaterally from the dorsal third 

ventricle [99,103–105]. Together with the supraoptic nucleus, the PVN influences the 

sympathetic nervous system via the intermediolateral horn of the spinal cord and controls 

the release of hormones via the pituitary gland into the bloodstream [103,106,107]. The 

PVN plays a role in food and water uptake, fat reserves and energy metabolism, circadian 

rhythm and response to short photoperiod, hence, probably also in torpor control [108–

113].  

 

1.6 Aims of thesis 

Radiotelemetry. Djungarian hamsters differ in response to short photoperiod in terms 

of e.g., body mass reduction, winter fur growth, torpor incidence and torpor pattern 

[5,114]. This broad spectrum of traits as well as unpredictable spontaneous torpor bouts 

challenges an adequate sampling to unravel the mechanisms behind. Hence, this 

dissertation should contribute with the further development of analysis methods using 

available acclimation data inclusively data monitored by a radiotelemetry system. Gained 
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insights might favor an early recognition of later torpor proneness and enable 

considerations regarding an improvement of sampling.  

In Chapter 2, radiotelemetry data of 60 Djungarian hamsters were analyzed to better 

understand the interplay of several parameters, namely Tb and locomotor activity during 

the last seven days before sacrifice as well as body mass and fur index throughout the about 

three months of acclimation to short photoperiod. Data might help to forecast the next 

torpor bout and therefore planning of sampling. Eleven of these hamsters were implanted 

prior to the light regime change from long to short photoperiod. Data might favor to 

conclude the later torpor behavior by the initial response of Tb and locomotor activity after 

the light regime change and might improve the equal distribution of hamsters with diverse 

traits on sampling groups.  

 

Transcriptomics. To unravel mechanisms behind acclimation to short photoperiod and 

torpor expression on mRNA-level, several transcriptome studies were performed on the 

hypothalamus in the hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys 

tridecemlineatus) [115,116] and the Djungarian hamster [117,118]. A comprehensive 

understanding is unclear, since these approaches differ in study design, lab work, data 

processing and analysis. Hence, this dissertation contributes with two analogously 

performed transcriptomic studies in the Djungarian hamster. One study faces general 

mechanisms, driven by photoperiodic acclimation as well as torpor, within the whole 

hypothalamus. The other study adds specific mechanisms in focusing first-time on the 

hypothalamic nuclei SCN and PVN. 

In Chapter 3, the hypothalamic transcriptome of twelve hamsters sampled four hours 

after lights on was analyzed to better understand underlying molecular mechanisms of 

torpor control. Two pairwise comparisons of sampling groups allowed to assess differential 

gene expression within the hypothalamus. A comparison between normothermic winter-

like and normothermic summer-like hamsters should validate mRNA-Seq methods given 

already known regulation of certain photoperiod-driven gene regulation. A comparison 

between deep torpor and a torpor-free day in winter-like hamsters might help to 

investigate mechanisms of torpor. Yet, in this approach on the whole hypothalamus, 

nucleus-specific mechanisms essential for torpor control might not be discovered.  
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In Chapter 4, lasermicrodissection allowed to focus on distinct hypothalamic nuclei which 

are potentially relevant in torpor control. Twelve winter-like hamsters were sampled either 

during torpor entry or on a torpor-free day. Stained cryosections of the brain allowed to 

distinguish the hypothalamic nuclei given their different neuronal density. After 

lasermicrodissection of SCN and PVN, the bioinformatical and statistical pipeline developed 

in Chapter 3 was applied. For each hypothalamic nucleus, data of the hypothermic group 

was compared with data of the normothermic group. Hereby, torpor-relevant mechanisms 

in this nucleus-specific approach might be investigated.  
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3.8.2 Supplementary File 2: Processing Pipeline 

# Bash-Script version of 13.02.2021 09:00 as provided by Elena Haugg, working group Annika Herwig, Institute of 
Neurobiology, Ulm University, Germany, 2021 

# contact: elena.haugg@uni-ulm.de 
 
 
#for each sample: prepare reads (here: paired end reads, 1 lane, from Illumina NextSeq 500) 
 
#command: trim_galore –paired –cores <number of cores> <”forward / left” file(s) (read 1 = R1) in format 

.fastq.gz, space-separated> <”reverse / right” file(s) (read 2 = R2) in format .fastq.gz, space-separated> 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPHT02_R1.fastq.gz *SPHT02_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPHT10_R1.fastq.gz *SPHT10_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPHT26_R1.fastq.gz *SPHT26_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPHT33_R1.fastq.gz *SPHT33_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *LPNT01_R1.fastq.gz *LPNT01_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *LPNT02_R1.fastq.gz *LPNT02_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *LPNT03_R1.fastq.gz *LPNT03_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *LPNT05_R1.fastq.gz *LPNT05_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPNT19_R1.fastq.gz *SPNT19_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPNT36_R1.fastq.gz *SPNT36_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPNT37_R1.fastq.gz *SPNT37_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SPNT38_R1.fastq.gz *SPNT38_R2.fastq.gz & 
wait 
#output is a *val_1.fq.gz for all “forward / left” files and a *val_2.fq.gz for all “reverse / right” files 
 
 
#for each organism: de novo assembly 
 
#command: Trinity –seqType <file format> --max_memory <threshold> --CPU <all available CPU> --

min_kmer_cov 2 --bflyCalculateCPU –left <R1 fastq files, comma-separated> <R2 fastq files, comma-
separated> 

#note: high performance computing (HPC) is needed! All other commands can be performed on a good linux 
computer. 

Trinity --seqType fq --max_memory 100G --CPU 20 --min_kmer_cov 2 --bflyCalculateCPU --left 
SPHT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SPHT10_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SPHT26_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SPHT33_R1_val_1.fq.gz,LPNT01_R1
_val_1.fq.gz,LPNT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz,LPNT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz,LPNT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SPNT19_R1_val_1.fq.gz
,SPNT36_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SPNT37_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SPNT38_R1_val_1.fq.gz --right 
SPHT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SPHT10_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SPHT26_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SPHT33_R2_val_2.fq.gz,LPNT01_R2
_val_2.fq.gz,LPNT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz,LPNT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz,LPNT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SPNT19_R2_val_2.fq.gz
,SPNT36_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SPNT37_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SPNT38_R2_val_2.fq.gz 

#rename output to e.g., Trinity-Hypothalamus-Phodopus-ZT04.fasta 
 
 
#for each organism-reference-combination: mapping 
 
#command: makeblastdb -in <reference proteome fasta> -parse_seqids -title <"name"> -dbtype <prot> -out 

<name of output> 
#reference proteome of Mus musculus (GRCm39, Annotation Release 109) was downloaded via NCBI 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=txid10090[orgn] 
makeblastdb -in GCF_000001635.27_GRCm39_protein.faa -parse_seqids -title "Mus musculus 39 proteome" -

dbtype prot -out mus_proteome 
 
#command: blastx -db <name of makeblastdb output> -query <Trinity-output> -out <name of output> -evalue 

<threshold> -outfmt <output-format, 6 is table> -num_threads <number of available CPU> 
blastx -db mus_proteome -query Trinity-Hypothalamus-Phodopus-ZT04.fasta -out blastx_ham -evalue 1E-5 -

outfmt 6 -num_threads 20 
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#command: ruby extract_hits_from_fasta.rb <Trinity-output> <blastx-output> <name of output> 
ruby extract_hits_from_fasta.rb Trinity-Hypothalamus-Phodopus-ZT04.fasta blastx_ham Trinity-Hypothalamus-

Phodopus-ZT04_aftermapping.fasta 
 
#command: ruby hits_to_genemap.rb <blastx-output> <reference annotation> <name of output> 
#Mus musculus (GRCm39, Annotation Release 109) was downloaded via NCBI in tabular format (.txt) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=txid10090[orgn] 
ruby hits_to_genemap.rb blastx_ham proteins_52_992563.txt genemap_ham.txt 
 
#command: rsem-prepare-reference --bowtie --transcript-to-gene-map <name of genemap output> <name of 

extract hits output> <name of output> 
rsem-prepare-reference --bowtie --transcript-to-gene-map genemap_ham.txt Trinity-Hypothalamus-Phodopus-

ZT04_aftermapping.fasta preparedmap-ham 
 
 
#for each sample: rsem-output 
 
#gunzip output of trim-galore with command: gunzip *.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT10_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT10_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT26_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT26_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT33_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPHT33_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT19_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT19_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT36_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT36_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT37_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT37_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT38_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SPNT38_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip LPNT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
 
#command: rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p <number of CPU> –left <forward file(s) (R1_val_1) in 

format .fq, comma-separated> <backward file(s) (R2_val_2) in format .fq, comma-separated> <name of rsem-
prepare-reference-output> <name of the sample> 

rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPHT02_R1_val_1.fq SPHT02_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 
SPHT02 

wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPHT10_R1_val_1.fq SPHT10_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

SPHT10 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPHT26_R1_val_1.fq SPHT26_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

SPHT26 
wait 
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rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPHT33_R1_val_1.fq SPHT33_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 
SPHT33 

wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPNT19_R1_val_1.fq SPNT19_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

SPNT19 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPNT36_R1_val_1.fq SPNT36_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

SPNT36 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPNT37_R1_val_1.fq SPNT37_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

SPNT37 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SPNT38_R1_val_1.fq SPNT38_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

SPNT38 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 LPNT01_R1_val_1.fq LPNT01_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

LPNT01 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 LPNT02_R1_val_1.fq LPNT02_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

LPNT02 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 LPNT03_R1_val_1.fq LPNT03_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

LPNT03 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 LPNT05_R1_val_1.fq LPNT05_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-ham 

LPNT05 
wait 
#rsem output per sample are two files, .isoforms.results (not used) and .genes.results (used) 
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3.8.3 Supplementary File 3: R-Statistics 

# R-Script version of 20210214 as provided by Elena Haugg 
# executed by Elena Haugg, working group Annika Herwig, Institute of Neurobiology, Ulm University, Germany, 

2021 
# Contact: elena.haugg@uni-ulm.de 
 
# RStudio version 5.3.2 (R Core Team 2018; RStudio Team 2020) 
# please find R session info at the end of this document 
 
 
# activation of packages, which must be installed before 
library("tximport") # (Soneson et al. 2015) 
library("DESeq2") # (Love et al. 2014, 2019, 2020) # an alternative of DESeq2’s dds is edgR’s TMM  
library("apeglm") # (Zhu et al. 2019) 
library("RColorBrewer") # (Neuwirth 2014) 
library("pheatmap") # (Kolde 2019) 
 
 
###################### 
######### SP: HT vs NT  
###################### 
 
### data import 
setwd("H:/NGS-Business/Statistics/WH-Ham/SPHTvsSPNT") # set working directory to the pairwise group 

comparison folder. It contains a .csv where you state the sample document names and the group of each 
sample (see next command). Furthermore, this folder contains the rsem-output in format .genes.results 
within a sub-folder called "rsem". 

samples <- read.csv(file.path("Samples_SPHTvsSPNT.csv")) # tell the sample names and the sample groups. The 
.csv has one column with header “id,group” (no space in between). It has one line per sample with the sample 
name (without file extention) and the sample group, comma separated without spaces. Take all samples for 
outlier assessment. To get the results of this pairwise comparison, state all samples except the outliers. 
Warning: The output file of this script is only correct for pairwise comparison of two groups.  

files <- file.path("rsem", paste0(samples$id, ".genes.results")) # tell where to find the data, namely the folder 
“rsem” within the working directory. Use the exact terms of the .csv, expanded to the full document name 
inclusively the file format (.genes.results, which is an output file of rsem). There is no need to delete outliers 
within the subfolder "rsem".  

names(files) <- samples$id # tell where to find the sample IDs, namely in column "id" of the .csv 
txi.rsem <- tximport(files, type = "rsem") # import the data, which type is rsem (irrespectively of the subfolder 

name).  
 
### First data normalization, for Likelihood ratio test (LRT) 
dds <- DESeqDataSetFromTximport(txi.rsem, colData = samples, design = ~ group) # txi.sem is the count matrix. 

Table of sample information (colData) is the .csv. Design is comparing groups, with groups stated in the .csv.  
keep <- rowSums(counts(dds)) >= 10 # threshold: same or more than 10 counts per column 
dds <- dds[keep,] # dds is overwritten with data fulfilling threshold 
 
### Likelihood ratio test (LRT), for Cook's Distance Outliers  
dds.LRT <- DESeq(dds, test="LRT", reduced=~1)  
res.LRT <- results(dds.LRT) 
res.LRT.Ordered <- res.LRT[order(res.LRT$pvalue),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(res.LRT.Ordered), file="DESeq_1resLRTOrdered.csv") # you might use this output as 

control 
 
### Second data normalization, for RESULTS and Cook's Distance Outliers 
dds <- DESeq(dds) # dds is overwritten  
res <- results(dds)  
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summary(res) # when thousands of outliers, check for quality and removal 
resOrdered <- res[order(res$pvalue),]  
# write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="Deseq_2resOrdered.csv") # you might use this output as control 
res.SPHT.SPNT <- results(dds, contrast=c("group", "SPHT", "SPNT")) # refer to the groups as stated in the .csv 
write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="SPHTvsSPNT.csv") # name the output file according to the performed 

comparison 
# the results .csv with the normalized differentially gene expression is for further procession (e.g. indicator genes, 

most extremely expressed genes).  
 
### Cook's Distance Outliers, for PCA and Heatmap 
vsd <- vst(dds, blind=FALSE) 
vsd_assay <- assay(vsd) # find outliers with Cook's Distance (the bigger the distance, the more likely an outlier) 

and replace outlying values by trimmed mean 
vsd_assay.Ordered <- assay(vsd)[order(match(row.names(vsd_assay),row.names(res.LRT.Ordered))),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(vsd_assay.Ordered), file="Deseq_3vsdAssayOrdered.csv") # you might use this output 

as control 
plotPCA(vsd, intgroup=c("group")) ### PCA – for outlier assessment  
 
### Heatmap, as additional visualization  
select <- order(rowMeans(counts(dds,normalized=TRUE)), decreasing=TRUE)[1:20] 
df <- as.data.frame(colData(dds)[,c("group","id")]) 
sampleDists <- dist(t(assay(vsd)))  
sampleDistMatrix <- as.matrix(sampleDists) 
rownames(sampleDistMatrix) <- paste(vsd$group, vsd$id, sep="-") 
colnames(sampleDistMatrix) <- NULL 
colors <- colorRampPalette( rev(brewer.pal(9, "Blues")) )(255) 
pheatmap(sampleDistMatrix, clustering_distance_columns=sampleDists, clustering_distance_cols=sampleDists, 

col=colors)  
 
###################### 
######### NT: SP vs LP  
###################### 
 
### data import 
setwd("H:/NGS-Business/Statistics/WH-Ham/SPNTvsLPNT") # set working directory to the pairwise group 

comparison folder. It contains a .csv where you state the sample document names and the group of each 
sample (see next command). Furthermore, this folder contains the rsem-output in format .genes.results 
within a sub-folder called "rsem". 

samples <- read.csv(file.path("Samples_SPNTvsLPNT.csv")) # tell the sample names and the sample groups. The 
.csv has one column with header “id,group” (no space in between). It has one line per sample with the sample 
name (without file extention) and the sample group, comma separated without spaces. Take all samples for 
outlier assessment. To get the results of this pairwise comparison, state all samples except the outliers. 
Warning: The output file of this script is only correct for pairwise comparison of two groups.  

files <- file.path("rsem", paste0(samples$id, ".genes.results")) # tell where to find the data, namely the folder 
“rsem” within the working directory. Use the exact terms of the .csv, expanded to the full document name 
inclusively the file format (.genes.results, which is an output file of rsem). There is no need to delete outliers 
within the subfolder "rsem".  

names(files) <- samples$id # tell where to find the sample IDs, namely in column "id" of the .csv 
txi.rsem <- tximport(files, type = "rsem") # import the data, which type is rsem (irrespectively of the subfolder 

name).  
 
### First data normalization, for Likelihood ratio test (LRT) 
dds <- DESeqDataSetFromTximport(txi.rsem, colData = samples, design = ~ group) # txi.sem is the count matrix. 

Table of sample information (colData) is the .csv. Design is comparing groups, with groups stated in the .csv.  
keep <- rowSums(counts(dds)) >= 10 # threshold: same or more than 10 counts per column 
dds <- dds[keep,] # dds is overwritten with data fulfilling threshold 
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### Likelihood ratio test (LRT), for Cook's Distance Outliers  
dds.LRT <- DESeq(dds, test="LRT", reduced=~1)  
res.LRT <- results(dds.LRT) 
res.LRT.Ordered <- res.LRT[order(res.LRT$pvalue),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(res.LRT.Ordered), file="DESeq_1resLRTOrdered.csv") # you might use this output as 

control 
 
### Second data normalization, for RESULTS and Cook's Distance Outliers 
dds <- DESeq(dds) # dds is overwritten  
res <- results(dds)  
summary(res) # when thousands of outliers, check for quality and removal 
resOrdered <- res[order(res$pvalue),]  
# write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="Deseq_2resOrdered.csv") # you might use this output as control 
res.SPNT.LPNT <- results(dds, contrast=c("group", "SPNT", "LPNT")) # refer to the groups as stated in the .csv 
write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="SPNTvsLPNT.csv") # name the output file according to the performed 

comparison 
# the results .csv with the normalized differentially gene expression is for further procession (e.g. indicator genes, 

most extremely expressed genes).  
 
### Cook's Distance Outliers, for PCA and Heatmap 
vsd <- vst(dds, blind=FALSE) 
vsd_assay <- assay(vsd) # find outliers with Cook's Distance (the bigger the distance, the more likely an outlier) 

and replace outlying values by trimmed mean 
vsd_assay.Ordered <- assay(vsd)[order(match(row.names(vsd_assay),row.names(res.LRT.Ordered))),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(vsd_assay.Ordered), file="Deseq_3vsdAssayOrdered.csv") # you might use this output 

as control 
plotPCA(vsd, intgroup=c("group")) ### PCA – for outlier assessment  
 
 
### Heatmap, as additional visualization  
select <- order(rowMeans(counts(dds,normalized=TRUE)), decreasing=TRUE)[1:20] 
df <- as.data.frame(colData(dds)[,c("group","id")]) 
sampleDists <- dist(t(assay(vsd)))  
sampleDistMatrix <- as.matrix(sampleDists) 
rownames(sampleDistMatrix) <- paste(vsd$group, vsd$id, sep="-") 
colnames(sampleDistMatrix) <- NULL 
colors <- colorRampPalette( rev(brewer.pal(9, "Blues")) )(255) 
pheatmap(sampleDistMatrix, clustering_distance_columns=sampleDists, clustering_distance_cols=sampleDists, 

col=colors)  
 
 
############################# 
### R session info (20210212) 
############################# 
 
# R version 3.5.2 (2018-12-20) 
# Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) 
# Running under: Windows 10 x64 (build 17134) 
 
# Matrix products: default 
 
# locale: 
# [1] LC_COLLATE=German_Germany.1252  LC_CTYPE=German_Germany.1252    

LC_MONETARY=German_Germany.1252 
# [4] LC_NUMERIC=C                    LC_TIME=German_Germany.1252     
 
# attached base packages: 
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# [1] stats4    parallel  stats     graphics  grDevices utils     datasets  methods   base      
 
# other attached packages: 
#  [1] RColorBrewer_1.1-2          pheatmap_1.0.12             apeglm_1.4.2                DESeq2_1.22.2               
#  [5] SummarizedExperiment_1.12.0 DelayedArray_0.8.0          BiocParallel_1.16.6         matrixStats_0.56.0          
#  [9] tximport_1.10.1             AnnotationDbi_1.44.0        Biobase_2.42.0              GenomicRanges_1.34.0        
# [13] GenomeInfoDb_1.18.2         IRanges_2.16.0              S4Vectors_0.20.1            BiocGenerics_0.28.0         
 
# loaded via a namespace (and not attached): 
#  [1] bitops_1.0-6           bit64_0.9-7            progress_1.2.2         httr_1.4.1             numDeriv_2016.8-1.1    
#  [6] tools_3.5.2            backports_1.1.6        R6_2.4.1               rpart_4.1-13           Hmisc_4.4-0            
# [11] DBI_1.1.0              colorspace_1.4-1       nnet_7.3-12            tidyselect_1.0.0       gridExtra_2.3          
# [16] prettyunits_1.1.1      bit_1.1-15.2           compiler_3.5.2         htmlTable_2.0.0        labeling_0.3           
# [21] scales_1.1.1           checkmate_2.0.0        mvtnorm_1.1-0          readr_1.3.1            genefilter_1.64.0      
# [26] stringr_1.4.0          digest_0.6.25          Rsamtools_1.34.1       foreign_0.8-71         XVector_0.22.0         
# [31] base64enc_0.1-3        pkgconfig_2.0.3        htmltools_0.4.0        bbmle_1.0.23.1         htmlwidgets_1.5.1      
# [36] rlang_0.4.5            rstudioapi_0.11        RSQLite_2.2.0          farver_2.0.3           acepack_1.4.1          
# [41] dplyr_0.8.5            RCurl_1.98-1.2         magrittr_1.5           GenomeInfoDbData_1.2.0 Formula_1.2-3          
# [46] Matrix_1.2-15          Rcpp_1.0.4.6           munsell_0.5.0          lifecycle_0.2.0        stringi_1.4.6          
# [51] MASS_7.3-51.1          zlibbioc_1.28.0        plyr_1.8.6             grid_3.5.2             blob_1.2.1             
# [56] bdsmatrix_1.3-4        crayon_1.3.4           lattice_0.20-38        Biostrings_2.50.2      splines_3.5.2          
# [61] annotate_1.60.1        hms_0.5.3              locfit_1.5-9.4         knitr_1.25             pillar_1.4.4           
# [66] geneplotter_1.60.0     biomaRt_2.38.0         XML_3.99-0.3           glue_1.4.0             latticeExtra_0.6-28    
# [71] data.table_1.12.8      vctrs_0.2.4            gtable_0.3.0           purrr_0.3.4            assertthat_0.2.1       
# [76] ggplot2_3.3.2          emdbook_1.3.12         xfun_0.13              xtable_1.8-4           coda_0.19-3            
# [81] survival_2.43-3        tibble_3.0.1           memoise_1.1.0          cluster_2.0.7-1        ellipsis_0.3.0         
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4.1 Abstract 

Anticipating harsh environmental conditions, Djungarian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus) 

adapt to winter-like short photoperiod by morphological, behavioral, and physiological 

adaptations, including spontaneous torpor, a metabolic downstate to save additional 

energy. The nocturnal hamsters express torpor for several hours during the day and remain 

active on torpor-free days as well as every night. There is evidence, that these fine-tuned 

mechanisms in torpor control are orchestrated by feedback loops within the 

hypothalamus, which integrates external and internal signals to control circadian rhythms. 

Two hypothalamic core areas are particularly promising to be involved in torpor regulation. 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is the master circadian clock in all mammals, while the 

paraventricular nucleus (PVN) is a neuroendocrine interface between SCN, pituitary gland 

and bloodstream.  

For this study, Djungarian hamsters were raised in long photoperiod 

(16:8 light:darkness). After 14 ± 1 weeks in short photoperiod (SP, 8:16 light:darkness), 

twelve animals were sampled one hour after lights on either hypothermic during torpor 

entry (HT, n = 6, Tb = 30.0 ± 0.3 °C) or normothermic on a torpor-free day (NT, n = 6, 

Tb = 35.9 ± 1.3 °C). SCN as well as the PVN were lasermicrodissected using cresyl violet 

stained cryosections of the hypothalamus. After purification of total RNA, isolation, and 

sequencing of mRNA, a de novo assembly of transcriptomes were generated and mapped 

against annotated genes of Mus musculus. The sampling groups HT and NT were compared 

pairwise for each SCN and PVN.  

In HT-SCN, 181 genes were up- and 690 genes were downregulated. A GO enrichment 

analysis revealed enhanced metabolic processes. Several indicator genes from torpor-

relevant systems screened for were downregulated, namely the transcription factor Junb, 

vasopressin and one of its receptors, the circadian clock genes Mta1 and Timeless, 

monocarboxylate-transporter 8 and the P2Y purinoceptor 1. Furthermore, the 66 genes 

with a fold change of at least two were discussed. In HT-PVN, only 14 genes were regulated, 

yet with various functions. A downregulation of the E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase Marchf1 

might indicate a decreased degradation of insulin receptors leading to increased insulin 

sensitivity within PVN during torpor entry. These results point towards a severe remodeling 

of the circadian clockwork potentially altering clock output to induce torpor, while 
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mitochondria, systemic signaling and metabolism, transcription and modification, cell 

cycle, and brain plasticity might also be of relevance.  

 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Seasonal acclimatizations and metabolic downstates, like hibernation, spontaneous 

torpor, starvation torpor as well as estivation, are expressed by all orders of mammals to 

overcome harsh environmental conditions [23–25]. Knowledge about natural 

hypometabolism including hypothermia of endotherms is potentially applicable for medical 

use and long-distance space flights [26–28]. Mechanisms underlying torpor control 

however, are still unclear [2,22,44].  

 

The photoperiodic Djungarian hamster (Phodopus sungorus), spontaneously uses daily 

torpor as one of multiple reversible physiological, morphological, and behavioral changes 

to overcome winter. As soon as the daylength falls below 13 hours per day, regardless if in 

nature or due to a switch of light regime in artificial conditions, the fat, reproductive 

“summer” hamster with brown fur anticipates harsh winter-like conditions [60,61]. It 

gradually reduces locomotor activity, food intake, body mass, and mean body temperature, 

while reproductive organs are receded towards an optimization of the overall energy 

balance [63–66,119]. After about three months of acclimation to short photoperiod, the 

hamster has turned into a lean, non-reproductive “winter” hamster with white, dense, 

more insulating fur [60,61]. 

 

After the morphological adaptations have been largely completed, spontaneous torpor, 

a metabolic downstate, might be expressed to save additional energy, even when the 

hamster is provided with nesting material, food and water ad libitum, and 20 °C ambient 

temperature. Hereby, torpor is initialized, maintained, and reversed within the few hours 

of photophase, while the nocturnal Djungarian hamster is active during the scotophase and 

on torpor-free days [57,60,119].  

Torpor is characterized by drastic, reversible reduction of metabolic rate, and, in turn, 

heart rate, ventilation, and body temperature [41,58,70]. There is evidence that the 
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hypothalamus is involved in torpor control. The hypothalamus controls circadian rhythms, 

homeostasis of body temperature, blood pressure and food intake, as well as reproduction, 

all of them relevant for photoperiodic acclimation, mediation of energy metabolism and 

torpor expression [29,44]. Hereby, the hypothalamic core areas and cell populations play 

distinct roles in these complex physiological processes [22,32].  

 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is the mammalian master circadian clock within the 

hypothalamus and involved in the retinohypothalamic pathway [100,120]. The clockwork 

of nocturnal rodents like mice and hamster comprises a fine-tuned feedback loop. The 

Clock-Bmal1-heterodimer is enhancing and suppressed by the Per-Cry-heterodimer. This 

oscillating equilibrium is modulated by further major players of the circadian clock. Clock-

Bmal1 is enhancing Rev-Erb and Ror, while Rev-Erb suppresses and Ror enhances Clock-

Bmal1. Per proteins are phosphorylated by CK1δ/ε, while the role of Tim remains unclear. 

This clock circle is reset by external cues, as light, which alter transcription and protein 

turnover [98,121]. Day length is mediated by melatonin (Mel), in interaction with systemic 

neuropeptides and hormones, as the luteinizing hormone (LH), catecholamines, the 

gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), beta-endorphin, and opiates [66,79,80,110]. 

Hereby, brain anatomy, neuronal signaling and functional pathways are based on general 

principles, with species-specific character [99,122]. Therefore, knowledge gained from one 

model organism is not necessarily directly applicable to others.  

The SCN is likely to synchronize the strongly circadian gated torpor bouts with the 

external light-dark-rhythm [54]. Given a short photoperiod of 8:16 hours light:darkness, the 

typical body temperature (Tb) pattern during a torpor bout is described with torpor entry 

(Tb < 32 °C) around ZT01, deep torpor (Tb = 24 °C) around ZT04, and torpor arousal 

(Tb > 32 °C) around ZT07, while ZT stands for Zeitgeber-time [42]. Timing of torpor entry 

and arousal with the external cues lights on and lights off might be explained by single-cell 

suprachiasmatic neurons. Although self-oscillating, they rely on the networks` information 

about the circadian rhythm [101,102,123]. There is evidence, that genes and proteins of 

the circadian clock maintain rhythmic expression in heart, lung, liver, pineal gland, and SCN 

during a torpor bout of the Djungarian hamster, yet with altered turnover resulting from 

inactivation and degradation [124,125]. SCN ablation can prevent acclimation to short 

photoperiod as well as torpor expression [110,126]. By contrast, SCN lesion in combination 
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with food restriction can cause the expression of multiple torpor bouts per day [127]. This 

points towards the relevance of SCN in timing of torpor onset, while the mechanisms to 

control course of the metabolic downstate do not lie exclusively within the SCN.  

 

Downstream of the SCN, in interplay with the supraoptic nucleus, the paraventricular 

nucleus (PVN) mediates and modulates neuroendocrine signals and influences the 

sympathetic nervous system [103,104,106,107]. Transcription of the immediate early gene 

c-Fos, inducible by stimuli, such as light and dehydration, seem to allow the communication 

between SCN and PVN as well as between supraoptic nucleus and PVN [105,109]. Hereby, 

vasopressin (Avp) neurons of the SCN likely project to the oxytocin (Oxt) neurons of PVN. 

So, feeding and locomotor activity are suppressed during the resting phase [108].  

In the Djungarian hamster, PVN lesions increased food intake and body mass, and 

prevented acclimation to short photoperiod [110,111]. Since the PVN regulates body mass 

and energy metabolism and is involved in circadian rhythm, an at least indirect influence 

of PVN on torpor expression is likely [112,113].  

 

Aiming to investigate torpor orchestration on mRNA level, two transcriptomic studies 

analyzed the differential gene expression in the whole hypothalamus of hamsters sacrificed 

during torpor or on a torpor-free day. One study focused on torpor entry (ZT01) and the 

other on deep torpor (ZT04). Predominantly general adaptive mechanisms resulting from 

the metabolic depression and reduced body temperature have been found [118,128].  

To target the hypothalamus in a higher anatomic resolution, the hypothalamic core 

areas SCN and PVN were lasermicrodissected from hamsters sacrificed around ZT01 either 

in torpor entry with a Tb of 30 °C or on a torpor-free day with normothermic Tb values. 

Animal work as well as the bioinformatics, statistics and analyses were performed 

analogous to a previous study [128]. We hypothesize, that altered SCN activity is an 

important factor driving the animal into torpor.   
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4.3 Materials and Methods  

4.3.1 Animal work 

4.3.1.1 Breeding and housing  

The twelve Djungarian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus) used in this study were bred 

in summer 2019 and in February 2020 at the Institute of Neurobiology (Ulm University, 

Germany) in accordance with the local ethics committee (35/9185.46-3). Animals were 

housed under same conditions as described for earlier studies [119,128]. The indoors 

breeding colony was housed in summer-like long photoperiod (LP; 16:8 light:darkness) 

provided by artificial light (150 lux). Additional constant red light (<5 lux) enabled animal 

handling during the scotophase. From the age of six weeks, the hamsters were single 

housed in Makrolon Type III cages (26.5 x 42.5 x 18.0 cm) with wooden bedding and tissue 

as nesting material.  

 

4.3.1.2 Experimental setup  

Twelve adult hamsters (8 males, 4 females) were transferred to short photoperiod (SP; 

8:16 light:darkness) at an age of 17 ± 2 weeks. Regardless of the light regime, the hamsters 

were housed at an ambient temperature of 20 ± 1 °C with tap water and food (Altromin 

hamster breeding diet 7014, Lage, Germany) ad libitum, and cucumber, oak flakes, and 

sunflower seeds once a week. The degree of adaptation was assessed weekly by body mass 

as well as fur index according to [60] with 1, light brown summer fur and 6, dense white 

winter fur. Background information on each hamster is provided (Supplementary Table 1).  

 

4.3.1.3 Radiotelemetry  

For organizational reasons, five hamsters were implanted with a radiotelemetry 

transmitter prior to the change of photoperiod at an age of 13± 1 weeks, while seven 

hamsters were implanted after the change of photoperiod at an age of 19 ± 2 weeks. 

Torpor was assessed using core body temperature (Tb), as previously described [119,128]. 

A radiotelemetry system (DSI - Data Sciences International, Harvard Bioscience Inc., St. 

Paul, MN, USA) with DataQuestTM ArtBronze software was used. The receiver board (RPC-

1) was placed under each individual home cage. A transmitter (model TA-11TA-F10, 
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silicone-coated, 1.1 cc volume, 1.6 g weight, 0.15 °C accuracy) was implanted 

intraperitoneally under isoflurane anesthesia (2.5 % and 1 ml/min for induction, 

0.75 – 2.0 % and 0.4 ml/min for maintenance) and carprofen analgesia (5 mg/kg i.p. 

Rimadyl®, Zoetis Deutschland GmbH, Berlin). Recovery from surgery was supported by 

additional oat flakes, sunflower seeds, cucumber, and nesting material. Body mass, coat 

care, posture, and behavior were monitored daily for about seven days until recovery. 

Experimental and surgical procedures were approved by the Regierungspräsidium 

Tübingen, Germany (1411).  

 

4.3.1.4 Sampling scheme  

Spontaneous daily torpor was defined as a core body temperature below 32 °C for at 

least 30 minutes [41,42,129]. All hamsters of this study expressed torpor at least once. The 

hamsters were sacrificed after 14 ± 1 weeks of SP-acclimation approximately one hour 

after the beginning of the photophase (Zeitgeber-time ZT01) either during torpor entry (HT, 

n = 6, 4 males, 2 females) or when normothermic on the day of sampling (NT, n = 6, 

4 males, 2 females) (Figure 1). The body temperature patterns of the last day and the day 

before are provided (Supplementary Figure 1). Radiotelemetry data from ten of the twelve 

hamsters was analyzed previously [119]. The hamsters were sacrificed with carbon dioxide. 

After decapitation, the brain was shock-frozen using dry ice and stored at -80 °C.  

 

4.3.2 Lab work 

4.3.2.1 Preparations  

To maintain lab work in a RNAse-poor environment, gloves, all surfaces, non-heat 

resistant instruments as well as the defrosted cryostat were cleaned prior to use with 70 % 

ethanol and Thermo Scientific™ RNase AWAY™ surface decontaminant (Fisher Scientific 

GmbH, Schwerte, Germany). Plastic instruments underwent incubation for at least 

12 hours at 37 °C in 0.1 % DEPC-Aqua dd., followed by heating to 100 °C. Glass and metal 

ware was baked at least 3 hours at 180 °C. RNAse-free water was prepared by incubating 

0.1 % DEPC-Aqua dd. for at least 12 hours at 37 °C, followed by autoclave. For staining 

solutions, this RNAse-free water and absolute ethanol (200 Proof, Molecular Biology Grade, 

Fisher BioReagents™; Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany) were used. Per 250 mL, 
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2.5 g Cresyl violet powder with 50 % ethanol was stirred for 6 hours, filtered, and stored at 

4 °C. 70 % ethanol was stored at -20 °C as well as at 4 °C. Absolute ethanol was stored at 

4 °C. The Carl Zeiss™ MembraneSlides 1.0 PEN (Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany) 

were coated with Poly-L-Lysine and UV-irradiated for 30 minutes just prior to usage. 

 

4.3.2.2 Sectioning of the brain  

Brains were sectioned and stained to lasermicrodissect the SCN and PVN. Within the 

chamber of a cryostat “Microm HM 560” (Thermo Scientific, Walldorf, Germany), the -19 °C 

brain was roughly trimmed with a hand-warm razor blade, mounted, and sectioned with 

the -17 °C steel blade from anterior to posterior. As soon as the anterior part of the anterior 

commissure fused at about Bregma -0.20 mm (according to the mouse brain atlas, Franklin 

and Paxinos 2008), the mounted brain was carefully fine-trimmed with a hand-warm razor 

blade to a hypothalamic column to sample the following 72 serial sections of about 

5x3x0.02 mm in an 8x3 raster on not more than three prepared slides. This set of sections 

covered both the SCN, reaching from Bregma -0.22 mm to -0.82 mm, and the PVN, reaching 

from Bregma -0.22 mm to -1,06 mm. The sections were dried at ambient temperature.  

 

4.3.2.3 Staining of cell nuclei and Nissl bodies  

Using plastic screw cap cells with a volume of 50 mL, each slide was treated successively 

for one minute with frozen 70 % ethanol, for a half minute with cooled 1 % cresyl violet in 

50 % ethanol dipped onto the horizontal slide by a disposable pipette, for one minute with 

cooled 70 % ethanol, and for one minute with cooled absolute ethanol. Each slide dried at 

room temperature while positioned vertically within a covered box. This cresyl violet 

enabled the detection of SCN and PVN at the lasermicroscope.  

 

4.3.2.4 Lasermicrodissection of hypothalamic core areas  

Of each brain, the hypothalamic core areas SCN and PVN were lasermicrodissected 

(Figure 2) from cresyl violet stained 0.02 mm thick sections spanning Bregma -0.22 mm to 

-1,06 mm (according to [99] using the PALM MicroBeam (Carl Zeiss Microscopy 

Deutschland GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) with one Carl Zeiss™ adhesive-cap tube per 

sample (Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany). First, the SCN was marked on 18 ± 4 
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sections using 260 ± 83 elements, followed by the lasercapturing of 1.1 ± 0.3 mm2 area in 

total, resulting in a SCN sample volume of approximately 0.022 ± 0.006 mm3. The tube with 

the SCN material was closed and incubated on ice. Second, the PVN was marked on 17 ± 2 

sections using 243 ± 96 elements, followed by the lasercapturing of 1.0 ± 0.2 mm2 area in 

total, resulting in a PVN sample volume of not more than 0.020 ± 0.005 mm3. Values per 

sample are provided (Supplementary Table 2). Both the SCN sample and the PVN sample 

were filled with 50 μl RLT lysis buffer with 1:100 β-Mercaptoethanol, vortexed with lid 

downwards for 30 seconds, incubated with lid downwards on ice for 30 minutes, 

centrifuged at 12.000 rpm at room temperature for 5 minutes, and stored at -80°C.  

 

4.3.2.5 From total RNA to sequencing of mRNA 

The 24 samples (12 animals, 2 hypothalamic core areas) were thawed in a 37° C water 

bath 3 ± 2 days after lasermicrodissection. Total RNA was purified using the RNeasy Plus 

Micro Kit with gDNA eliminator spin column (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. For further processing, the samples were sent to StarSEQ 

GmbH, Mainz, Germany. Total RNA was checked for quality (Bioanalyzer, Agilent 

Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) and quantity (RNA 6000 Pico Kit for very small RNA 

amounts of 50–5000pg/µL, Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany). In SCN samples, 

the quality (RNA integrity number, RIN) was 8.8 ± 0.4, the quantity 424 ± 188 pg/µL, and 

the rRNA ratio (28s / 18s) 2.9 ± 1.1. In PVN samples, the quality (RNA integrity number, RIN) 

was 8.5 ± 0.6, the quantity 619 ± 312 pg/µL, and the rRNA ratio (28s / 18s) of 2.4 ± 1.3. 

Individual values are shown in Supplementary Table 3. The mRNA was isolated, the library 

prepared (NEBNext® Single Cell / Low Input RNA library Prep Kit dual index), and the RNA-

Seq performed on an Illumina NextSeq 500 (1 lane, 2x25 mio reads, 2 x 150 nt, 7.5 gb).  

 

4.3.3 Data work 

4.3.3.1 Bioinformatics  

The bioinformatical pipeline used in this study was identical with our previous 

transcriptomics approach [128]. Bioinformatics was performed on the bwForCluster NEMO 

of the Baden-Württemberg High Performance Computing (bwHPC) project. Data of raw 

Illumina data was controlled for quality using FastQC 0.11.9 [130] and prepared with trim-
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galore 0.6.6 [131]. The read pairs from all samples were pooled to generate a single de novo 

transcriptome assembly using Trinity 2.8.5 [132,133]. The transcripts were mapped against 

the reference proteome of Mus musculus (GRCm39, Annotation Release 109) using 

blastx 2.5.0+ with an e-value < 1E-5 [134,135]. A reduced assembly containing only 

transcripts with a hit against a mouse protein was generated using 

“extract_hits_from_fasta.rb”. A transcript-to-GeneID dictionary was generated based on 

the best hit to the mouse proteome by using “hits_to_genemap.rb”. The reads from each 

sample were then mapped back to the reduced assembly using bowtie 1.3.0 [136]. So, data 

analysis was based on the numerical GeneID of the reference Mus musculus. One GeneID 

includes all isoforms, precursors, and preproproteins associated with a certain gene locus. 

Non-normalized differential gene expression per sample was calculated using rsem 1.3.1 

[137].  

 

4.3.3.2 Data depositories and supplied scripts  

The raw Illumina data have been deposited as Bio-Samples SAMN20520422 to -45 at the 

NCBI Sequence Read Archive under SRA Study accession number SRP330843 within the 

Bioproject PRJNA751505. Both the original and the processed de novo assembly as well as 

the non-normalized gene expression (GSM5494442 to -65) have been deposited in NCBI's 

Gene Expression Omnibus [138].  

These data are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE181298. The data 

processing pipeline from raw Illumina data to non-normalized gene expression is attached 

as Supplementary File 2. Both ruby-scripts were uploaded to SourceForge 

(https://sourceforge.net/projects/prepare-transcript-to-gene-map/). The R-script with R-

session info is attached as Supplementary File 3.  

 

4.3.3.3 Statistics  

The statistics applied for this study was identical with our previous transcriptomics 

approach [128]. Statistics and the principal component analyses were performed in 

RStudio 3.5.2 [139,140] using DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014, 2019, 2020). In this study, two 

pairwise group comparisons were made, namely SCN: HT vs NT and PVN: HT vs NT, 

respecting different hypothalamic core areas of the same individuals sampled either during 

torpor entry or on a torpor-free day. The statistical pipeline, as given in Supplementary File 
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3, comprises from a normalization of data across all samples included in a pairwise group 

comparison. Hereby, the counts of all genes of a sample were adjusted equally to level 

methodical bias, as different amount of tissue due to various brain sizes. This allowed a 

relative comparison between both sampling groups for each gene.  

 

4.3.3.4 Data interpretation  

Data was described by a gene’s fold change, log2(FC), and the significance of this fold 

change (adjusted p-value, padj), for the HT-group relative to the NT-group. A negative 

log2(FC) indicates downregulation and a positive log2(FC) upregulation. All present genes 

with at least one count represent the entire data pool of a pairwise comparison. Genes with 

padj > 0.05 and any fold change were defined as not regulated. This includes outlying 

genes, for which the padj was not calculable during data normalization. Genes with 

padj< 0.05 and any fold change were defined as regulated genes. 

 

4.3.3.5 Gene expression profiling  

A principal component analysis (Figure 3) visualizes the distance between all samples of 

this study by their overall gene expression. Volcano plots for each pairwise group 

comparison (Figure 4) visualize each genes’ fold change in dependence of its significance. 

Data processing and graphical representation was performed with Microsoft Excel 

(Office 365, 2016).  

 

4.3.3.6 Regulated biological processes  

To identify enriched biological processes in SCN and PVN during torpor entry, a GO 

enrichment analysis was performed separately for each pairwise group comparison. The 

regulated genes were tested, while all present genes were used as baseline to assess the 

expectable regulation of biological processes. The genes’ fold change was irrelevant for this 

test, which output does not tell if an enriched biological process is up- or downregulated. 

Data were analyzed using the PANTHER Overrepresentation Test (Released 20210224) 

based on the GO Ontology database (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4495804 Released 20210201), 

with Fisher’s Exact as test type and False Discovery Rate correction. (PANTHER-tool via 

http://geneontology.org/) [144–146].  

http://geneontology.org/
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4.3.3.7 Screening for indicator genes  

As reviewed earlier, several hypothalamic systems including the circadian clock system, 

thyroid system, growth axis, and energy metabolism have been identified as relevant in 

photoperiodic acclimation and / or orchestration of torpor [2]. We specifically screened for 

differential expression of 68 genes as preselected in [128] and introduced in Table 1.  

 

4.3.3.8 Regulated genes  

For SCN-HT relative to SCN-NT, genes with padj< 0.05 and an extreme fold change of 

|log2(FC)| > 2.0 are discussed only. For PVN-HT relative to PVN-NT all genes with 

padj< 0.05 and an any fold change are discussed. Prior to literature research, the UniProt 

Knowledgebase (https://www.uniprot.org/) was used to get an overview of each genes 

biological function.  

 

 

4.4 Results 

After all hamsters had expressed a spontaneous torpor bout at least once, they were 

sacrificed about one hour after lights on (Figure 1) either hypothermic during torpor entry 

(HT, n = 6, Tb = 30 ± 0.3 °C) or normothermic on a torpor-free day (NT, n = 6, 

Tb = 35.9 ± 1.3 °C). The two sampling groups HT and NT differed only in terminal body 

temperature by about 6 °C (Supplementary Table 1). Of each hamster, the hypothalamic 

core areas SCN and PVN were lasermicrodissected (Supplementary Table 2). Quality and 

quantity of total RNA was comparable between SCN and PVN samples (Supplementary 

Table 3). On average 36.2 ± 6.2 mio read pairs of mRNA per SCN sample and 38.3 ± 6.4 mio 

read pairs of mRNA per PVN sample were sequenced. In total, 894,514,860 read pairs 

contributed to one single de novo transcriptome assembly (Supplementary Table 4). Of 

696,614 transcripts in total, 144,567 were successfully mapped against the reference Mus 

musculus.  

 

https://www.uniprot.org/
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4.4.1 Gene expression profiling 

The gene expression profiles of SCN samples were widely scattered in the principal 

component analysis, however with clear separation of SCN-HT and SCN-NT samples in the 

first dimension (Figure 3A). This results in high differential gene expression in the SCN 

during torpor entry as compared to normothermia of a torpor-free day (Figure 4A). In the 

principal component analysis of PVN samples, the PVN-HT samples scattered widely around 

the PVN-NT samples, which clustered on a small area. This high variance of the PVN-HT 

samples’ gene expression profiles (Figure 3B) minimizes differential gene expression in the 

PVN during torpor entry as compared to normothermia (Figure 4B).  

 

4.4.2 Regulated biological processes  

The GO enrichment analyses revealed a regulation of metabolic processes within the 

SCN during torpor entry (Table 2), namely cellular metabolic process, metabolic process, 

nitrogen compound metabolic process, primary metabolic process, and organic substance 

metabolic process, with a fold enrich of 1.20 to 1.23 each. No biological processes were 

regulated during torpor entry in the PVN. 

 

4.4.3 Screening for indicator genes  

Of 68 indicator genes (Table 1), no gene was significantly upregulated in SCN-HT during 

torpor entry, while seven were significantly downregulated, namely Junb, Avp, Avpr1a, 

Mta1, Timeless, Mct8, and P2ry1 (Table 3). In the PVN: HT vs NT comparison, none of the 

68 indicator genes were regulated. For the results of all screened genes in both pairwise 

group comparisons see Supplementary Table 5.  

 

4.4.4 Genes regulated in both SCN and PVN during torpor entry  

Three genes were regulated in both SCN and PVN during torpor, compared to the 

respective non-torpid group (Table 4). Two of them were upregulated with padj < 0.001 

and a log2(FC) > 2.0, namely Gm773 and Gsdme. The other one was upregulated with less 

significance and a small fold change, namely Mylip / Idol / Mir. No further genes were 

regulated in both pairwise group comparisons. 
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4.4.5 Genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry  

In SCN: HT vs NT with 15.158 present genes in total, 871 genes were significantly 

regulated with padj < 0.05 (Figure 4A). Of those, 181 genes were upregulated, and 690 

genes were downregulated, which accounts for a 1:4 proportion of upregulated to 

downregulated genes.  

A fold change threshold of |log2(FC)| > 2.0 was applied to concentrate on those 66 

genes with the highest probability to be of biological relevance within the SCN of the 

Djungarian hamster during torpor entry. Two genes which fulfilled both level of significance 

and fold change were indicator genes (Junb and Avp). The remaining genes were assorted 

to six major topics. 12 genes play a role in mitochondria (Table 5), nine genes in systemic 

signaling and metabolism (Table 6), eleven genes in transcription and modification 

(Table 7), eight genes in cell cycle (Table 8), eight genes in brain plasticity (Table 9), while 

the biological functions of 14 genes are largely unknown (Table 10).  

 

4.4.6 Genes regulated in PVN during torpor entry  

In PVN: HT vs NT with 15.275 present genes in total, 14 genes were significantly 

regulated with padj < 0.05 (Figure 4B, Table 4, Table 11). Of those, nine genes were 

upregulated, and five genes were downregulated, which accounts for a 3:2 proportion of 

upregulated to downregulated genes.  

 

 

4.5 Discussion 

There is evidence, that spontaneous torpor of the Djungarian hamster adapted to 

winter-like short photoperiod is orchestrated within the hypothalamus. Earlier 

transcriptomics studies on differential gene expression in the whole hypothalamus 

revealed more general adaptive mechanisms to initialize and maintain torpor. We 

concluded that this approach was unable to unravel specific torpor-relevant mechanisms. 

It is likely, that gene regulation in one hypothalamic core area is levelled by the transcripts 

expressed in the other core areas of the hypothalamus [118,128]. In the given study, 

lasermicrodissection of the suprachiasmatic nucleus and the paraventricular nucleus 
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sampled at torpor entry enabled differential gene expression analyses in two important 

hypothalamic core areas at torpor induction.  

 

The hamsters sampled either hypothermic during torpor entry or normothermic on a 

torpor-free day differed in terminal core body temperature only (Supplementary Table 1). 

The total area lasermicrodissected from sections with defined thickness allowed to 

conclude on similar approximate volumes of dissected material for both SCN and PVN 

samples (Supplementary Table 2). Although the time-lasting procedure of cryosectioning, 

staining and lasermicrodissection favored a degradation of mRNA, the maintenance of a 

RNAse-poor environment resulted in respectable quality and quantity of total RNA 

(Supplementary Table 3). Also, the amount of mRNA read pairs was comparable for SCN 

and PVN data (Supplementary Table 4), which both contributed to one de novo assembly. 

About one fifth of transcripts were mapped against the reference Mus musculus, as much 

as in an earlier study using the same methodological pipeline, yet with samples of fast-

dissected hypothalamus [128]. Hence, the results of SCN and PVN data are comparable.  

 

4.5.1 Gene expression profiling  

Nevertheless, differential gene expression during torpor entry was more substantial in 

SCN than in PVN regarding distance in the principal component analysis (Figure 3) and 

number of regulated genes (Figure 4) from HT- in relation to NT-samples and sampling 

group. While the proportion of upregulated to downregulated genes was 3:2 in whole 

hypothalamus during deep torpor [128] as well as in whole hypothalamus [118] and in PVN 

during torpor entry, the proportion was 1:4 in SCN during torpor entry. The body 

temperature difference between the HT- and the NT- sampling group was 10 °C in the study 

on deep torpor and 6 °C in the studies on torpor entry. Although the extent of metabolic 

downstate is reasonable to cause a slowing of transcription and translation, less 

upregulated than downregulated genes were observed in SCN only. This does not tell a 

silencing of the SCN during torpor entry. Conversely, the SCN during torpor entry had the 

highest number of regulated genes (871) with padj < 0.05 among these studies, followed 

by whole hypothalamus during deep torpor (759) and torpor entry (284). In PVN, only 14 

genes were regulated during torpor entry. Assuming an equal importance of a lack of than 
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a gain of transcribed genes, the SCN underlies these studies` greatest regulation. Hence, 

the SCN seems to be of highest importance gaining better insight into torpor mechanisms.  

 

4.5.2 Regulated biological processes  

The GO enrichment analysis identified enriched biological processes in SCN, but not in 

the PVN during torpor entry (Table 2). Hence, the overall clock output within the master 

circadian clock might be modulated by enriched metabolic processes, what has potential 

to induce torpor. Hereby, the gene regulation within SCN is not affecting gene expression 

within PVN, at least not during torpor entry. The SCN probably signals to other 

hypothalamic core areas relevant for torpor control. Furthermore, these results point to 

nucleus-specific changes in metabolism.  

Previous transcriptomic data of the Djungarian hamsters also suggested enriched 

metabolic processes in whole hypothalamus during deep torpor (ZT04) compared to a 

torpor-free day [128]. Furthermore, transcriptional, biosynthetic, and cellular processes 

were enriched in whole hypothalamus during deep torpor (ZT04), which were not enriched 

in SCN and PVN during torpor entry (ZT01). Therefore, further transcriptomics on level of 

core areas sampled at different torpor stages probably might result in interesting findings 

contributing to understand torpor orchestration.  

 

4.5.3 Screening for indicator genes  

The list with 68 indicator genes of several key systems with potential regulatory function 

in photoperiodic status and torpor expression (Table 1) was developed for and used in an 

earlier transcriptomic study on the Djungarian hamsters’ whole hypothalamus sampled at 

ZT04 facing torpor expression (deep torpor vs. torpor-free day) and photoperiodic status 

(SP vs LP) [128]. Here, we focus on gene regulation within hypothalamic core areas during 

torpor entry (ZT01) using hamsters with the same degree of adaptation to photoperiod 

(Supplementary Table 1). Hence, we did not expect all the indicator genes to be regulated. 

Nevertheless, the genes found to be regulated using this screening-approach allow a 

deeper insight into torpor orchestration (Table 3). Furthermore, indicator genes not 

expressed in SCN, PVN and / or whole hypothalamus verify the results of the respective 

study (Supplementary Table 5).   
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Seven indicator genes were regulated in SCN during torpor entry (Table 3). Junb and Avp 

were downregulated with a log2(FC) > -2.0, which accounts for less than 25 % of the mRNA-

level in the torpid group compared to those of the non-torpid group, while Avpr1a, Mta1, 

Tim, Mct8 and P2ry1 were downregulated with a smaller fold change of at least log2(FC) > -

0.5, which accounts for at least a 75 % of the mRNA-level in the torpid group compared to 

those of the non-torpid group. Hence, this gene regulation is likely of biological relevance. 

None of these genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry were regulated in PVN during 

torpor entry, whole hypothalamus during deep torpor, and whole hypothalamus in the 

photoperiodic approach [128]. Hence, the regulation of these seven indicator genes is 

specific for SCN and / or torpor entry.  

 

The transcription factor Junb is, like c-Jun and c-Fos, part of the Jun/Fos family. A 

heterodimer from Jun and Fos act together with the AP-1 complex not only as suppressor 

or activator of transcription, but also in cell-proliferation and differentiation [147]. 

Members of the Jun/Fos family are expressed within minutes as response to external 

stimulation, as a light pulse, which is processed in the SCN. Therefore, members of the 

Jun/Fos family are studied in the brain and SCN of e.g. rat, the hibernating golden- mantled 

ground squirrel, as well as the Djungarian hamster [148–150]. In an earlier study on 

transcriptomics of the Djungarian hamster, c-Jun1 was downregulated during deep torpor 

(ZT04), while several other immediate early genes, including Junb, were not regulated in 

whole hypothalamus during deep spontaneous torpor or seasonal normothermia [128]. 

Finding Junb to be downregulated in SCN during torpor entry (ZT01) point towards a core-

specific altered transcription.  

 

In the SCN of the Djungarian hamster, vasopressin is a photoperiod- and clock-

dependent neuropeptide, and signals time of day and year to subsequent core areas. The 

Avp level within the SCN is reduced in short photoperiod compared to long photoperiod, 

and fluctuates within 24 hours, having lowest values in the scotophase and peaking values 

during the photophase [151–154]. In the given study, sampling was controlled for both 

acclimation (short photoperiod) and time (ZT01) of the day, allowing an interpretation of 

the downregulation of Avp and its receptor during torpor entry.  
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An altered Avp-level might result from altered number of Avp-containing neurons. The 

number of vasopressin-containing neurons within the SCN of the European ground squirrel 

was increasing after hibernation analogous to the reappearance of circadian rhythmicity of 

locomotor activity and body temperature [155]. It would be of interest, whether the 

number of Avp-containing neurons can change in the much smaller temporal window 

during a torpor bout in the Djungarian hamster. Furthermore, the number of vasopressin 

receptors might probably alter the perception of vasopressin.  

It has previously been shown that torpor expression did not affect the amount of Avp in 

the SCN on a day of a torpor bout, but resulted in a depressed amplitude of Avp the day 

after a torpor bout [125,153]. Finding extremely downregulated Avp in SCN during torpor 

entry might have been affected by torpor the day before. Since the given study design did 

not respect a torpor the day before sacrifice, some hamsters sampled in HT or NT expressed 

torpor the day before, others did not, as shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Future study 

designs might control for torpor the day before sampling and torpor incidence, which both 

potentially affect the results.  

In mice, AVP-neurons project from the SCN to thirst neurons in the organum vasculosum 

lamina terminalis, a specialized structure within the wall of the third ventricle of the 

hypothalamus. In a clock-dependent manner, water uptake prior to sleep is triggered 

without physiological need [156]. In context of torpor entry of the Djungarian hamster, a 

downregulation of vasopressin and its receptor might suppress drinking and feeding 

behavior during this metabolic downstate.  

 

Mta1 was downregulated in SCN during torpor entry. Interacting with the Clock-Bmal1 

complex, Mta1 regulates its own or the Cry transcription, impairing the Cry1-mediated 

negative feedback loop of the circadian system [157], yet, with a delay of approximately 12 

to 24 hours. However, various manifestations of Mta1 due to posttranslational 

modifications as well as their interactions with other genes and proteins have been 

described [158,159]. Hence, the effect of downregulated Mta1 in the SCN during torpor 

entry on the circadian clock is hard to estimate. It may alter the circadian clock, what has 

potential to induce the next torpor bout. Besides this, diverse biological functions of Mta1 

in DNA repair and inflammation are discussed [160], which might be of importance 

regarding neuroprotection during metabolic downstates [30].  
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Timeless (Tim) is an essential part of the flies’ circadian rhythm, while its role is unclear 

in the mammalian clockwork. Yet, there is evidence for several functions. The interaction 

between Tim and Per1 negatively regulates Clock-Bmal1-induced activity of the Per1 

promoter [161]. Since Tim binds with the transcriptional repressor Cry and Chk1, it might 

influence the determination of period length and for light-independent resetting 

mechanism of the clock [162]. In the SCN of mouse neither mRNA nor protein of Tim do 

rhythmically oscillate or are to alter by light pulses [163]. Also in the hypothalamus of 

hibernating arctic squirrels, Tim is the only gene of the circadian system not regulated 

[164].  

Mta1 and Tim also play a role in several pathways influencing a bride spectrum of 

biological functions in diverse systems investigated in specific organs [165]. Therefore, it is 

possible, that Mta1 and Tim do not only affect the circadian clock, but are regulated in the 

light of e.g., DNA repair, protein degradation, or histone modification, like several other 

regulated genes found to be differentially expressed within the Djungarian hamsters` SCN 

and likely relevant for torpor induction.  

 

The monocarboxylate transporter 8 (Mct8) is a thyroid hormone transporter of 

thyroxine (T4), triiodothyronine (T3), reverse triiodothyronine (rT3) and diiodothyronine 

[166]. Its level is increased in short photoperiod, but reduced during a torpor bout, which 

both in turn affects Dio2 and T3 levels [2,167–169]. Mct8-level of hypothalamus is 

decreased in deep torpor and post torpor, but remains unchanged during torpor entry and 

arousal [42], while the Mct8-level of SCN was decreased during torpor entry in the given 

study, indicating a core-specific regulation which might be of importance in torpor 

orchestration. Mct8 plays a role in development of the brain in general [93]. For the thyroid 

system, the expression of monocarboxylate transporters may especially play a role in 

tanycytes lining the third ventricle [94].  

 

Purinergic type 2 (P2y) receptors (P2ry) regulate diverse physiological functions, as 

neuronal excitation, inflammation, cell growth and apoptosis [170,171], which are likely to 

be of relevance also in the hypometabolic brain. Since the P2Y purinoceptor 1 (P2ry1 or 

P2Y1) in astrocytes inhibits excitatory glutamatergic synaptic neurotransmission [172], a 

downregulation of P2ry1 in SCN during torpor entry might point towards an increased 
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neuronal excitation. Since an application of P2Y1 in the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus 

(VMH) and lateral hypothalamic nucleus (LH) increased food intake in rats [173], a 

downregulation of P2ry1 in SCN during torpor entry suggests clock-dependent less drive to 

eat. P2Y1 receptors contribute to protect astrocytes from oxidative stress [174], yet, a 

downregulation of P2ry1 in SCN during torpor entry seems to contra productive to 

overcome neurodegeneration and hypoxia / reperfusion. In tanycytes, P2Y1 receptors 

allow the ATP-mediated sensing of glucose. Intracellular Ca2+ level is increased, while a 

Ca2+ wave across neighboring tanycytes propagates the signal of energy state [175,176]. 

Complex alteration of the tanycytes` biology is discussed regarding disorders as obesity and 

anorexia [177–179], and naturally used to orchestrate seasonal acclimation and torpor 

expression, although mechanisms are not fully understood yet [86,180]. Other purinergic 

type 2 receptors also have interesting functions. For example, P2ry12 contributes to 

microglial closure of the injured blood–brain barrier [181]. However, although present in 

SCN during torpor entry, the purinergic type 2 receptors 2, 6, 10b, 12, 13 and 14 were not 

regulated.  

 

4.5.4 Genes regulated in both SCN and PVN during torpor entry  

Three genes might play a role in both SCN and PVN during torpor entry. All of them are 

upregulated (Table 4). Gm773, a gene model, had the most extreme regulation of both fold 

change and significance in both pairwise group comparisons. Gm773 might be encoded on 

the X-chromosome. However, in our study with four males and two females in each HT and 

NT sampling group, the number of sex chromosomes was balanced. While there are no 

studies on Gm773, So, reasons for this extreme upregulation of Gm773 in SCN and PVN 

during torpor entry of the Djungarian hamster remain unclear. 

Gsdme is the key element in the pryoptosis pathway, a form of regulated cell death 

[182]. Its upregulation may indicate necrosis in both SCN and PVN during torpor entry.  

Mylip/Idol/Mir is a degrader of the LDL receptor, so, playing a role in cholesterol and 

therefore energy metabolism [183,184]. Its overexpression also inhibits neurite outgrowth 

[185].  
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4.5.5 Genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry  

Besides the level of significance (padj < 0.05) which fulfilled 871 genes, a fold change 

threshold of |log2(FC)| > 2.0 was applied to concentrate on those 66 genes with the 

highest probability to be of biological relevance within the SCN of the Djungarian hamster 

during torpor entry. These are discussed along their potential roles in mitochondria, 

systemic signaling and metabolism, transcription and modification, cell cycle and brain 

plasticity. However, most genes have several biological functions, and not all of them have 

been reported in literature so far. Since genes can be repressors or enhancers of a biological 

function, the up- or downregulation played a minor role for the interpretation. Whenever 

possible, the regulatory direction was interpreted according to literature.  

 

4.5.5.1 Mitochondria 

Several genes with functions in mitochondria were regulated in SCN. All of them were 

downregulated during torpor entry compared to a torpor-free day (Table 5). According to 

the UniProt Knowledgebase (https://www.uniprot.org/), Bola1 may act as a mitochondrial 

iron-sulfur cluster assembly factor [186], while Ndufaf8, Ndufb2 and Cox6a1/Cox6al are 

likely part of the respiratory chain and therefore involved in the ATP energy metabolism 

[187]. Cox5b is component of the cytochrome c oxidase in mitochondria [188]. Gatc, 

Mrps28/S28mt, Mrps34/S34mt, and Mrpl3/L3mt are involved in mitochondrial translation. 

Mrpl3/L3mt was also downregulated in whole hypothalamus during deep torpor (ZT04) 

with a small fold change of log2(FC) = -0.3 and a high significance of -log10(padj) = 3.2 and 

padj = 0.0007 [128]. Efhd1/Sws2 is a mitochondrial calcium binding protein expressed in 

neurons but not glial cells, which might be involved in neuronal development [189]. 

Furthermore, Efhd1/Sws2 is a sensor for mitoflash activation, an electrical and chemical 

excitation of mitochondria which uncouples respiration from ATP production [190,191]. 

Efhd1/Sws2 was also downregulated in whole hypothalamus during deep torpor (ZT04) 

with a small fold change of log2(FC) = -0.6 and a significance of -log10(padj) = 1.7 and 

padj = 0.0220 [128]. Bloc1s4 is a subunit of the BLOC-1 complex, which contributes to 

intracellular membrane trafficking and organelle biogenesis [192]. Klc3, a component of 

kinesin, plays a vital role in organelle transport [193].  

https://www.uniprot.org/
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Given the known importance of mitochondria in cell survival during hypoxia and 

hypothermia [194], our results on genes involved in respiratory chain and transcriptional 

machinery of mitochondria indicate a reduced mitochondrial performance in the 

Djungarian hamsters’ SCN during torpor entry. This is obviously not the case for the PVN 

during torpor entry, and probably not the case for the whole model organism. Although 

there is a positive correlation of body temperature, metabolic rate and liver mitochondrial 

performance in Djungarian hamsters and ground squirrels [19,20,44], the mitochondrial 

performance in kidneys, skeletal muscle and heart is unchanged during torpor of the 

Djungarian hamster [195]. 

 

4.5.5.2 Systemic signaling and metabolism 

Several genes involved in systemic signaling and metabolism were regulated in SCN. All 

of them were downregulated in torpor entry compared to a torpor-free day, except for 

Inhbe, Rrad and Tlr4, which were upregulated (Table 6). Kiss1r/Gpr54 is the receptor for 

kisspeptin / metastin, which is investigated in rodents, sheep and primates including 

human [196,197]. Because kisspeptin regulates gonadotropin-released hormone 

physiology, its expression and role has been studied also in the photoperiodic model 

organism Phodopus sungorus in relation to seasonal fluctuation of reproduction and body 

mass in reliance on sex and age [198,199]. Recently, kisspeptin-expressing neurons in the 

arcuate hypothalamus were found to control food intake, sleep, activity, and core body 

temperature also in the circadian context [200], modulating the signals downstream of the 

SCN [201]. Therefore, a downregulation of its receptor Kiss1r/Gpr54 during torpor entry in 

SCN might indicate an, at least temporal and spatial, insensitivity of kisspeptin, yet with 

unclear extent, duration, and consequences. An earlier study found, using radiotelemetry 

data of a representative SP-week in Djungarian hamsters, a reduction of mean core body 

temperature in general and activity during scotophase, the more often torpor is expressed. 

Also, a frequent torpor expression favors timing of torpor onset with lights on, torpor 

duration, body temperatures reduction, and probably energy saving [119]. Although the 

complex interactions between observed parameters are not fully understood, these results 

suggest a torpor-driven gene regulation in SCN is affecting the hamsters’ morphology, 

physiology, behavior, and metabolism, which again modulate the SCN in transcriptional-

translational feedback loops. While kisspeptin mRNA itself was not present in this study, 
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neither kisspeptin nor its receptor were regulated in the Djungarian hamsters’ whole 

hypothalamus at ZT04 comparing deep torpor hypothermia with SP-normothermia as well 

as comparing SP-normothermia with LP-normothermia [128]. 

Apoe has diverse functions, e.g., it is involved in fat metabolism. Apoe is studied in 

relation to Alzheimer’s disease because of its tau and amyloid-beta binding function [202], 

while the Apoe-mediated interaction between astrocytes and endothelial cells, induced by 

melatonin, is of interest for pathogenesis of stroke [203].  

Cck is a hormone peptide of the complex gut-brain pathway, where it may play a role in 

food uptake and body weight [204]. The current understanding of the feedback loop to 

mediate satiety and adiposity signals from peripheral nerves within hypothalamic core 

areas including the PVN does not respect the SCN [205], at least not in the mouse, which is 

as nocturnal as the Djungarian hamster, but does not underly seasonal acclimatizations. In 

the photoperiodic Djungarian hamster, the SCN might noticeably be involved in the gut-

brain pathway. Hereby, Cck was studied in the Djungarian hamster`s SCN and brainstem, 

yet hitherto regarding the seasonal, but not torpid state, whereby the number of Cck-

containing neurons are reduced within SCN and nucleus of the brainstems’ solitary tract, 

but not the brainstems’ solitary parabrachial nucleus, during acclimation to short 

photoperiod, during which food intake and body mass are reduced [206,207]. Cck is a more 

effective food suppressor when administered intraperitoneally in SP- than in LP-acclimated 

Djungarian hamsters [208]. Further research is needed to assess, whether Cck-sensitivity is 

also altered during stages of a torpor bout. Interestingly, for the PVN, which likely mediates 

given and aimed energy level, only a small number Cck-containing neurons was reported 

[207]. Given a relevant regulation of Cck within the SCN, but not PVN, during torpor entry, 

the master circadian clock might be on top of systemic energy homeostasis in the 

Djungarian hamster. It is to consider, that food intake might acutely increase Cck within 

neurons to suppress further feeding, at least in rats [209]. This might have possibly been 

also the case in active and probably feeding hamsters sampled on a torpor-free day (NT-

group). This might have caused the relative downregulation in inactive, non-eating 

hamsters sampled during torpor-entry (HT-group).  

Ly6h is primarily expressed in brain, where it is possibly involved in glutamatergic 

signaling and neuronal plasticity due to modulation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors 

[210]. Inhbe is a subunit of both, activin and inhibin, which modulate the pituitary function 
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together with follistatin regarding the reproductive axis [211], while its upregulation in the 

SCN during torpor entry is unclear. Rrad is involved in negative regulation of cell growth. 

Its voltage-gated calcium channel activity is important for hearth function, bone density 

and marrow adiposity [212,213], but has potential to play a role in neuronal signaling [214]. 

Tlr4/Lps plays a role in (neuro) inflammation [215]. An upregulation of Tlr4/Lps caused 

neurodegeneration in the mouse [216], which is probably also the case in the SCN during 

torpor entry of the Djungarian hamster. Cd320/TCblR plays a role in vitamin B12 transport 

and metabolism [217]. Fth1 is a subunit of ferritin, which stores free iron. In the brain, it is 

important for astrocyte-mediated iron homeostasis from the blood, oligodendrocyte 

development and myelinization [218,219]. A false organization of iron within cells may lead 

to ferroptosis [220], as possible due to downregulation of Fth1 within the SCN during torpor 

entry. 

 

4.5.5.3 Transcription and modification 

Several genes involved in transcription or modification were regulated in SCN. Egr3 and 

B3gnt4 were upregulated, while all others were downregulated in torpor entry compared 

to a torpor-free day (Table 7). Egr3 is an immediate early gene and transcription factor that 

is upregulated by synaptic activity suggesting increased SCN activity during torpor entry 

[221,222]. Egr3 is induced in the SCN by light [223,224], which should play no role in this 

study, since all hamsters were sacrificed one hour after lights on.  

Dtd2/Atd is a hydrolase with proofreading activity involved in tRNA metabolic processes 

[225]. Osgep is a metal-ion binding transferase involved in tRNA processing, which is 

studied regarding neurodegeneration [226]. Dohh mediates post-translational hypusine 

modification of the eukaryotic initiation factor 5A (eIF5A) and essential for development 

and cell proliferation [227]. B3gnt4 is an upregulated glycosyltransferase. Distribution and 

functions of Chst7/Gst5 and similar sulfotransferases are studied, also in the rodent brain 

[228,229]. Josd2 is involved in protein ubiquitination [230,231]. Usp14 in involved in 

ubiquitin regeneration and recycling at the proteasome and plays a role at synapses [232].  

Three histones were downregulated in SCN during torpor entry, H1f4/H1-4/Hist1h1e, 

H2bc22/Hist1h2bp, and Cenpa. Histones control transcription regulation, DNA repair, DNA 

replication, and are under research regarding epigenetics. Also in an earlier study 

comparing the transcriptome of whole hypothalamus in deep torpor (ZT04) to a torpor-
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free day, H1f4/H1-4/Hist1h1e was downregulated with a small fold change of 

log2(FC) = -0.9 and a high significance of -log10(padj) = 2.9 and padj = 0.0014 [128]. 

Nevertheless, the role of histones in context of this study is unclear.  

 

4.5.5.4 Cell cycle 

Several genes involved in cell cycle were regulated in SCN. All of them were 

downregulated in torpor entry compared to a torpor-free day, except for the upregulated 

Sertad1 and Gaddad45b (Table 8). Sertad1/Sei-1/Trip-Br1 is a transcription factor involved 

in developmental and pathological neuronal death [233–235]. Hereby, the interplay 

between Sertad1/Sei-1/Trip-Br1 and the ubiquitination of adenylyl cyclases in context of 

cAMP signaling is under research [236]. Interestingly, upregulation of Sertad1/Sei-1/Trip-

Br1 prevents hypoxia-induced cell death in breast cancer cell lines [237], hence might be 

relevant to maintain functionality of the SCN. Gadd45b/Myd118, is involved in negative 

regulation of cell growth as well as apoptosis. The rats’ Gadd45 protein is upregulated in 

neurons sublethally injured by ischemia [238,239].  

A downregulation of Rnf43 in SCN during torpor entry might enhance the Wnt signaling 

pathway in hypothalamic glial cells, which might affect neural stem cell proliferation [240–

243]. Also, by similarity, the downregulation of Rrm2, which mediates DNA synthesis and 

repair, might inhibit Wnt signaling and cause cell cycle arrest in SCN during torpor entry 

[244,245]. 

By similarity, the downregulated Nop53/Gltscr2/Pict1 is involved in ribosome biogenesis 

and has diverse functions in several pathways. For example, its contribution to cell 

proliferation and apoptosis is of interest in tumor suppression [246]. Also, Trp53i13, a 

potential tumor suppressor, was downregulated [247].  

Two genes involved in DNA repair are downregulated. Mcm8 is studied regarding 

infertility and cancer [248]. Babam1/Merit40/Nba1 is part of the BRISC and BRCA1-A 

complex [249].  

 

4.5.5.5 Brain plasticity 

Several genes involved in brain plasticity were regulated in SCN. All of them were 

downregulated in torpor entry compared to a torpor-free day (Table 9). Claudin-5 

(Cldn5/Bec1) is the main and therefore essential component of the blood brain barrier 
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[250,251]. Studies in mouse and rat brains have shown downregulated claudin-5 in the first 

hours after ischemic stroke [252,253]. In hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrel, it was 

shown that they underwent natural ischemia during a torpor bout, without suffering from 

neuropathological changes [9]. Furthermore, mouse hypothalamic tanycytes express 

claudin-5 [254], which might be investigated further in the Djungarian hamster in metabolic 

context [178]. Nkapl and Hes6 are suppressors of the Notch pathway, which is important 

for brain morphology, synaptic plasticity and neuronal survival [255–257]. Anapc11 

contributes as subunit of the anaphase-promoting complex to protein ubiquitination, and 

is studied for more than a decade due to its major role in neuronal connectivity and brain 

plasticity [258]. Ppfia3 is part of the liprin-alpha family, which regulates the development 

of dendrites and acts in formation and structure of synapses [259]. Gdf5/Bmp14, a member 

of the TGFβ superfamily, plays a role in development. It is investigated regarding 

neurodegenerative diseases due to its potential in neuro-protection and recovery [260–

262]. Boc, the “brother” of CDO (cell adhesion molecule-related / down regulated by 

oncogenesis), is a member of the Ig superfamily of cell adhesion molecules, and component 

of an axon-guiding, cell-cell-interacting receptor-like complex studied in muscle, but also 

developing brain of zebra fish embryos [263]. Pigh is essential for the 

glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) synthesis important for neurogenesis and therefore of 

clinical relevance for neurodevelopmental disorders [264].  

 

4.5.5.6 Unclear function  

Several genes with unclear function were regulated in SCN. Besides Otos and Ankub1, 

all of them were downregulated during torpor entry compared to a torpor-free day 

(Table 10). Otos/Ocp10 and Ankub1 were upregulated. In the inner ear, a downregulation 

of Otos/Ocp10 leads to deafness, while its regulatory function in other parts of the central 

nervous system is unclear, yet astrocyte-mediated repair mechanisms in neurons after 

traumatic injuries are assumed [265,266]. Although the detection of Ankub1 was reported 

elsewhere, its function is completely unclear.  

Following genes with unknown or assumed function were downregulated in SCN during 

torpor entry. Cmtm3/Cklfsf3 is an evolutionary conserved cytokine with unknown function 

[267]. Tpgs1/Gtrgeo22 may contribute to post-translational modification of tubulin, which 

is important for neuronal differentiation [268]. Sncb may be involved as pre-synaptic 
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protein in neuronal plasticity [269]. Also, Dmpk might influence synaptic plasticity [270]. 

Despite a similarity to the histone-binding Ptma, nothing is known about its pseudogene 2 

Ptma-ps2. Although expressed in diverse tissue of several model organisms, the function 

of the protein-coding genes Fam216a and Fam71e1 are uninvestigated. Two zinc finger 

proteins were downregulated in SCN during torpor entry. Zfp879/Znf879 may be involved 

in transcriptional translation (https://www.uniprot.org/). The function of Znhit2/Orf6 is 

unknown. A related gene, Znhit3/Trip3, is named after its function, namely thyroid 

receptor-interacting protein 3, yet not regulated in this study [271]. Ccdc166 is a novel 

imprinted gene [272]. Nothing is known about the uncharacterized protein C6orf226 

homolog and the UPF0575 protein C19orf67 homolog.  

 

4.5.6 Genes regulated in PVN during torpor entry  

Both differential gene expression (Figure 4B, Table 11) as well as the interpretation of 

regulated genes and their products in this studies’ context was limited for the pairwise 

group comparison PVN: HT vs NT. Besides Gm773 and Gsdme, which were discussed 

earlier, four genes met the threshold |log2(FC)| > 2.0. Atad2, which expression 

amplification loop is in focus of cancer research, was upregulated in PVN [273]. The three 

other genes were downregulated. Armc4/Odad2 in involved in cilia and sperm motility 

[274]. Efemp2, one of diverse fibulin-like extracellular matrix proteins, might be involved 

in tissue remodeling and cellular processes [275]. Kcng4 modifies potassium voltage-gated 

channel properties, which might affect signaling in the PVN during torpor entry [276,277].  

Using no threshold for the fold change, eight further genes fulfilled the padj < 0.05 

significance threshold. Mylip/Idol/Mir was discussed earlier. Hmbox1, upregulated in PVN 

during torpor entry, was identified as positive regulator of telomere length, which is 

associated with aging [278]. In dependance of ambient temperature it was shown, that 

spontaneous torpor bouts in the Djungarian hamster as well as hibernation bouts in the 

dormouse seem to affect telomere length positively, so, aging might be slow down during 

or because of metabolic downstates [33,279]. Klf6/Copeb/Cpbp, upregulated, is a 

transcription factor and a tumor suppressor gene [280]. Obsl1, upregulated, is involved in 

cell–cell, cell–matrix, and internal cytoskeletal connections, and studied regarding clinical 

diseases [281]. Tmem74, upregulated, is an important regulator of autophagy under stress 

conditions [282], and should be investigated regarding torpor. Zc3h8/Fliz1, upregulated in 

https://www.uniprot.org/
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this study and, for hitherto unknown reasons, upregulated in cancer cells, is part of the 

Little Elongation Complex and therefore involved in snRNA biogenesis [283,284].  

The downregulated Marchf1/March1/March-1 degrades, besides others, MHC class II 

proteins and insulin receptors. Marchf1 plays a role at least in dendritic cells, B cells and T 

cells. The gene expression of Marchf1 and its biological functions are studied in context of 

malaria, obesity, diabetes, and cancer, besides others [285–290]. The role of Marchf1 in 

the PVN, for the model organism Phodopus, and regarding metabolic downstates as torpor, 

is unknown. But it is tempting to speculate that decreased degradation of insulin receptors 

leading to increased insulin sensitivity might be an important factor in torpor control. 

Kdm2b/Fbl10/Fbxl10/Jhdm1b/Kiaa3014, downregulated, demethylates the important 

histone H3, and is studied regarding epigenetics, stem cells, neurological disorders, and 

cancer [291,292].  

 

 

4.6 Conclusion 

Data basis of SCN and PVN samples were comparable as in amount of 

lasermicrodissected tissue, number of sequenced read pairs, and number of matches with 

the mouse annotation. In SCN of the Djungarian hamster, 181 upregulated and 690 

downregulated genes were found during torpor entry. At the same time, 14 genes with 

diverse functions were regulated in PVN. Despite the identification of specific enhanced 

biological functions, the comprehension of each single genes` contribution remained 

incomplete, given the large number of regulated genes in SCN, multiple functions of each 

transcript, and lacking information on translation. Here, a multi-omics approach might be 

feasible. For a more comprehensive insight into mechanisms of torpor orchestration, 

further hypothalamic core areas might be analyzed, also at further stages of torpor, as deep 

torpor, arousal, and post-torpor. However, the given transcriptomic data which were 

successfully mapped against the mouse reference sequences is promising for a successful 

application of templates designed for mouse to validate and expand knowledge by 

methods like in-situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry in the Djungarian hamster. 

Subsequently, markers might be designed which enable cell-sorting for e.g., tanycytes, Avp-

expressing neurons, or mitochondria. Since spontaneous torpor is a metabolic downstate 

affected by and affecting the whole organism, the scale of focus should be fine-tuned as 
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well as enlarged. This study suggests processes on several levels to be of importance for 

torpor orchestration, as transcription, translation, modification of mRNA and proteins, 

metabolism within mitochondria and cells, cell cycle to face protection, repair, 

replacement, and structural flexibility, besides signaling in and plasticity of the brain on the 

large scale. Especially, the role of the circadian clock in SCN and the periphery might be in 

focus of future research to unravel torpor control mechanisms.  

 

 

4.7 Tables and Figures 

Figure 1: Sampling scheme. The twelve hamsters of 
this study were housed at 20 °C ambient 
temperature with food and water ad libitum. After 
14 ± 1 weeks of adaptation to short photoperiod (SP, 
eight hours light per day, yellow field), the hamsters 
were sacrificed about one hour after lights on (ZT01, 
vertical line) either hypothermic during torpor entry 
(HT) or normothermic on a torpor-free day (NT). 
Individual core body temperature patterns of this 
studies’ hamsters are attached in Supplementary 
Figure 1. 
Body temperature data of hamster EH04-08, which 
was sampled for this studies’ NT-group, were 
measured in intervals of three minutes, processed to 
mean values per hour and displayed in intervals of 
four hours. Radiotelemetry data of hamster EH04-08 
were already shown [128] and analyzed [119].  
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Figure 2: Insights into lasermicrodissection. (A) Cresyl violet staining of cell nuclei. Staining 20 µm coronal 
sections enables to identify the hypothalamic core areas SCN (top of picture, dorsal in hypothalamus) and 
PVN (bottom of picture, ventral in hypothalamus), both bilateral of third ventricle. (B) Marked hypothalamic 
core areas on one section. The SCN (red) and PVN (green) is marked manually in circles of about 0.0048 mm2 
on each of about 18 sections per brain. After lasering automatically along the line of each circle, the material 
is catapulted automatically by an air blast into the adhesive cap closely clamped above the marked area. (D) 
Dissected material sticking to an adhesive cap. During a sampling session, the technical setup is continuously 
checked for functionality. Between slice and adhesive cap should fit a sheet of paper, and the area within the 
adhesive cap focused by the air blast should be changed regularly to enable the sampling of all the dissected 
material. (C) Adhesive cap tube. The sum of sampled lasermicrodissected material, either from SCN or from 
PVN of an animal, is visible with bare eye within the adhesive cap.  
 
 

 

Figure 3: Principal component analyses of (A) SCN and (B) PVN. Differences in overall gene expression 
profiles of samples (dots) and sampling groups (HT: grey, NT: black; optically separated by dotted lines) in the 
first two dimensions. The higher the distance between two dots, the more different the gene expression 
profiles of two samples. 
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Figure 4: Volcano plots of SCN (A) and PVN (B). Differential gene expression for the HT-group in relation to 
the NT group of each pairwise group comparison. All mapped genes (dots) are represented by fold change (x-
axis) in dependence on significance (y-axis). Differentially expressed genes are shown in the colored areas 
above the lower horizontal significance threshold (-log10(0.05) = 1.3). Genes indicated with padj < 0.001 
throughout this study are shown above the upper significance threshold (-log10(0.001) = 3.0). The numbers 
of regulated genes per area are indicated respecting the direction (upregulated: green arrow, downregulated: 
yellow arrow). For SCN, the genes within the grey and blue areas are discussed only. For PVN, all regulated 
genes were discussed (red, grey and blue areas). One gene is not shown, namely Gm773, upregulated in both 
SCN with log2(FC) of 11.1 and -log10(padj) of 24.3 and PVN with log2(FC) of 10.6 and -log10(padj) of 23.9. For 
SCN, all genes with a padj < 0.05 and a |log2(FC)| > 2.0 are discussed (blue and grey areas). For PVN, all genes 
with a padj < 0.05 and any fold change are discussed (blue, grey and red areas).  
 
 
Table 1: The 68 preselected indicator genes. (Table see next page). Genes of several key systems with 
potential regulatory function in torpor expression and photoperiodic status were screened for differential 
gene expression. This list was developed for and used in an earlier transcriptomic study on the Djungarian 
hamsters’ whole hypothalamus [128]. 
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Table 1: The 68 preselected indicator genes. (Legend text see previous page). 

system # gene gene product 

transcription 

1 + 2 Fos + Fosb proto-oncogene c-Fos + protein fosB 

3 + 4 + 5 Jun + Junb + Jund transcription factor AP-1 / c-Jun + jun-B + jun-D 

6 + 7 c-Jun1 + c-Jun3 c-Jun-amino-terminal kinase-interacting protein 1 + 3 

clock 

8 Avp vasopressin-neurophysin 2-copeptin 

9 Avpr1a vasopressin V1a receptor 

10 + 11 Bmal1 + Bmal2 brain and muscle ARNT-like 1 + 2 

12 Bhlhe40 class E basic helix-loop-helix protein 40 

13 Clock circadian locomoter output cycles protein kaput  

14 + 15 Cry1 + Cry2 cryptochrome 1 + 2 

16 Gpr50 melatonin-related receptor 

17 Id2 DNA-binding protein inhibitor ID-2 

18 Mta1 metastasis-associated protein MTA1  

19 + 20 Mtnr1a + Mtnr1b melatonin receptor type 1A + 1B 

21 + 22 + 23 Per1 + Per2 + Per3 period circadian protein homolog 1 + 2 + 3 

24 Pml protein PML  

25 Ppp1cc serine/threonine-protein phosphatase  

26 Timeless protein timeless homolog  

27 Vip vasoactive intestinal peptide 

thyroid 

28 + 29 Dio1 + Dio2  iodothyronine deiodinase type I + II 

30 Dio3 thyroxine 5-deiodinase 

31 Mct8 monocarboxylate transporter 8 

32 + 33 Thra + Thrb thyroid hormone receptor alpha + beta 

34 Trh pro-thyrotropin-releasing hormone 

35 + 36 Trhr + Trhr2 thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor 1 + 2 

37 Tshr thyrotropin receptor 

38 Txnip thioredoxin-interacting protein 

growth 

39 GH somatotropin / growth hormone 

40 Sst somatostatin 

41 - 45 Sstr1 - Sstr5 somatostatin receptor type 1 - 5 

metabolism 

46 + 47 Tas1r3 + Tas1r2 taste receptor type 1 member 3 + 2 

48 Glut1 glucose transporter member 1 

49 - 52 Glut3 - 6 glucose transporter member 3 - 6 

53 P2ry1 P2Y purinoceptor 1 

54 Fgfr1 fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 

55 Insr insulin receptor  

56 Lepr leptin receptor 

57 Agrp agouti-related protein 

58 Cartpt cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript protein 

59 Pomc pro-opiomelanocortin 

60 + 61 Mc3r + Mc4r melanocortin receptor 3 + 4 

62 Npy pro-neuropeptide Y 

63 + 64 Npy1r + Npy2r neuropeptide Y receptor type 1 + 2 

65 Qrfp orexigenic neuropeptide QRFP 

66 Qrfpr pyroglutamylated RF-amide peptide receptor 

67 Ncam1 neural cell adhesion molecule 1 

68 Vim vimentin, cytosceleton of glial cells 
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Table 2: GO enrichment analysis of SCN: HT vs NT. Regulated genes with padj < 0.05 were tested, while all 
present genes were used as background. Listed are GO terms of those biological processes found to be 
regulated by less or more genes than expected using a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05. 

GO biological process complete 
reference test 

hits expected fold enrich raw p-value FDR 

total 15632 843 - - - - 

cellular metabolic process 5607 401 327 1.23 6.10E-07 4.63E-03 

metabolic process 6198 437 362 1.21 5.19E-07 7.89E-03 

nitrogen compound metabolic process 4982 354 291 1.22 1.23E-05 3.73E-02 

primary metabolic process 5401 381 315 1.21 7.54E-06 2.86E-02 

organic substance metabolic process 5841 409 341 1.20 5.13E-06 2.60E-02 

 
 
Table 3: Indicator genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. A negative log2(FC) indicates downregulation, 
a positive log2(FC) upregulation of the HT-group relative to the NT-group. No indicator genes were regulated 
in the PVN during torpor entry. All 68 indicator genes screened for are listed in Table 1. Results of all screening 
indicator genes of both SCN and PVN data are shown in Supplementary Table 5.  

indicator #  -log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

4 2.2 0.007 -2.88 Junb transcription factor jun-B 

8 3.4 0.000 -2.66 Avp vasopressin-neurophysin 2-copeptin 

9 1.5 0.034 -0.69 Avpr1a vasopressin V1a receptor 

18 1.5 0.032 -0.82 Mta1 metastasis-associated protein MTA1  

26 2.9 0.001 -1.00 Timeless protein timeless homolog  

31 1.4 0.043 -0.56 Mct8 monocarboxylate transporter 8 

53 4.9 < 0.000 -1.66 P2ry1 P2Y purinoceptor 1 

 
 
Table 4: Genes regulated in both SCN and PVN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling 
group (torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of 
significance (padj < 0.05) with any fold change. Color code as used for the Vulcano Plots (Figure 4). 

comparison  -log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

SCN 11.09 < 0.001 24.3 
Gm773 uncharacterized protein LOC331416 / gene model 773 

PVN 10.6 < 0.001 23.9 

SCN 5.95 < 0.001 2.9 
Gsdme gasdermin-E 

PVN 5.4 < 0.001 2.3 

SCN 2.3 0.0049 0.7 Mylip / 
Idol / Mir 

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase MYLIP / inducible degrader of the LDL-
receptor / myosin regulatory light chain-interacting protein  PVN 1.8 0.0151 0.8 
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Table 5: Mitochondrial genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling 
group (torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of 
significance (padj < 0.05) and the fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0). Color code as used for the Vulcano 
Plots (Figure 4). 

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

3.80 < 0.001 -2.5 Bola1 bolA-like protein 1 

2.68 0.002 -2.5 Ndufaf8 mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase 

3.04 < 0.001 -3.3 Ndufb2 
mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase 1 beta subcomplex subunit 2 / NADH-

ubiquinone oxidoreductase AGGG subunit and complex I-AGGG 

3.65 < 0.001 -3.1 Cox6a1 / Cox6al mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit 6A1 

2.68 0.002 -2.5 Cox5b / Gm34962 mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit 5B 

4.97 < 0.001 -2.5 Gatc 
mitochondrial glutamyl-tRNA(Gln) amidotransferase subunit C / cytochrome c 

oxidase assembly factor PET112 homolog 

3.20 < 0.001 -2.6 Mrps28 / S28mt mitochondrial 28S ribosomal protein S28 

3.62 < 0.001 -2.6 Mrps34 / S34mt mitochondrial 28S ribosomal protein S34 

7.37 < 0.001 -2.1 Mrpl3 / L3mt mitochondrial 39S ribosomal protein L3  

5.78 < 0.001 -2.7 Efhd1 / Sws2 EF-hand domain-containing protein D1 / mitocalcin / swiprosin-2  

1.99 0.010 -2.1 Bloc1s4 
biogenesis of lysosome-related organelles complex 1 subunit 4 / BLOC-1 subunit 

4 / protein cappuccino homolog 

1.90 0.013 -3.3 Klc3 kinesin light chain 3 

 
 
Table 6: Signaling genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling group 
(torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of 
significance (padj < 0.05) and the fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0). Color code as used for the Vulcano 
Plots (Figure 4). 

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

1.94 0.011 -2.5 Kiss1r / Gpr54 
kiSS-1 receptor / G-protein coupled receptor 54 or OT7T175 / kisspeptins or 
metastin receptor  

2.23 0.006 -2.8 Apoe apolipoprotein E 

3.14 < 0.001 -2.4 Cck cholecystokinin 

3.27 < 0.001 -2.0 Ly6h lymphocyte antigen 6H  

1.40 0.040 2.7 Inhbe inhibin beta E chain / activin beta-E chain 

2.16 0.007 3.2 Rrad GTP-binding protein RAD 

4.47 < 0.001 5.2 Tlr4 toll-like receptor 4 

3.87 < 0.001 -2.4 Cd320 / TCblR CD320 antigen / transcobalamin receptor 

3.19 < 0.001 -2.1 Fth1 ferritin heavy chain 

 
 
Table 7: Transcribing and modifying genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. Values are given for the 
HT-sampling group (torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil 
the level of significance (padj < 0.05) and the fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0). Color code as used for 
the Vulcano Plots (Figure 4). 

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

3.38 < 0.001 6.0 Egr3 early growth response protein 3  

3.80 < 0.001 -2.1 Dtd2 / Atd D-aminoacyl-tRNA deacylase 2 / animalia-specific tRNA deacylase 

6.55 < 0.001 -2.0 Osgep probable tRNA N6-adenosine threonylcarbamoyltransferase 

2.47 0.003 -2.6 Dohh deoxyhypusine hydroxylase 

1.40 0.040 2.4 B3gnt4 N-acetyllactosaminide beta-1,3-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 4 

1.38 0.041 -2.6 Chst7 / Gst5 carbohydrate sulfotransferase 7  

3.10 < 0.001 -2.3 Josd2 josephin-2  

1.32 0.048 -3.0 Usp14 ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 14 

1.59 0.026 -2.2 
H1f4 / H1-4 / 
Hist1h1e 

histone H1.4 

2.34 0.005 -4.0 
H2bc22 / 
Hist1h2bp 

histone H2B type 1-P  

1.69 0.020 -3.0 Cenpa histone H3-like centromeric protein A / centromere protein A 
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Table 8: Cell cycle genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling group 
(torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of 
significance (padj < 0.05) and the fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0). Color code as used for the Vulcano 
Plots (Figure 4). 

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

4.67 < 0.001 2.3 

Sertad1 / 

Sei-1 / Trp-

Br1 

SERTA domain-containing protein 1 / CDK4-binding protein p34SEI1 / transcriptional 

regulator interacting with the PHD-bromodomain 1  

1.93 0.012 2.4 
Gadd45b / 

Myd118 

growth arrest and DNA damage-inducible protein GADD45 beta / myeloid differentiation 

primary response protein MyD118 / negative growth regulatory protein MyD118  

1.39 0.041 -3.0 Rnf43  E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RNF43 / RING finger protein 43 

1.69 0.020 -2.5 Rrm2 ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase subunit M2 

2.61 0.002 -2.3 

Nop53 / 

Gltscr2 / 

Pict1 

ribosome biogenesis protein NOP53 / glioma tumor suppressor candidate region gene 2 

protein / PreS1-binding protein 

2.64 0.002 -3.2 Trp53i13 tumor protein p53-inducible protein 13  

1.92 0.012 -2.6 Mcm8 DNA helicase MCM8  

6.95 < 0.001 -2.2 

Babam1 / 

Merit40 / 

Nba1 

BRISC and BRCA1-A complex member 1 

 
 
Table 9: Brain plasticity genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling 
group (torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of 
significance (padj < 0.05) and the fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0). Color code as used for the Vulcano 
Plots (Figure 4). 

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

4.42 < 0.001 -2.6 
Cldn5 / 

Bec1 
claudin-5 / brain endothelial cell clone 1 protein  

4.79 < 0.001 -2.6 Nkapl NKAP-like protein 

4.33 < 0.001 -2.6 Hes6 transcription cofactor HES-6 / hairy and enhancer of split 6 

2.81 0.002 -3.2 Anapc11 anaphase-promoting complex subunit 11 / APC11 / cyclosome subunit 11 

2.43 0.004 -2.4 Ppfia3 liprin-alpha-3 

2.71 0.002 -2.0 
Gdf5 / 

Bmp14 
growth/differentiation factor 5  

1.42 0.038 -2.1 Boc brother of CDO (cell adhesion molecule-related / down regulated by oncogenesis) 

5.43 < 0.001 -2.1 Pigh  
phosphatidylinositol N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase subunit H / phosphatidylinositol-

glycan biosynthesis class H protein  
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Table 10: Unresearched genes regulated in SCN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling 
group (torpor entry) relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of 
significance (padj < 0.05) and the fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0). Color code as used for the Vulcano 
Plots (Figure 4). 

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

2.26 0.006 4.7 Otos / Ocp10 otospiralin / organ of Corti 10 kDa protein  

1.71 0.019 4.6 Ankub1 protein ANKUB1 / ankyrin repeat and ubiquitin domain-containing 1 

6.09 < 0.001 -2.4 Cmtm3 / Cklfsf3 
CKLF-like MARVEL transmembrane domain-containing protein 3 / chemokine-

like factor superfamily member 3  

3.79 < 0.001 -3.6 Tpgs1 / Gtrgeo22 tubulin polyglutamylase complex subunit 1 / PGs1 / p32 

2.17 0.007 -2.1 Sncb beta-synuclein 

1.41 0.039 -2.0 Dmpk myotonin-protein kinase  

2.01 0.010 -2.0 Ptma-ps2 prothymosin alpha, pseudogene 2 

2.79 0.002 -2.2 Fam71e1 family with sequence similarity 71 member E1 / protein FAM71E1  

2.42 0.004 -3.5 Fam216a family with sequence similarity 216 member a / protein FAM216A 

3.41 < 0.001 -2.3 Znhit2 / Orf6 zinc finger HIT domain-containing protein 2 / protein FON  

3.66 < 0.001 -2.1 Zfp879 / Znf879 zinc finger protein 879  

7.17 < 0.001 -2.4 Ccdc166 
coiled-coil domain-containing protein 166 / domain of unknown function 

(DUF) 4515 

3.18 < 0.001 -3.8   uncharacterized protein C6orf226 homolog 

2.83 0.001 -2.6   UPF0575 protein C19orf67 homolog  

 
 
Table 11: Genes regulated in PVN during torpor entry. Values are given for the HT-sampling group (torpor 
entry) with relative to the NT-sampling group (torpor-free day). All listed genes fulfil the level of significance 
(padj < 0.05) with any fold change. Color code as used for the Vulcano Plots (Figure 4).  

-log10(padj) padj log2(FC) gene gene product 

1.4 0.037 4.1 Atad2 ATPase family AAA domain-containing protein 2 

1.5 0.029 -5.4 Armc4 / Odad2 
armadillo repeat-containing protein 4 / outer dynein arm-docking complex 
subunit 2 

1.4 0.037 -6.2 Efemp2 EGF-containing fibulin-like extracellular matrix protein 2  

2.1 0.009 -6.7 Kcng4 potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily G member 4 

1.8 0.015 0.4 Hmbox1 homeobox-containing protein 1 

2.0 0.010 0.8 Klf6 / Copeb / Cpbp Krueppel-like factor 6 / core promoter element-binding protein 

1.4 0.036 0.8 Obsl1 obscurin-like protein 1  

1.7 0.021 1.5 Tmem74 transmembrane protein 74 

2.7 0.002 0.7 Zc3h8 / Fliz1 zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 8 / fetal liver zinc finger protein 1 

1.3 0.047 -1.0 
Marchf1 / March1 / 
March-1 

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase MARCHF1 / membrane-associated RING finger 
protein 1  

1.5 0.030 -0.8 
Kdm2b / Fbl10 / 
Fbxl10 / Jhdm1b / 
Kiaa3014 

lysine-specific demethylase 2B / F box and leucine-rich repeat protein 10 / 
JmjC domain-containing histone demethylation protein 1B 
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4.8 Supplementary Material 

4.8.1 Supplementary File 1: Supplementary Tables and Figures 

Supplementary Figure 1: Terminal body temperature pattern. The graph shows the day of sacrifice and the 
day before. Time is given in Zeitgeber-time (ZT), with lights on at ZT0 and lights off at ZT08. Photophases are 
indicated (grey bars on the x-axis). After at least one observed torpor bout per hamster (see also 
Supplementary Table 1), sacrifice was carried out approximately one hour after lights on at Zeitgeber-time 
ZT01 (vertical line) either hypothermic in torpor entry (HT, n = 6, grey lines) or normothermic on a torpor-
free day (NT; n = 6, black lines). Radiotelemetry data of ten hamsters were analyzed previously [119]. Please 
find an analogous pattern in a study on the hypothalamic transcriptomics of hamsters sampled at ZT04 in 
deep torpor, on a torpor-free day or LP-normothermia [128].  
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Supplementary Table 1: Background information on hamsters. Each hamster (n = 12) is indicated by the 
cohort (EH03 and EH04) and a running number within the cohort. Listed are gender (f for female, m for male) 
as well as body mass, fur index, age, and duration in short photoperiod (SP) for several key dates, namely SP-
start, surgery to implant the radiotelemetry transmitter, and sacrifice. The fur index was assessed from 1, 
brown light summer fur, to 6, white isolating winter fur, according to Figala et al. 1973 [60]. Cohort EH04 was 
implanted already in LP prior to SP-adaptation, while EH03 was implanted when adapted to SP. The number 
of torpor bouts are based on all torpor bouts with a body temperature below 32 °C for at least 30 minutes 
expressed during the individual observation interval. The torpor incidence is defined as the number of torpor 
bouts expressed during the number of observation days, and is given for the last seven full days after at least 
seven days of recovery from surgery. Adaptation, body temperature and activity of this studies’ hamsters, 
except for EH03-29 and EH03-22, were analyzed previously [119]. Mean values and standard deviation of the 
mean values (Std.Dev.) are given for the HT-sampling group (n = 6), the NT-sampling group (n = 6), and all 
hamsters (n = 12). After sampling about one hour after lights on (Zeitgeber-time ZT01, given 3 min = 0.05 and 
1h = 1.00) either hypothermic during torpor entry (HT) or normothermic on a torpor-free day (NT), a running 
number per sampling group (from 1 to 6) was assigned to indicate the SCN and PVN sample gained from each 
animal.  

hamster ID gender 
body mass terminal fur 

index 

age [weeks] at 

at SP [g] at sacrifice [g] difference [%] SP surgery sacrifice 

EH03-08 m 40.4 33.2 -17.8 4.0 19.4 29.4 32.7 
EH03-30 m 34.2 31.9 -6.7 4.5 15.9 27.0 29.1 
EH04-11 f 29.0 23.4 -19.3 5.0 14.0 11.7 26.7 
EH04-07 m 39.5 29.0 -26.6 4.0 14.9 12.4 28.4 
EH04-06 f 29.4 23.3 -20.7 4.0 15.9 13.4 29.9 
EH04-10 m 32.0 24.2 -24.4 5.0 14.0 11.7 28.3 

EH03-05 m 33.6 26.5 -21.1 3.0 21.1 35.1 37.4 
EH03-29 f 35.4 26.9 -24.0 3.0 18.3 29.4 31.1 
EH03-22 m 32.1 25.7 -19.9 4.5 19.3 30.3 32.3 
EH04-09 f 30.4 23.4 -23.0 3.0 14.9 12.6 28.4 
EH04-08 m 23.3 19.5 -16.3 5.0 14.9 12.4 29.1 
EH04-05 m 38.5 27.4 -28.8 5.0 15.9 13.4 30.3 

mean HT 

 

34.1 27.5 -19.3 4.4 15.7 17.6 29.2 
Std.Dev. HT 4.9 4.5 6.9 0.5 2.0 8.3 2.0 

mean NT 32.2 24.9 -22.2 3.9 17.4 22.2 31.5 
Std.Dev. NT 5.2 3.0 4.2 1.0 2.6 10.5 3.2 

mean all 33.2 26.2 -20.7 4.2 16.5 19.9 30.3 
Std.Dev. all 4.9 3.9 5.7 0.8 2.4 9.3 2.8 

 

hamster ID 

duration in SP [weeks] at observation 
torpor 

incidence sampling 
time [ZT] 

terminal 
Tb [°C] 

sampling 
ID 

surgery sacrifice interval [weeks] torpor bouts [#] 
last 7 full 

days 

EH03-08 10.0 13.3 3.3 5 0.3 0.85 29.5 HT01 
EH03-30 11.1 13.3 2.1 5 0.4 1.75 30.2 HT02 
EH04-11 -2.3 12.7 15.0 2 0.0 0.75 29.9 HT03 
EH04-07 -2.4 13.6 16.0 1 0.1 1.25 30.1 HT04 
EH04-06 -2.4 14.0 16.4 9 0.7 0.70 30.1 HT05 
EH04-10 -2.3 14.3 16.6 7 0.6 1.10 30.2 HT06 

EH03-05 14.0 16.3 2.3 5 0.6 1.35 35.2 NT01 
EH03-29 11.1 12.9 1.7 3  - 1.30 34.7 NT02 
EH03-22 11.0 13.0 2.0 5  - 1.25 35.5 NT03 
EH04-09 -2.3 13.6 15.9 1 0.1 1.50 37.2 NT04 
EH04-08 -2.4 14.3 16.7 3 0.1 1.35 35.2 NT05 
EH04-05 -2.4 14.4 16.9 2 0.0 0.90 37.9 NT06 

mean HT 2.0 13.5 11.6 5 0.4 1.1 30.0 

  

Std.Dev. HT 6.7 0.6 6.9 3 0.3 0.4 0.3 

mean NT 4.8 14.1 9.2 3 0.2 1.3 35.9 

Std.Dev. NT 8.0 1.3 7.9 2 0.2 0.2 1.3 

mean all 3.4 13.8 10.4 4 0.3 1.2   

Std.Dev. All 7.2 1.0 7.2 2 0.3 0.3   
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Supplementary Table 2: Validation of lasermicrodissection. Using the PALM MicroBeam software (Carl Zeiss 
Microscopy Deutschland GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany), three parameters were documented per sample. 
Using the visual overview of the “Navigator”, the number of sections each hypothalamic core area expanded 
to were counted. The “Element List” provided the number of marked elements and the total marked area per 
sample. Knowing the sections to be 0.02 mm thick, the total volume of each sample was calculated. These 
values are approximations, while the amount of sampled material was not investigated.  

animal ID 

SCN PVN 

sections 
[#] 

elements 
[#] 

area 
[mm2] 

volume 
[mm3] 

sample ID 
sections 

[#] 
elements 

[#] 
area 

[mm2] 
volume 
[mm3] 

sample ID 

EH03_08 20 214 1.7 0.034 SCN_HT01 15 148 1.3 0.026 PVN_HT01 
EH03_30 14 124 0.7 0.015 SCN_HT02 13 107 0.6 0.013 PVN_HT02 
EH04_11 15 365 0.9 0.018 SCN_HT03 19 312 0.8 0.017 PVN_HT03 
EH04_07 16 267 1.0 0.020 SCN_HT04 20 332 1.1 0.023 PVN_HT04 
EH04_06 18 370 0.9 0.018 SCN_HT05 16 347 1.0 0.019 PVN_HT05 
EH04_10 21 254 1.4 0.027 SCN_HT06 15 122 0.5 0.010 PVN_HT06 

EH03_05 21 269 1.5 0.030 SCN_NT01 15 216 1.0 0.021 PVN_NT01 
EH03_29 15 123 1.1 0.022 SCN_NT02 17 148 1.2 0.024 PVN_NT02 
EH03_22 22 296 1.4 0.028 SCN_NT03 20 258 1.1 0.022 PVN_NT03 
EH04_09 16 304 1.1 0.021 SCN_NT04 15 292 1.0 0.021 PVN_NT04 
EH04_08 12 199 0.8 0.017 SCN_NT05 17 242 1.0 0.019 PVN_NT05 
EH04_05 28 337 1.1 0.021 SCN_NT06 19 395 1.1 0.022 PVN_NT06 

min 12 123 0.7 0.015   13 107 0.5 0.010   
max 28 370 1.7 0.034   20 395 1.3 0.026   

mean 18 260 1.1 0.022   17 243 1.0 0.020   
Std. Dev. 4 83 0.3 0.006   2 96 0.2 0.005   

 
 
Supplementary Table 3: Quality and quantity of total RNA. Total RNA was purified using the RNeasy Plus 
Micro Kit with gDNA eliminator spin column (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany), and checked for quality 
(Bioanalyzer, Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) and quantity (RNA 6000 Pico Kit for very small RNA 
amounts of 50 – 5000pg/µL, Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany).  

animal ID 

SCN PVN 

sample ID 
quality 
(RIN) 

quantity  
[pg / µL] 

rRNA ratio [28s / 
18s] 

sample ID 
quality 
(RIN) 

quantity  
[pg / µL] 

rRNA ratio [28s / 
18s] 

EH03_08 SCN_HT01 8.2 440 1.2 PVN_HT01 9.5 764 3.3 
EH03_30 SCN_HT02 8.7 267 4.2 PVN_HT02 8.9 313 4.5 
EH04_11 SCN_HT03 8.7 312 1.6 PVN_HT03 8.0 821 1.3 
EH04_07 SCN_HT04 9.0 338 3.7 PVN_HT04 9.2 851 2.7 
EH04_06 SCN_HT05 8.6 168 3.6 PVN_HT05 7.8 804 1.2 
EH04_10 SCN_HT06 9.1 442 2.9 PVN_HT06 8.7 216 3.5 

EH03_05 SCN_NT01 9.2 802 2.6 PVN_NT01 7.9 991 1.2 
EH03_29 SCN_NT02 8.9 465 3.7 PVN_NT02 9.1 424 4.1 
EH03_22 SCN_NT03 9.0 339 4.2 PVN_NT03 8.3 164 1.3 
EH04_09 SCN_NT04 8.1 741 1.3 PVN_NT04 8.7 1102 2.8 
EH04_08 SCN_NT05 9.2 283 2.7 PVN_NT05 8.3 577 1.3 
EH04_05 SCN_NT06 9.2 496 2.6 PVN_NT06 8.1 403 1.3 

min   8.1 168 1.2   7.8 164 1.2 
max   9.2 802 4.2   9.5 1102 4.5 

mean   8.8 424 2.9   8.5 619 2.4 
Std. Dev.   0.4 188 1.1   0.6 312 1.3 
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Supplementary Table 4: Quality control of RNA-Seq data. The mRNA was isolated, the library prepared 
(NEBNext® Single Cell / Low Input RNA library Prep Kit dual index), and the RNA-Seq performed on an Illumina 
NextSeq 500 (1 lane, 2x25 mio reads, 2 x 150 nt, 7.5 gb). Quality control was performed with FastQC [130]. 
There were zero reads flagged as poor quality. The sequence length was throughout 151 base pairs. The GC-
content was 45 ± 1 %. The number of total read pairs ranged from 27.4 mio to 48.9 mio with a mean of 
36.2 ± 6.2 mio per SCN sample and a mean of 38.3 ± 6.4 mio per PVN sample. In total, 894,514,860 read pairs 
from both SCN and PVN were included in the original de novo assembly before mapping against the reference 
was performed. All data discussed in this study are accessible through GEO Series accession number 
GSE181298. 

animal ID 
SCN PVN 

sample ID read pairs [#] sample ID read pairs [#] 

EH03_08 SCN_HT01 33,359,816 PVN_HT01 32,285,924 

EH03_30 SCN_HT02 45,628,975 PVN_HT02 29,720,901 

EH04_11 SCN_HT03 33,220,396 PVN_HT03 30,632,110 

EH04_07 SCN_HT04 36,574,578 PVN_HT04 27,404,626 

EH04_06 SCN_HT05 48,872,922 PVN_HT05 32,679,724 

EH04_10 SCN_HT06 32,529,918 PVN_HT06 43,362,931 

EH03_05 SCN_NT01 39,123,835 PVN_NT01 37,864,734 

EH03_29 SCN_NT02 47,709,353 PVN_NT02 37,424,340 

EH03_22 SCN_NT03 42,090,945 PVN_NT03 43,203,384 

EH04_09 SCN_NT04 29,036,245 PVN_NT04 47,527,760 

EH04_08 SCN_NT05 33,995,779 PVN_NT05 33,751,737 

EH04_05 SCN_NT06 37,575,691 PVN_NT06 38,938,236 

sum per area 459,718,453 434,796,407 

total sum 894,514,860 

 
 
Supplementary Table 5: Results of all 68 predefined indicator genes. (Table see next page). Results for both 
pairwise group comparisons, namely SCN: HT vs NT and PVN: HT vs NT. Indicator genes with padj < 0.05 (black 
fields with white labelling) were presented in the main document (Table 3). A negative log2(FC) indicates 
downregulation (yellow), a positive log2(FC) upregulation (green) of the HT-group relative to the NT-group. 
“Not present” (grey) marks genes which were not present in one or both pairwise group comparisons but 
annotated in the reference Mus musculus. “Outlier” (grey) replaces a padj-value given the outlying count 
according to the statistics performed with DESeq2 [141]. 
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Supplementary Table 5: Results of all 68 predefined indicator genes. (Legend text see previous page).  

 # 

SCN: HT vs NT PVN: HT vs NT 

gene gene product 
padj 

-log10 
(padj) 

log2(FC) padj 
-log10 
(padj) 

log2(FC) 
tr

an
sc

ri
p

ti
o

n
 

1 0.314 0.5 -0.54 0.999 0.0 0.52 Fos proto-oncogene c-Fos 

2 outlier 0.999 0.0 -1.05 Fosb protein fosB 

3 0.653 0.2 0.60 0.773 0.1 0.64 Jun transcription factor AP-1 / c-Jun 

4 0.007 2.2 -2.88 0.540 0.3 -2.15 Junb transcription factor jun-B 

5 0.059 1.2 -1.16 0.917 0.0 -0.76 Jund transcription factor jun-D 

6 0.365 0.4 -0.25 0.999 0.0 -0.06 c-Jun1 
c-Jun-amino-terminal kinase-interacting 

protein 1 

7 0.186 0.7 -0.34 0.999 0.0 -0.04 c-Jun3 
c-Jun-amino-terminal kinase-interacting 

protein 3 

cl
o

ck
 

8 0.000 3.4 -2.66 0.999 0.0 0.11 Avp vasopressin-neurophysin 2-copeptin 

9 0.034 1.5 -0.69 0.976 0.0 -0.78 Avpr1a vasopressin V1a receptor 

10 0.411 0.4 -0.26 0.999 0.0 0.24 Bmal1 brain and muscle ARNT-like 1 

11 0.824 0.1 0.57 0.999 0.0 0.45 Bmal2 brain and muscle ARNT-like 2 

12 0.961 0.0 0.02 0.999 0.0 -0.17 Bhlhe40 class E basic helix-loop-helix protein 40 

13 0.941 0.0 0.07 0.999 0.0 0.03 Clock 
circadian locomoter output cycles protein 

kaput 

14 0.719 0.1 0.19 0.999 0.0 0.19 Cry1 cryptochrome-1 

15 0.743 0.1 -0.16 0.999 0.0 0.01 Cry2 cryptochrome-2 

16 0.875 0.1 -0.24 0.937 0.0 2.92 Gpr50 melatonin-related receptor 

17 0.404 0.4 0.42 0.999 0.0 -0.26 Id2 DNA-binding protein inhibitor ID-2 

18 0.032 1.5 -0.82 0.999 0.0 0.22 Mta1 metastasis-associated protein MTA1 

19 0.973 0.0 0.05 0.999 0.0 -2.45 Mtnr1a melatonin receptor type 1A 

20 not present not present Mtnr1b melatonin receptor type 1B 

21 0.506 0.3 0.41 0.999 0.0 0.04 Per1 period circadian protein homolog 1 

22 0.162 0.8 0.60 0.999 0.0 0.21 Per2 period circadian protein homolog 2 

23 0.587 0.2 0.65 0.999 0.0 -0.74 Per3 period circadian protein homolog 3 

24 0.455 0.3 0.48 0.999 0.0 -0.61 Pml protein PML 

25 0.824 0.1 0.10 0.999 0.0 0.20 Ppp1cc serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 

26 0.001 2.9 -1.00 0.999 0.0 -0.43 Timeless protein timeless homolog 

27 0.982 0.0 -0.01 0.999 0.0 -1.32 Vip vasoactive intestinal peptide 

th
yr

o
id

 

28 not present not present Dio1 iodothyronine deiodinase type I 

29 0.735 0.1 0.79 0.999 0.0 1.07 Dio2 iodothyronine deiodinase type II 

30 not present not present Dio3 thyroxine 5-deiodinase 

31 0.043 1.4 -0.56 0.999 0.0 -0.16 Mct8 monocarboxylate transporter 8 

32 0.941 0.0 -0.03 0.999 0.0 0.08 Thra thyroid hormone receptor alpha 

33 0.831 0.1 0.12 0.999 0.0 0.01 Thrb thyroid hormone receptor beta 

34 0.713 0.1 0.67 0.999 0.0 0.20 Trh pro-thyrotropin-releasing hormone 

35 0.963 0.0 0.05 0.999 0.0 -0.47 Trhr thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor 

36 not present 0.999 0.0 1.37 Trhr2 thyrotropin releasing hormone receptor 2 

37 outlier 0.999 0.0 -3.32 Tshr thyrotropin receptor 

38 0.221 0.7 0.87 0.999 0.0 -0.08 Txnip thioredoxin-interacting protein 

gr
o

w
th

 

39 outlier not present GH somatotropin / growth hormone 

40 0.272 0.6 -1.09 0.999 0.0 -0.05 Sst somatostatin 

41 0.074 1.1 -0.58 0.999 0.0 0.06 Sstr1 somatostatin receptor type 1 

42 0.604 0.2 0.47 0.999 0.0 0.03 Sstr2 somatostatin receptor type 2 

43 outlier 0.999 0.0 0.35 Sstr3 somatostatin receptor type 3 

44 0.491 0.3 1.26 0.943 0.0 -1.29 Sstr4 somatostatin receptor type 4 

45 outlier 0.999 0.0 0.01 Sstr5 somatostatin receptor type 5 

m
et

ab
o

lis
m

 

46 outlier 0.999 0.0 -0.54 Tas1r3 taste receptor type 1 member 3 

47 not present not present Tas1r2 taste receptor type 1 member 2 

48 0.570 0.2 0.18 0.999 0.0 -0.10 Glut1 glucose transporter member 1 

49 0.093 1.0 0.40 0.999 0.0 0.04 Glut3 glucose transporter member 3 

50 0.818 0.1 0.59 0.999 0.0 -1.37 Glut4 glucose transporter member 4 

51 0.435 0.4 0.96 0.999 0.0 -0.12 Glut5 glucose transporter member 5 

52 0.840 0.1 -0.20 0.999 0.0 0.14 Glut6 glucose transporter member 6 

53 0.000 4.9 -1.66 0.999 0.0 -0.91 P2ry1 P2Y purinoceptor 1 

54 0.788 0.1 0.12 0.999 0.0 0.16 Fgfr1 fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 

55 0.832 0.1 0.29 0.999 0.0 0.18 Insr insulin receptor 

56 outlier 0.999 0.0 0.38 Lepr leptin receptor 

57 outlier 0.999 0.0 0.01 Agrp agouti-related protein 

58 0.969 0.0 -0.08 0.999 0.0 -0.08 Cartpt 
cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated 

transcript protein 

59 0.870 0.1 0.12 0.999 0.0 0.32 Pomc pro-opiomelanocortin 

60 outlier 0.999 0.0 1.40 Mc3r melanocortin receptor 3 

61 0.782 0.1 0.51 0.999 0.0 0.05 Mc4r melanocortin receptor 4 

62 0.357 0.4 0.95 0.999 0.0 0.39 Npy pro-neuropeptide Y 

63 0.761 0.1 0.19 0.999 0.0 -0.18 Npy1r neuropeptide Y receptor type 1 

64 0.425 0.4 -1.66 0.910 0.0 -1.98 Npy2r neuropeptide Y receptor type 2 

65 outlier not present Qrfp orexigenic neuropeptide QRFP 

66 outlier 0.999 0.0 -0.04 Qrfpr pyroglutamylated RF-amide peptide receptor 

67 0.783 0.1 0.12 0.999 0.0 0.08 Ncam1 neural cell adhesion molecule 1 

68 0.824 0.1 -0.14 0.999 0.0 -0.16 Vim vimentin, cytosceleton of glial cells 
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4.8.2 Supplementary File 2: Processing Pipeline 

# Bash-Script version of 13.02.2021 09:00 as provided by Elena Haugg, working group Annika Herwig, Institute 
of Neurobiology, Ulm University, Germany, 2021 

# contact: elena.haugg@uni-ulm.de 
 
 
#for each sample: prepare reads (here: paired end reads, 1 lane, from Illumina NextSeq 500) 
 
#command: trim_galore –paired –cores <number of cores> <”forward / left” file(s) (read 1 = R1) in format 

.fastq.gz, space-separated> <”reverse / right” file(s) (read 2 = R2) in format .fastq.gz, space-separated> 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_HT01_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_HT01_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_HT02_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_HT02_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_HT03_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_HT03_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_HT04_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_HT04_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_HT05_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_HT05_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_HT06_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_HT06_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_NT01_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_NT01_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_NT02_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_NT02_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_NT03_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_NT03_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_NT04_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_NT04_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_NT05_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_NT05_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *SCN_NT06_R1.fastq.gz *SCN_NT06_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_HT01_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_HT01_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_HT02_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_HT02_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_HT03_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_HT03_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_HT04_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_HT04_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_HT05_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_HT05_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_HT06_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_HT06_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_NT01_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_NT01_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_NT02_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_NT02_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_NT03_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_NT03_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_NT04_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_NT04_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_NT05_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_NT05_R2.fastq.gz & 
trim_galore --paired --cores 1 *PVN_NT06_R1.fastq.gz *PVN_NT06_R2.fastq.gz & 
wait 
#output is a *val_1.fq.gz for all “forward / left” files and a *val_2.fq.gz for all “reverse / right” files 
 
 
#for each organism: de novo assembly 
 
#command: Trinity –seqType <file format> --max_memory <threshold> --CPU <all available CPU> --

min_kmer_cov 2 --bflyCalculateCPU –left <R1 fastq files, comma-separated> <R2 fastq files, comma-
separated> 

#note: high performance computing (HPC) is needed! All other commands can be performed on a good linux 
computer. 

Trinity --seqType fq --max_memory 100G --CPU 20 --min_kmer_cov 2 --bflyCalculateCPU --left 
SCN_HT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_HT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_HT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_HT04_R1_val_1.fq
.gz,SCN_HT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_HT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_NT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_NT02_R1_val_
1.fq.gz,SCN_NT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_NT04_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_NT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz,SCN_NT06_R1_
val_1.fq.gz,PVN_HT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_HT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_HT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_HT04_
R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_HT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_HT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_NT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_N
T02_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_NT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_NT04_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PVN_NT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz,PV
N_NT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz --right 
SCN_HT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_HT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_HT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_HT04_R2_val_2.fq
.gz,SCN_HT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_HT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_NT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_NT02_R2_val_
2.fq.gz,SCN_NT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_NT04_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_NT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz,SCN_NT06_R2_
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val_2.fq.gz,PVN_HT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_HT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_HT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_HT04_
R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_HT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_HT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_NT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_N
T02_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_NT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_NT04_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PVN_NT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz,PV
N_NT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz 

#rename output to e.g., Trinity_SCN-PVN_Phodopus-ZT01.fasta 
 
 
#for each organism-reference-combination: mapping 
 
#command: makeblastdb -in <reference proteome fasta> -parse_seqids -title <"name"> -dbtype <prot> -out 

<name of output> 
#reference proteome of Mus musculus (GRCm39, Annotation Release 109) was downloaded via NCBI 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=txid10090[orgn] 
makeblastdb -in GCF_000001635.27_GRCm39_protein.faa -parse_seqids -title "Mus musculus 39 proteome" 

-dbtype prot -out mus_proteome 
 
#command: blastx -db <name of makeblastdb output> -query <Trinity-output> -out <name of output> -evalue 

<threshold> -outfmt <output-format, 6 is table> -num_threads <number of available CPU> 
blastx -db mus_proteome -query Trinity_SCN-PVN_Phodopus-ZT01.fasta -out blastx_LMD -evalue 1E-5 -

outfmt 6 -num_threads 20 
 
#command: ruby extract_hits_from_fasta.rb <Trinity-output> <blastx-output> <name of output> 
ruby extract_hits_from_fasta.rb Trinity_SCN-PVN_Phodopus-ZT01.fasta blastx_LMD Trinity_SCN-

PVN_Phodopus-ZT01_aftermapping.fasta 
 
#command: ruby hits_to_genemap.rb <blastx-output> <reference annotation> <name of output> 
#Mus musculus (GRCm39, Annotation Release 109) was downloaded via NCBI in tabular format (.txt) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/?term=txid10090[orgn] 
ruby hits_to_genemap.rb blastx_LMD proteins_52_992563.txt genemap_LMD.txt 
 
#command: rsem-prepare-reference --bowtie --transcript-to-gene-map <name of genemap output> <name 

of extract hits output> <name of output> 
rsem-prepare-reference --bowtie --transcript-to-gene-map genemap_LMD.txt Trinity_SCN-PVN_Phodopus-

ZT01_aftermapping.fasta preparedmap-LMD 
 
 
#for each sample: rsem-output 
 
#gunzip output of trim-galore with command: gunzip *.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT04_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT04_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_HT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
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gunzip SCN_NT04_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT04_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip SCN_NT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT04_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT04_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_HT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT01_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT01_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT02_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT02_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT03_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT03_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT04_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT04_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT05_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT05_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT06_R1_val_1.fq.gz 
gunzip PVN_NT06_R2_val_2.fq.gz 
 
 
#command: rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p <number of CPU> –left <forward file(s) (R1_val_1) in 

format .fq, comma-separated> <backward file(s) (R2_val_2) in format .fq, comma-separated> <name of 
rsem-prepare-reference-output> <name of the sample> 

rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_HT01_R1_val_1.fq SCN_HT01_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-
LMD SCN_HT01 

wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_HT02_R1_val_1.fq SCN_HT02_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_HT02 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_HT03_R1_val_1.fq SCN_HT03_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_HT03 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_HT04_R1_val_1.fq SCN_HT04_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_HT04 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_HT05_R1_val_1.fq SCN_HT05_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_HT05 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_HT06_R1_val_1.fq SCN_HT06_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_HT06 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_NT01_R1_val_1.fq SCN_NT01_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_NT01 
wait 
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rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_NT02_R1_val_1.fq SCN_NT02_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-
LMD SCN_NT02 

wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_NT03_R1_val_1.fq SCN_NT03_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_NT03 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_NT04_R1_val_1.fq SCN_NT04_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_NT04 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_NT05_R1_val_1.fq SCN_NT05_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_NT05 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 SCN_NT06_R1_val_1.fq SCN_NT06_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD SCN_NT06 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_HT01_R1_val_1.fq PVN_HT01_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_HT01 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_HT02_R1_val_1.fq PVN_HT02_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_HT02 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_HT03_R1_val_1.fq PVN_HT03_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_HT03 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_HT04_R1_val_1.fq PVN_HT04_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_HT04 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_HT05_R1_val_1.fq PVN_HT05_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_HT05 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_HT06_R1_val_1.fq PVN_HT06_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_HT06 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_NT01_R1_val_1.fq PVN_NT01_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_NT01 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_NT02_R1_val_1.fq PVN_NT02_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_NT02 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_NT03_R1_val_1.fq PVN_NT03_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_NT03 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_NT04_R1_val_1.fq PVN_NT04_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_NT04 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_NT05_R1_val_1.fq PVN_NT05_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_NT05 
wait 
rsem-calculate-expression --paired-end -p 20 PVN_NT06_R1_val_1.fq PVN_NT06_R2_val_2.fq preparedmap-

LMD PVN_NT06 
wait 
#rsem output per sample are two files, .isoforms.results (not used) and .genes.results (used) 
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4.8.3 Supplementary File 3: R-Statistics 

# R-Script version of 20210214 as provided by Elena Haugg 
# executed by Elena Haugg, working group Annika Herwig, Institute of Neurobiology, Ulm University, 

Germany, 2021 
# Contact: elena.haugg@uni-ulm.de 
 
# RStudio version 5.3.2 (R Core Team 2018; RStudio Team 2020) 
# please find R session info at the end of this document 
 
 
# activation of packages, which must be installed before 
library("tximport") # (Soneson et al. 2015) 
library("DESeq2") # (Love et al. 2014, 2019, 2020) # an alternative of DESeq2’s dds is edgR’s TMM  
library("apeglm") # (Zhu et al. 2019) 
library("RColorBrewer") # (Neuwirth 2014) 
library("pheatmap") # (Kolde 2019) 
 
 
###################### 
######### SCN: HT vs NT  
###################### 
 
### data import 
setwd("H:/NGS-Business/Statistics/LMD") # set working directory to the pairwise group comparison folder. It 

contains a .csv where you state the sample document names and the group of each sample (see next 
command). Furthermore, this folder contains the rsem-output in format .genes.results within a sub-folder 
called "rsem". 

samples <- read.csv(file.path("Samples_LMD-SCN-HTvsNT.csv")) # tell the sample names and the sample 
groups. The .csv has one column with header “id,group” (no space in between). It has one line per sample 
with the sample name (without file extention) and the sample group, comma separated without spaces. 
Take all samples for outlier assessment. To get the results of this pairwise comparison, state all samples 
except the outliers. Warning: The output file of this script is only correct for pairwise comparison of two 
groups.  

files <- file.path("rsem", paste0(samples$id, ".genes.results")) # tell where to find the data, namely the folder 
“rsem” within the working directory. Use the exact terms of the .csv, expanded to the full document name 
inclusively the file format (.genes.results, which is an output file of rsem). There is no need to delete 
outliers within the subfolder "rsem".  

names(files) <- samples$id # tell where to find the sample IDs, namely in column "id" of the .csv 
txi.rsem <- tximport(files, type = "rsem") # import the data, which type is rsem (irrespectively of the subfolder 

name).  
 
### First data normalization, for Likelihood ratio test (LRT) 
dds <- DESeqDataSetFromTximport(txi.rsem, colData = samples, design = ~ group) # txi.sem is the count 

matrix. Table of sample information (colData) is the .csv. Design is comparing groups, with groups stated 
in the .csv.  

keep <- rowSums(counts(dds)) >= 10 # threshold: same or more than 10 counts per column 
dds <- dds[keep,] # dds is overwritten with data fulfilling threshold 
 
### Likelihood ratio test (LRT), for Cook's Distance Outliers  
dds.LRT <- DESeq(dds, test="LRT", reduced=~1)  
res.LRT <- results(dds.LRT) 
res.LRT.Ordered <- res.LRT[order(res.LRT$pvalue),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(res.LRT.Ordered), file="DESeq_1resLRTOrdered.csv") # you might use this output 

as control 
 
### Second data normalization, for RESULTS and Cook's Distance Outliers 
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dds <- DESeq(dds) # dds is overwritten  
res <- results(dds)  
summary(res) # when thousands of outliers, check for quality and removal 
resOrdered <- res[order(res$pvalue),]  
# write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="Deseq_2resOrdered.csv") # you might use this output as control 
res.SPHT.SPNT <- results(dds, contrast=c("group", "HT", "NT")) # refer to the groups as stated in the .csv 
write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="Results_LMD-SCN-HTvsNT.csv") # name the output file according 

to the performed comparison 
# the results .csv with the normalized differentially gene expression is for further procession (e.g. indicator 

genes, most extremely expressed genes).  
 
### Cook's Distance Outliers, for PCA and Heatmap 
vsd <- vst(dds, blind=FALSE) 
vsd_assay <- assay(vsd) # find outliers with Cook's Distance (the bigger the distance, the more likely an outlier) 

and replace outlying values by trimmed mean 
vsd_assay.Ordered <- assay(vsd)[order(match(row.names(vsd_assay),row.names(res.LRT.Ordered))),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(vsd_assay.Ordered), file="Deseq_3vsdAssayOrdered.csv") # you might use this 

output as control 
plotPCA(vsd, intgroup=c("group")) ### PCA – for outlier assessment  
 
### Heatmap, as additional visualization  
select <- order(rowMeans(counts(dds,normalized=TRUE)), decreasing=TRUE)[1:20] 
df <- as.data.frame(colData(dds)[,c("group","id")]) 
sampleDists <- dist(t(assay(vsd)))  
sampleDistMatrix <- as.matrix(sampleDists) 
rownames(sampleDistMatrix) <- paste(vsd$group, vsd$id, sep="-") 
colnames(sampleDistMatrix) <- NULL 
colors <- colorRampPalette( rev(brewer.pal(9, "Blues")) )(255) 
pheatmap(sampleDistMatrix, clustering_distance_columns=sampleDists, 

clustering_distance_cols=sampleDists, col=colors)  
 
 
###################### 
######### PVN: HT vs NT  
###################### 
 
### data import 
setwd("H:/NGS-Business/Statistics/LMD") # set working directory to the pairwise group comparison folder. It 

contains a .csv where you state the sample document names and the group of each sample (see next 
command). Furthermore, this folder contains the rsem-output in format .genes.results within a sub-folder 
called "rsem". 

samples <- read.csv(file.path("Samples_LMD-PVN-HTvsNT.csv")) # tell the sample names and the sample 
groups. The .csv has one column with header “id,group” (no space in between). It has one line per sample 
with the sample name (without file extention) and the sample group, comma separated without spaces. 
Take all samples for outlier assessment. To get the results of this pairwise comparison, state all samples 
except the outliers. Warning: The output file of this script is only correct for pairwise comparison of two 
groups.  

files <- file.path("rsem", paste0(samples$id, ".genes.results")) # tell where to find the data, namely the folder 
“rsem” within the working directory. Use the exact terms of the .csv, expanded to the full document name 
inclusively the file format (.genes.results, which is an output file of rsem). There is no need to delete 
outliers within the subfolder "rsem".  

names(files) <- samples$id # tell where to find the sample IDs, namely in column "id" of the .csv 
txi.rsem <- tximport(files, type = "rsem") # import the data, which type is rsem (irrespectively of the subfolder 

name).  
 
### First data normalization, for Likelihood ratio test (LRT) 
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dds <- DESeqDataSetFromTximport(txi.rsem, colData = samples, design = ~ group) # txi.sem is the count 
matrix. Table of sample information (colData) is the .csv. Design is comparing groups, with groups stated 
in the .csv.  

keep <- rowSums(counts(dds)) >= 10 # threshold: same or more than 10 counts per column 
dds <- dds[keep,] # dds is overwritten with data fulfilling threshold 
 
### Likelihood ratio test (LRT), for Cook's Distance Outliers  
dds.LRT <- DESeq(dds, test="LRT", reduced=~1)  
res.LRT <- results(dds.LRT) 
res.LRT.Ordered <- res.LRT[order(res.LRT$pvalue),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(res.LRT.Ordered), file="DESeq_1resLRTOrdered.csv") # you might use this output 

as control 
 
### Second data normalization, for RESULTS and Cook's Distance Outliers 
dds <- DESeq(dds) # dds is overwritten  
res <- results(dds)  
summary(res) # when thousands of outliers, check for quality and removal 
resOrdered <- res[order(res$pvalue),]  
# write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="Deseq_2resOrdered.csv") # you might use this output as control 
res.SPHT.SPNT <- results(dds, contrast=c("group", "HT", "NT")) # refer to the groups as stated in the .csv 
write.csv(as.data.frame(resOrdered),file="Results_LMD-PVN-HTvsNT.csv") # name the output file according 

to the performed comparison 
# the results .csv with the normalized differentially gene expression is for further procession (e.g. indicator 

genes, most extremely expressed genes).  
 
### Cook's Distance Outliers, for PCA and Heatmap 
vsd <- vst(dds, blind=FALSE) 
vsd_assay <- assay(vsd) # find outliers with Cook's Distance (the bigger the distance, the more likely an outlier) 

and replace outlying values by trimmed mean 
vsd_assay.Ordered <- assay(vsd)[order(match(row.names(vsd_assay),row.names(res.LRT.Ordered))),] 
# write.csv(as.data.frame(vsd_assay.Ordered), file="Deseq_3vsdAssayOrdered.csv") # you might use this 

output as control 
plotPCA(vsd, intgroup=c("group")) ### PCA – for outlier assessment  
 
### Heatmap, as additional visualization  
select <- order(rowMeans(counts(dds,normalized=TRUE)), decreasing=TRUE)[1:20] 
df <- as.data.frame(colData(dds)[,c("group","id")]) 
sampleDists <- dist(t(assay(vsd)))  
sampleDistMatrix <- as.matrix(sampleDists) 
rownames(sampleDistMatrix) <- paste(vsd$group, vsd$id, sep="-") 
colnames(sampleDistMatrix) <- NULL 
colors <- colorRampPalette( rev(brewer.pal(9, "Blues")) )(255) 
pheatmap(sampleDistMatrix, clustering_distance_columns=sampleDists, 

clustering_distance_cols=sampleDists, col=colors)  
 
 
############################# 
### R session info (20210212) 
############################# 
 
# R version 3.5.2 (2018-12-20) 
# Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) 
# Running under: Windows 10 x64 (build 17134) 
 
# Matrix products: default 
 
# locale: 
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# [1] LC_COLLATE=German_Germany.1252  LC_CTYPE=German_Germany.1252    
LC_MONETARY=German_Germany.1252 

# [4] LC_NUMERIC=C                    LC_TIME=German_Germany.1252     
 
# attached base packages: 
# [1] stats4    parallel  stats     graphics  grDevices utils     datasets  methods   base      
 
# other attached packages: 
#  [1] RColorBrewer_1.1-2          pheatmap_1.0.12             apeglm_1.4.2                DESeq2_1.22.2               
#  [5] SummarizedExperiment_1.12.0 DelayedArray_0.8.0          BiocParallel_1.16.6         matrixStats_0.56.0          
#  [9] tximport_1.10.1             AnnotationDbi_1.44.0        Biobase_2.42.0              GenomicRanges_1.34.0        
# [13] GenomeInfoDb_1.18.2         IRanges_2.16.0              S4Vectors_0.20.1            BiocGenerics_0.28.0         
 
# loaded via a namespace (and not attached): 
#  [1] bitops_1.0-6           bit64_0.9-7            progress_1.2.2         httr_1.4.1             numDeriv_2016.8-1.1    
#  [6] tools_3.5.2            backports_1.1.6        R6_2.4.1               rpart_4.1-13           Hmisc_4.4-0            
# [11] DBI_1.1.0              colorspace_1.4-1       nnet_7.3-12            tidyselect_1.0.0       gridExtra_2.3          
# [16] prettyunits_1.1.1      bit_1.1-15.2           compiler_3.5.2         htmlTable_2.0.0        labeling_0.3           
# [21] scales_1.1.1           checkmate_2.0.0        mvtnorm_1.1-0          readr_1.3.1            genefilter_1.64.0      
# [26] stringr_1.4.0          digest_0.6.25          Rsamtools_1.34.1       foreign_0.8-71         XVector_0.22.0         
# [31] base64enc_0.1-3        pkgconfig_2.0.3        htmltools_0.4.0        bbmle_1.0.23.1         htmlwidgets_1.5.1      
# [36] rlang_0.4.5            rstudioapi_0.11        RSQLite_2.2.0          farver_2.0.3           acepack_1.4.1          
# [41] dplyr_0.8.5            RCurl_1.98-1.2         magrittr_1.5           GenomeInfoDbData_1.2.0 Formula_1.2-3          
# [46] Matrix_1.2-15          Rcpp_1.0.4.6           munsell_0.5.0          lifecycle_0.2.0        stringi_1.4.6          
# [51] MASS_7.3-51.1          zlibbioc_1.28.0        plyr_1.8.6             grid_3.5.2             blob_1.2.1             
# [56] bdsmatrix_1.3-4        crayon_1.3.4           lattice_0.20-38        Biostrings_2.50.2      splines_3.5.2          
# [61] annotate_1.60.1        hms_0.5.3              locfit_1.5-9.4         knitr_1.25             pillar_1.4.4           
# [66] geneplotter_1.60.0     biomaRt_2.38.0         XML_3.99-0.3           glue_1.4.0             latticeExtra_0.6-28    
# [71] data.table_1.12.8      vctrs_0.2.4            gtable_0.3.0           purrr_0.3.4            assertthat_0.2.1       
# [76] ggplot2_3.3.2          emdbook_1.3.12         xfun_0.13              xtable_1.8-4           coda_0.19-3            
# [81] survival_2.43-3        tibble_3.0.1           memoise_1.1.0          cluster_2.0.7-1        ellipsis_0.3.0         
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Chapter 5  

General Discussion 

 

 
 

 

 

5.1 Early prediction of torpor behavior using 

radiotelemetry data  

Fascination Djungarian hamster. A change in light regime from summer-like long 

photoperiod (LP) to winter-like short photoperiod (SP) induces a gradual, reversible 

physiological, morphological, and behavioral change from the fat, reproductive “summer” 

hamster with brown fur to a slim, non-reproductive “winter” hamster with white fur, while 

the expression of spontaneous torpor is not obligate. In a cohort as well as in a litter with 

the same genetics, epigenetics, environment and experiences, the pace and extent of 

acclimations to SP cover the whole possible spectrum, from no over slow and weak to fast 

and strong response. In nature, this flexibility of the population likely guarantees a survival 

of the fittest during the Siberian winter conditions with its individual, hard to prognose 

pace and extent. In torpor research, the complex acclimation and torpor behavior must be 

considered regarding study design and interpretation of results.  

 

Classification. In Chapter 2, weekly measurements of body mass and fur index 

throughout the acclimation to SP were combined with radiotelemetry data, which were 

measured in three-minute intervals and broke down to mean values per weekly time frame. 

The analyses of experiment 1 were designed to improve sampling for molecular analyses. 
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Hereby, four torpor incidence groups were characterized. The results underline systemic 

differences which coincide with a certain torpor incidence. To level methodological bias, 

there is need to distribute hamsters with different traits equally to the sampling groups 

“hypothermia” (HT), sampled in torpor, and “normothermia” (NT), sampled on a torpor-

free day. Hereby, a weekly measurement of body mass and fur index to assess the speed 

and strength of acclimation to SP might help as well as radiotelemetry analyses of a torpor-

week. Planning of sampling can be refined in analyzing each hamsters’ torpor incidence of 

the week before, which also allows assumptions, at which time torpor entry will take place.  

Polymorphism. Experiment 2 showed that the locomotor activity and the core body 

temperature (Tb), and therefore likely the metabolic rate [41,58,70], are reduced during 

scotophase (nighttime hours) as immediate response to SP, while acclimation of body mass 

and fur is observable weeks later. However, within the cohort, there was a large spectrum 

in each of the parameters over the entire course of acclimation to SP. Between 

manifestations of the observed parameters, there were assumable interconnections, 

however, no determinable inevitabilities. This confirms a phenotype continuum in the 

Djungarian hamster [24,293,294].  

Early signs. As became obvious in experiment 2, locomotor activity and Tb data is 

meaningful especially in the comparison between the last week in LP and the first week in 

SP. It is assumable, that the more pronounced the decline of values as immediate response 

to the light regime change, the more likely is torpor expression three months later. The 

body mass change pace and extent during acclimation to SP as well as the variability of Tb 

values, and probably metabolic rate values [41,58,70], during scotophase have potential to 

indicate the torpor incidence, however, assumably at a late stage of SP-acclimation. For 

now, the best way is to start with at least 18 % more lab animals to ensure a sufficient 

number of torpor expressing hamsters, and to conclude from the torpor incidence of one 

week on the expectable torpor incidence of the following week.  

 

5.1.1 Why is torpor expressed in artificial, rich conditions?  

Winter is coming. Since seasonal acclimations take time, an early anticipation of 

upcoming harsh conditions must be made in advance. Therefore, one can “trick” the 

Djungarian hamster into changing from its summer to its winter state, even while providing 

an ambient temperature of 20 °C, nesting material, and food and water ad libitium. 
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However, the expression of spontaneous daily torpor without an obvious need to save 

energy is puzzling.  

Torpor purpose. There are few ways to explain spontaneous torpor expression in 

artificial, rich conditions. Either there is or there is no acute energetic bottleneck. The 

Djungarian hamsters’ pronounced acclimation to SP including vast body mass reduction 

might indeed require an acute need to save energy [44,75]. Alternatively, there is not 

necessarily an energetic requirement to express torpor, but torpor is expressed as a kind 

of program, written in the hamsters` (epi)genome, that cannot be not executed. Hereby, 

further or other potentially functions of torpor aiming to increase fitness of the individual 

or the population might play a role. Favorable effects of torpor expression on reproduction, 

development, water conservation, migration, and inter-specific competition are discussed 

[3,35].  

Torpor obligation. There are even less ways to explain the cohorts’ polymorphism 

regarding torpor incidence. Hereby, the two extremes of the phenotype continuum can be 

differentiated in torpor expression and no torpor expression. As shown in Chapter 2, a 

strong response to SP, in terms of a reduced locomotor activity and probably food intake 

given the pronounced body mass loss, seem to come along with torpor expression. By 

contrast, hamsters with a weak response to SP, in terms of a probably high food intake 

given the relatively high locomotor activity and minor body mass loss, seem often to not 

express torpor. From the deterministic view, a hamster, given its individual combination of 

traits, is not flexible enough to gain energy from food instead of saving energy with torpor 

expression, and vice versa. Furthermore, it is unlikely the hamster is able to consider the 

long-term stable artificial environment without any threats. Even generations of indoor 

breeding cannot make some of the hamsters confident enough, that harsh winter-like 

conditions will never happen, since there is no need to acclimate to SP and to express 

torpor.  

Torpor habit. It is hard to imagine, that the hamster does spontaneous torpor voluntarily 

just because it can, while some kind of individual behavior favors a particular torpor 

incidence. In a study on nonresponders, partial responders and full responders to SP, these 

observed winter phenotypes are not related to differences in aspects of observable animal 

personalities [293]. A classification of animals according to shared parameter values into 

artificial groups is clearly useful for descriptive research, like also done in Chapter 2 using 
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torpor incidence groups as well as a differentiation of hamsters with and without torpor 

expression. Nevertheless, the continuum of diverse traits in the Djungarian hamster as well 

as in hibernators must be and is acknowledged [24,293–295].  

 

5.1.2 Does torpor influence circadian rhythm?  

Short torpor bouts. As shown in Chapter 2, the smaller the torpor incidence, the shorter 

and shallower the torpor bouts, and the less synchronized torpor onset with onset of 

photophase. The energy saved must compensate or exceed the energetic investment to 

initiate, maintain and especially terminate a torpor bout. This might not be the case for 

short and shallow torpor bouts, which would explain rare torpor expression. Hamster which 

are, for any reason, not able to synchronize its circadian rhythms inclusively torpor 

expression to the external clock properly might have no benefit or even disadvantage of 

torpor expression. Consequently, rhythmicity of other circadian rhythms, as locomotor 

activity and feeding bouts, might allow conclusions on torpor behavior.  

Torpor vortex. As shown in Chapter 2, a high torpor incidence comes along with long 

torpor bouts and extreme minimal Tb reached throughout the bout. Hereby, the high 

torpor incidence comes along with low Tb values even throughout the middle of 

scotophase, and consequently a probably overall reduced level of metabolic rate 

[41,58,70]. In practical expertise of animal experiments as well as in theory, frequent torpor 

bouts cause a prolongation of torpor duration with even smaller Tb values and therefore 

probably even more energy saved, but likely also a higher energy demand. Though, the 

hamster must catch up of sleep [73], as also displayed in reduced locomotor activity in the 

first half of scotophase [119,296], and consequently less time to consume food. This 

negative feedback loop might cause a further extent of torpor bouts.  

Long torpor bouts. In theory, torpor extent from late scotophase to the early scotophase 

might affect perception of light cues, as lights on (Zeitgeber-time zero, ZT00), and lights off 

(ZT08 in 8:16h light:darkness). Torpor extent beyond photophase (daytime hours) has 

potential to cause issues reading the clock properly and synchronize to the 24h-rhythm. 

Indeed, there is evidence, that torpor causes a shortening of circadian periods [297]. 

Hereby, onset of photophase seems to be a more important cue than onset of scotophase. 

When daylength is shortened, torpor is still synchronized to lights on [55]. By contrast, 

keeping the Djungarian hamster in complete darkness, like in a natural burrow, resulted in 
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unchanged torpor incidence, but increased torpor duration, while the endogenous rhythm 

of torpor timing grew more than 24 hours [54,58]. 

 

5.1.3 Is a certain phenotype inherited?  

Breed with SP-responders. In the breeding colony of the Herwig lab, only those 

hamsters are selected for breeding in LP, which responded in body mass and fur index to 

the previously applied SP. Empirically, there is, with about 2 out of 100 hamsters, almost 

no SP-nonresponsive offspring. However, as shown in Chapter 2, up to 18 % (14 out of 80) 

of SP-responders did not express torpor throughout their individual observation duration. 

This information is to respect for the major counterparts “reduction of lab animals” and 

“statistically valuable sample sizes” in study design development, approvals, and breeding.  

Breed randomly. Another working group, which paired Djungarian hamsters randomly, 

found the entire acclimation spectrum within offspring per breeding pair. However, within 

a litter, there was a dominant phenotype [298]. This indicates an influence of genetic 

disposition towards a certain acclimation strength and torpor proneness, while 

simultaneously a potential survival of the fittest mechanism is inherited in the hamster 

population. So, in theory, the individual hamster might not be adapted best to the given 

external conditions, which may reach from mild to harsh Siberian winters. But the hamster 

population with its wide spectrum of life history traits has a sufficient number of fit 

individuals, so, some will survive and breed in the next summer [299].  

 

5.1.4 Are there forever normothermic hamsters?  

Wrong wording. To avoid bias due to study design, hamsters dedicated to molecular 

torpor studies must fulfil the criteria “expression of at least one torpor bout” prior to 

sacrifice. Accordingly, responders without torpor expression cannot be sacrificed for 

neither the HT nor the NT sampling group. Hereby, hamsters were internally classified into 

“capable of torpor” (COTs), which can already be sacrificed, and “forever normothermic” 

(FNTs), which cannot. While COT is an eligible term, given reliable radiotelemetry data 

proving torpor expression according to the mathematical torpor definition “Tb smaller than 

32 °C for at least 30 minutes”, the use of the term FNT is notoriously unscientific given 

“never say never”. A hamster might have expressed torpor before implantation of a 
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radiotelemetry transmitter. A hamster might have expressed torpor later in this or a 

following winter-like SP. A hamster would probably express torpor given more severe 

winter-like conditions in terms of ambient temperature and food scarcity.  

Correct meaning. Nevertheless, working with the Djungarian hamsters suggests, that 

responders without torpor expression will never express torpor, given an obviously less 

pronounced acclimation in terms of body mass reduction and winter fur growth, an 

estimated high locomotor activity, and an estimated high Tb. After collecting enough data 

and after the development of appropriate analysis methods, the study in Chapter 2 

confirmed, that the responders without torpor expression indeed differed from responders 

with torpor expression, mainly in a less pronounced initial response to SP in terms of Tb 

and locomotor activity reduction and a weaker decline of body mass during acclimation to 

SP. Responders without torpor expression were to discriminate in advance by the less 

pronounced relative body mass change from responders which were capable of torpor, but 

rarely expressed torpor (no or one torpor bout during a late SP-week). Furthermore, the 

standard deviation of the mean, or, in other words, the variability of Tb values, during 

middle of scotophase might be of use to estimate the expectable torpor behavior.  

Future investigations. Extent of response to SP and torpor orchestration might be 

caused by many aspects, which were reviewed previously in the neuroendocrine context 

[2]. Whether weak responders without torpor expression are less able to read the clock 

might be investigated. To test, whether a certain torpor behavior is reflected in brain 

anatomy, a staining of cell nuclei might be applied to assess neuronal density and volumes 

of hypothalamic core areas relevant in torpor orchestration. Hereby, labelling of specific 

cells in combination of a 3D-reconstruction of the brain might be beneficial [300,301]. 

Approaches to determine neuronal activity in the Djungarian hamster might be developed. 

The transcriptional activity is assessable via in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry 

targeting members of the c-Fos/c-Jun-superfamily (see also bachelor thesis of Carina 

Praisler in 2019: "Immunhistochemischer Nachweis der neuronalen Aktivität im 

suprachiasmatischen Nukleus des Dsungarischen Zwerghamsters (Phodopus sungorus) 

nach Lichtimpuls").  
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5.1.5 Is the next torpor bout predictable?  

Maybe. As shown in Chapter 2, a hamster is more likely to express torpor after about 

ten weeks of acclimation to SP, the stronger its initial response to the light regime change 

from LP to SP, and the more pronounced the relative body mass reduction during 

acclimation to SP. So far, a hamsters’ torpor incidence is best to forecast by its torpor 

incidence of the previous week. Despite a fruitful approach in sugar gliders [302], own 

efforts to predict the day and time of the next torpor bout in the Djungarian hamster were 

unsuccessful. Using available data and analysis methods, we found no cues, whether and 

in which parameters torpor becomes apparent in advance (see also bachelor thesis of Insa 

Krey in 2019/2020: "Aktivitätsanalyse von Dsungarischen Zwerghamstern (Phodopus 

sungorus) im Kurztag: Vorhersage eines spontanen täglichen Torporbouts"). Tools and 

approaches of scientists of other scientific fields, as informatics, mathematics, and 

statistics, might contribute to an interdisciplinary project on acute torpor prediction. 

Hereby, (ar)rhythmia of circadian rhythms have potential to allow conclusions to torpor 

timing and pattern. This might combined with mathematical models using monitoring data 

developed to explain extent of metabolic downstates of several species including 

dormouse and Djungarian hamster [43]. 

 

5.1.6 Is locomotor activity data reliable? 

Technical setup. There are more calm and more active hamsters, as observed during 

animal work and underlined with locomotor activity data in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, good 

scientific practice requires continuous questioning [303]. Technical interference might be 

in fact responsible for differences between hamsters. To assess this, available 

radiotelemetry data was analyzed. Pairs of hamsters equipped with the same combination 

of transmitter and receiver had no similarity in activity level and pattern. The orientation 

of transmitter within the hamsters` intraperitoneal cavity might influence recorded signal 

strength. To test this, transmitters were moved manually across a receiver. Data of one 

transmitter did basically not differ, regardless its orientation to the receiver. Also, a fold-

higher signal of a fold-times faster movement underpins comparable measurements. Since 

technical bias seems to be minimal, there is valid activity data per hamster and an 

acceptable comparability between hamsters. Accordingly, there is no need to normalize 
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the activity data across all values of a hamster, a certain transmitter-receiver-combination, 

a hamster cohort for which the same technical setup was used, or experiment using data 

of several hamster cohorts.  

Verification. To assess locomotor activity patterns in the Djungarian hamster, a non-

invasive method, namely passive infrared motion detector to monitor convulsions of a 

running wheel, were used elsewhere [67,68,304,305]. Regardless of the method, the 

typical Djungarian hamster is nocturnal, with decreasing activity level over the course of 

the scotophase. Also, the activity level decreases over the course of acclimation to SP. 

Despite the typical locomotor activity pattern in the Djungarian hamster can be verified 

using both non-invasive and invasive methods, the locomotor activity level is not 

comparable between systems given different units.  

Transmitter mass. The intraperitoneal implantation of a radiotelemetry transmitter 

might affect an animal. While the anesthesia and the analgesia are metabolized, the 

transmitter with a weight of 1.6 g remains. Though, this accounts for a body mass gain of 

about 6 % in a hamster of 25.0 g weight. The hamster might integrate this weight in its 

overall energy balance in terms of an altered food consumption and exercise. With the 

transmitter weight, the center of gravity and therefore posture and behavior might be 

changed. As reviewed elsewhere regarding, the small, non-flying mammals’ performance 

after an implantation is not impeded, provided the implant mass is less than the neonate 

litter mass [3]. In the Djungarian hamster, litter mass is at least 2.5 g at the third day after 

birth [298].  

Surgery. Body-to-transmitter size ratio as well as anesthesia have potential to impact 

short- and long-term body mass, food and water intake, as well as circadian rhythms in 

mice and rats [306]. In addition, analgesia and the suture and its scaring might impact an 

animals’ short- and long-term behavior and posture, which would in turn affect Tb and 

locomotor activity data. To some extent, radiotelemetry data allows to review the 

justifiability of a surgery to implant a transmitter. In Chapter 2, radiotelemetry data 

monitored during the first week after surgery to implant the transmitter were excluded 

from analyses. Analyzing these and further data confirmed the assumption, that the 

animals do fully recover from surgery within a week, since afterwards, locomotor activity 

as well as Tb level and pattern did not change any more (see also master thesis of Alexandra 

Hintrichs in 2020: "Surgical recovery in Djungarian hamsters (Phodopus sungorus): effects 
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of photoperiod and surgical invasiveness on body mass, Tb and locomotor activity 

patterns"). Further research might be done to assess effects of transmitter implantation 

and consequences of the required surgery. Hereby, available data might be analyzed. There 

are plenty of systems in use, where transmitters, thermologgers or transponders of diverse 

sizes and weights are implanted into the intraperitoneal cavity or under the skin of diverse 

species for remote, retrospective, or acute measurements of several parameters [3]. 

 

5.1.7 How to express relative locomotor activity data? 

Approaches. Several approaches were made to turn absolute activity data [cpm] into 

relative values [%]. Doing so, within-animal changes over weeks of acclimation as well as 

across-animal differences at the same moment of acclimation might be expressed and 

compared. Hereby, the mean, median, third quartile, or most extreme activity value was 

set to 100 %, aiming to express all other values as portions. This method, with and without 

e.g., Z-transformation, is restricted by two reasons.  

Artificial bias. First, the most extreme activity value caused by a hamster itself is 

unknown. Contrary to the Tb, which must have physiologically meaningful values below 

42 °C, the cutoff of activity values is unclear. That handling affected single activity values is 

obvious. To clean the cage, weigh or sacrifice the hamster, the cage with hamster including 

transmitter was pulled across the receiver, resulting in an artificially increased activity value 

within this three-minute bin. However, these occasions took place relatively rarely, 

considering 480 data points per day. By contrast, frequency and extent of outlying activity 

values due to technical reasons of the radiotelemetry system itself are unclear, and 

therefore their effect on key values which were set to 100 %.  

Missing baseline. Second, there is no real baseline. To assess e.g., effects of a drug, a 

lab animal is recorded prior and after application. Hence, each animal is its own reference. 

In torpor research, the “experiment” consists of a change of light regime or other external 

parameters to observe natural processes. As shown in Chapter 2, the Djungarian hamster 

has no stable “standard” condition, but underlies continuous behavioral, physiological, and 

metabolic changes in response to the light regime change.  

Ratio. The photo- to scotophase activity ratio, as developed in consequence in 

Chapter 2, enabled a within-hamster relative value characterizing nocturnality, which 
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became less pronounced throughout acclimation to SP because of a reduction of locomotor 

activity during scotophase, but not photophase. Further ratios might be developed.  

 

5.1.8 How do locomotor activity and body temperature relate? 

Value range. To sacrifice the hamster during a certain stage of torpor, a transmitter was 

intraperitoneally implanted (Chapter 2, 3, 4). This allows the hamster to live undisturbed in 

its home cage, while the observer can monitor its values in real-time from outside the 

animals` room. The used radiotelemetry system records Tb and activity data in intervals of 

three minutes. The value range of core Tb at an ambient temperature of about 20 °C spans 

about 24 °C during deep torpor, and a vertebrate`s maximal Tb of 42 °C. Higher and 

therefore unrealistic Tb values were removed as technical artefacts from the data set. The 

value range of activity spans zero activity during resting or torpor, and a hamsters’ maximal 

activity, e.g., during climbing the food manger or jumping in a corner (Figure 1, inlay).  

Connection. As shown previously, the activity data becomes more meaningful, the 

bigger the data bin. In Chapter 2, we worked with time windows, e.g., scotophase and 

photophase, which expanded over one week of analysis (Chapter 2, Figures 1 and 2). So, an 

impressive common drop of activity and Tb values from last LP to first SP week became 

aware for scotophase (Chapter2, Figures 6A and 8A). Interestingly, activity and Tb values of 

scotophase, but not of photophase, did develop analogously during acclimation to SP. 

Hence, activity and Tb do somehow relate, but not at any circumstances.  

Approach. To assess the degree of connection between activity and Tb, further analyses 

were made. The smallest unit of use are mean activity values per hour. Hourly means of 

activity and Tb were correlated. Regression lines per hamster and week of analysis (7 * 24 

value pairs) turned out to have a logarithmically shape. A transformation of values using 

the natural logarithm resulted in linear correlations. Interestingly, they seem to become 

steeper, the more progressed the experimental week and degree of acclimation to SP 

(Figure 1). Obviously, this is due to the progressing activity reduction and a growing use of 

torpor expression after about SP10. Also, the reduced body mass, accompanied by the 

growth of a more insulating fur, have potential to influence the correlation of Tb and 

activity, besides the use of brown adipose tissue for shivering-free thermogenesis and the 

systemic fine-adjustment of energy homeostasis itself.  
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Limitations. Yet, these assumptions left unpresented in Chapter 2, since three analytical 

problems remained. First, according the critical value table of the University of Connecticut 

(https://researchbasics.education.uconn.edu/r_critical_value_table/, 09.10.2020), a linear 

correlation with level of significance of p < 0.05 and 54 degrees of freedom (8 hours * 7 

days, minus 2) is given at a correlation coefficient of r > 0.273. Yet, the correlation of 

transformed value pairs does not have a linear correlation in some analysis weeks (Figure 

2). It is unclear how to deal with this. Statistical tests require linear correlations. So, either 

data must be removed from the analyses, which might be interpreted as data manipulation, 

or another or a further transformation method must be found. Second, the natural 

logarithm of zero activity is mathematically not defined. An eradication of data by a 

hamster- and week-dependent one-digit percentage does not only reduce validity of the 

analysis but complicates an adequate application of statistical tests, which require an equal 

amount of value pairs from each hamster and week. Here, either each activity value of 

0.000 cpm is set at 0.333 cpm, a manipulation of data which would be valid provided a 

communication, or a data transformation must be found which can handle zero activity. 

Third, the validity of analyses is reduced by the fact, that there is a delay in the intercourse 

of activity and Tb, e.g., a hypothermic hamster can move, and a highly active hamster can 

stop its movements, while still being heated up. So far, activity bursts, feeding bouts and 

torpor bouts are not respected in the rigid separation of one-hour bins. A more flexible 

approach must be found. Hereby, methods as Fourier-transformation might be useful 

[307].  

 

Figure 1: Correlation of locomotor activity and body 
temperature. Exemplary logarithmic correlation of 
one-hour-bin value pairs per day and experimental 
week (24 hours * 7 days for each experimental week 
LP, SP03, SP06, SP09, and SP12, from dark to light 
grey) of hamster #05 (Chapter 2, experiment 2). 
Linear trend lines for each week visualize steeper 
slopes with progressing SP adaptation. The inlay 
shows the same data prior to transformation. SP12 
contained torpor episodes with zero activity and Tb 
down to 24.3 °C (not shown). Unpublished data 
(2021 Haugg Diedrich Herwig) due to mathematical 
and statistical limitations (see text).  
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Figure 2: Correlation coefficients r of locomotor 
activity and body temperature. For each hamster 
(n = 11, chapter 2, experiment 2), experimental 
week (SP00 to SP13), and time frame (photophase 
from ZT0 to ZT08 as well as middle of scotophase 
from ZT12 to ZT20), the correlation coefficient r was 
calculated. Data basis were 56 value pairs (8 hours * 
7 days) of logarithmized mean activity per hour and 
logarithmized mean Tb per hour. The coefficients of 
all weeks and animals were higher during the middle 
eight hours of scotophase from ZT12 to ZT20 
(median: 0.809) than during the eight hours lasting 
photophase from ZT0 to ZT08 (median: 0.594, 
Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, U = 2170, T = 12466, 
p < 0.001). Values below the threshold at 0.273 are 
not statistically significant correlations. Unpublished 
data (2021 Haugg Diedrich Herwig) due to 
mathematical and statistical limitations (see text).  

 

 

5.1.9 Are there alternatives to radiotelemetry?  

Radiotelemetry. For molecular approaches in research on circadian rhythms and torpor, 

Djungarian hamsters are sacrificed in a certain state (e.g., torpor vs. torpor-free day) at a 

certain time (ZT) [42,150,153]. For my work, this was done using real-time Tb data, 

provided by a radiotelemetry transmitter which had to be implanted intraperitoneally in a 

small surgery using anesthesia and analgesia (Chapter 3 and 4). All available Tb and 

locomotor activity data was processed in Chapter 2. The benefit of this method is, that the 

hamster is kept undisturbed in its home cage, where it has potentially normal behavior, 

physiology, and metabolism.  

Indirect calorimetry and infrared camera. As suggested in Chapter 2, there are non-

invasive methods as alternatives to radiotelemetry. Especially, the sacrifice might be timed 

using indirect calorimetry, which delivers metabolic rate data [41]. An infrared camera 

allows to assess behavior beyond locomotor activity, as well as surface body temperature, 

which is, however, a limited approach due to insulating winter fur and masking nesting 

material. Both indirect calorimetry and infrared cameras are used in our working group. 

Nevertheless, these non-invasive methods also have potential to be stressful for the 

animals. Indirect calorimetry requires a specialized cuvette smaller than the usual home 

cage, while sounds of the technical equipment might irritate the hamster. The use of an 

infrared camera requires a removal of the metal food manger and would require a 

deposition of food pellets on the cage’s floor when used in the long-term. Accordingly, 
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these unfamiliar conditions are not allowed to be permanently maintained. Hence, a 

frequent manipulation of the animals surrounding or a transfer of the animal from one cage 

into another is indicated, usually performed by a team of alternating experimenters.  

Progress. Although the Djungarian hamster habituates quickly and most of the hamsters 

display a curious behavior, regardless of the circumstances, the choice between invasive 

and non-invasive methods is debatable regarding animal welfare, research question, and 

progress of technology. Especially in the beginning of torpor research, rectal thermometers 

were in use [64]. Nowadays, advanced systems are developed which can collect e.g., body 

temperature, locomotor activity, respiratory rate, blood pressure, heart rate, blood flow, 

electrocardiogram and other biopotentials [303]. For example, LABORASTM (laboratory 

animal behavior observation registration and analysis system, Metris b.v., Hoofddorp, The 

Netherlands) allows to conclude from vibration signatures alone, without the use of 

implants or cameras, on e.g., resting, grooming, eating and moving of the rodent within its 

home cage [308]. However, in torpor research, the important parameters will stay 

metabolic rate and body temperature.  

 

5.1.10 Can radiotelemetry help to refine animal husbandry and 

reduce animal numbers?  

Understanding. Radiotelemetry data contributes to a refinement of animal husbandry. 

The Djungarian hamsters’ immediate response to a light regime change in at least 

locomotor activity and Tb, as shown in experiment 2 of Chapter 2, underlines the previously 

known importance to strictly avoid any potentially irritating light signals. Furthermore, our 

hamsters` locomotor activity patterns allow to respect their natural circadian rhythm in 

practice, e.g., by cleaning the cage at the end of photophase instead of the beginning.  

Planning. The use of radiotelemetry contributes to torpor research and indirect 

reduction of animal numbers. Primarily, radiotelemetry enables to sacrifice the hamsters 

in a certain metabolic state (torpor vs. torpor-free day) at a certain time (ZT) to use tissues 

in molecular approaches. As described in experiment 1 of Chapter 2, radiotelemetry data 

allowed considerations regarding a refinement of the sampling scheme. These 

considerations improve validity of experimental data, and, in turn, reduce the need to 

perform an animal experiment again. Furthermore, knowing about 18 % of responders 
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without torpor expression, an acclimation of 18 % more animals to SP allows the sacrifice 

of as many hamsters capable of torpor as planned. This spares delay and a potential batch 

effect due to a subsequent experiment aiming to reach the needed sample size and 

therefore significance.  

Awareness. So far, radiotelemetry did not allow a direct reduction of animal numbers. 

Chapter 2 helps to raise awareness of weak responders without torpor expression. These 

hamsters might be involved in studies on prerequisites and proximate stimuli of torpor 

expression in Djungarian hamsters acclimated to SP. A third sampling group might be added 

to the common comparison of torpid animals with animals on a torpor-free day. This 

requires a reliable identification of responders without torpor expression, which is still 

limited, as discussed in Chapter 2. A further improvement of data collection and analysis is 

needed, possibly developed also in the context of torpor prediction.  

Data. Data depositories allow students as well as scientists to iterate and extent analyses 

without performing animal experiments themselves. The radiotelemetry data used in 

Chapter 2 is available on request to guarantee a correct use and interpretation, also in the 

light of possible collaborative project ideas. The transcriptomic data inclusively 

bioinformatical as well as statistical pipelines used in Chapters 3 and 4 are deposited for 

immediate review and use by everybody.  

 

5.2 Investigation of hypothalamic control 

mechanisms by transcriptomics 

Whole hypothalamus. In Chapter 3, a bioinformatical and statistical pipeline was 

developed to investigate hypothalamic control mechanisms. Since knowledge on 

photoperiodic-driven gene regulation in the hypothalamus of the Djungarian hamster 

existed, data and therefore methods of our analytic approach were validated to also assess 

the less investigated torpor-driven gene regulation. Interestingly, the maintenance of the 

normothermic winter-like state on mRNA-level required few gene regulation within the 

hypothalamus (15 upregulated, 17 downregulated genes), while the maintenance of deep 

torpor at ZT04 was actively regulated (456 upregulated, 303 downregulated genes). 

Despite or because of the hypometabolic and therefore hypothermic state, transcriptional, 

biosynthetic, cellular, and metabolic processes were altered in the hypothalamus during 
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deep torpor. In this study, regulated genes and biological functions with evident or 

interesting functions in photoperiodic and torpor maintenance came to the fore. Results 

point towards adaptive and protective mechanisms of the Djungarian hamsters’ 

hypothalamus to the severe metabolic downstate, while the picture of proximate stimuli 

to orchestrate torpor remained incomplete.  

Hypothalamic nuclei. In Chapter 4, the hypothalamic core areas suprachiasmatic 

nucleus (SCN) and paraventricular nucleus (PVN) were lasermicrodissected towards a more 

targeted approach. Hereby, mRNA-Seq data was gained from tissue of SP-acclimated 

hamsters sacrificed around ZT01 either in torpor entry or on a torpor-free day. The 

methods developed in Chapter 3 were applied. The transcriptional activity was highest in 

SCN (181 upregulated, 690 downregulated genes) and lowest in PVN (9 upregulated, 

5 downregulated genes). Several metabolic processes were altered in SCN. According to 

literature research regarding potential biological functions of many regulated genes, 

mitochondria, systemic signaling and metabolism, transcription and modification, cell 

cycle, and brain plasticity might be of relevance to orchestrate torpor entry in SCN. 

Especially, a remodeling of the circadian clockwork seems to alter the clock output to 

induce torpor.  

 

5.2.1 What is mapping of transcriptomes good for? 

Reference data. In Chapters 3 and 4, a de novo assembly of transcriptomes was 

performed. So far, there is no annotated genome of the Djungarian hamster. Hence, the 

transcripts are meaningless sequences, which are or are not regulated. Therefore, the 

studies’ mRNA sequences were translated into amino acid sequences, which were mapped 

against reference sequences of the house mouse (Mus musculus) using blastx [134,135]. In 

both Chapter 3 and 4, about one fifth of transcripts were successfully mapped (171,923 of 

868,657 transcripts; 144,567 of 696,614 transcripts). In other studies, several databases 

were used at once to map [309,310]. Bao and colleagues mapped transcripts of the 

Djungarian hamster not only against the annotated genome of one species, but of three: 

mouse, rat and human [117]. This allowed 11.8 % hamster genes to be mapped (476,208 

transcripts in total, 285,851 hamster genes, 33,711 annotated genes), including an 

identification of that organism with the best sequence match.  
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Mapped data. Mapping of transcripts is furthermore beneficial for a successful selection 

of anti-mRNA and antibodies to verify, anatomically locate, and expand results of 

transcriptomic and proteomic studies in Djungarian hamsters. Commercially available anti-

mRNA and antibodies were originally designed for application in the classical model 

organisms mouse, rat and human. Applying them in tissue of Djungarian hamster may not 

work at all, or do work, but may unnoticeably label additional or other molecular structures 

than intended. Hence, valuable, open-access transcriptome data favors reduction of lab 

animals and further resources since approaches with molecular templates without a 

successful mapping become redundant to test experimentally.  

 

5.2.2 How to unravel torpor-genes? 

Limitations. In Chapter 3 and 4, many transcripts remained unmapped, although 

potentially of interest in studies facing seasonal acclimation and metabolic downstates as 

torpor. In general, using mouse, rat or human as reference appear to be limited. None of 

these organisms is seasonal, and only mouse and rat are nocturnal as the Djungarian 

hamster. Drastic natural metabolic downstates are not known in rat and human. The mouse 

as well as the Djungarian hamster expresses fasting-induced torpor, aligned with feeding 

rhythm, after an involuntary body mass reduction by about 20 % [37,38]. By contrast, 

spontaneous torpor in the Djungarian hamster is aligned with circadian rhythm after a body 

mass reduction by about 20 % during acclimation to short photoperiod. Hence, fasting-

induced torpor might be based on somehow different mechanisms than spontaneous 

torpor [42].  

Potential. However, mouse, rat and human are the best studied mammalian organisms. 

Their annotated genomes were performed and are regularly updated by specialist using 

state-of-art methods and best resources. Given the intense use of data by the international 

scientific community from all conceivable scientific fields, possible irregularities would 

attract attention and cause communication and improvement soon. Furthermore, extreme 

metabolic downstates are developed independently from each other in species covering all 

orders of the animal kingdom [24]. Hence, there is a chance, that mouse, rat and human 

have the genetic code necessary to express metabolic downstates, but torpor-important 

genes are silenced.  
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Situation. Interestingly, the hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrel liver and brain 

sequencing data is prepared in an own software tool for further data analyses and 

visualization (SquirrelBox, https://raysinensis.shinyapps.io/squirrelBox/) [115]. Further 

genomes of species expressing metabolic downstates were annotated, yet often years ago 

with one organ or one non-representative animal only, according to eukaryotic genomes 

annotated at NCBI. Hence, these annotated genomes are partly limited in quality, quantity 

and validity from today`s view. State-of-the-art approaches and tools will be realized.  

Progress. From my point of view, able scientists might create a directory with annotated 

genes from all species capable to express extreme metabolic downstates for a mapping 

against all of them at once. This dictionary might reveal torpor-relevant genes simply not 

present in mouse, rat and human, but in one of several species with a closer kinship, yet 

less annotated genomes. To my knowledge, this dictionary might also help to annotate the 

Djungarian hamsters’ genome [311]. So far, the use of nonredundant protein databases 

and their analyses tools is recommended for newly targeted transcriptomes without an 

annotated genome of the given species or a close, well-annotated reference species 

[133,312]. Hereby, the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery 

(DAVID, https://david.ncifcrf.gov/), fuses not only several databases, but also helpful tools 

to handle and interpret data [313].  

 

5.2.3 How to identify the relevant data? 

Separated parameters. Differential gene expression is expressed in two parameters, 

both given for the test group in relation to the control group. The genes’ fold change is 

stated as -log2(FC). The adjusted p-value, short padj, states the significance of a genes’ 

regulation after normalization of counts over all samples of a pairwise group comparison. 

In Chapter 3 and 4, a padj threshold (padj < 0.05) was applied to discriminate between 

regulated and not regulated genes.  

Thresholds. To focus on those genes with an extreme and therefore biologically most 

meaningful regulation, a fold change threshold (|log2(FC)| > 2.0) was applied. This resulted 

in a manageable number of “most extremely regulated” genes in Chapter 3 (whole 

hypothalamus at ZT04), where seven genes were regulated by photoperiod (NT: SP vs LP) 

and five by torpor (SP: HT vs NT). Applying the same thresholds in Chapter 4 (hypothalamic 

nuclei at ZT01) resulted in the need to discuss 66 and 6 genes regulated within SCN and 

https://raysinensis.shinyapps.io/squirrelBox/
https://david.ncifcrf.gov/
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PVN, respectively. Hence, instead of supporting comparability between studies, the 

application of the same fold change threshold in several studies can contradict clarity of 

results. In literature, the application of a fold change threshold in addition to the traditional 

significance threshold is common to concentrate on the most relevant subset of 

transcriptomic data [289,309,314], while a stricter padj threshold would be a novelty. In 

my own opinion, a genes’ significance (padj) is of high importance for its biological 

relevance. Therefore, not only the threshold (padj = 0.05) differentiating not regulated 

from regulated genes was marked in the volcano plots of Chapters 3 and 4, but also a 

stricter threshold (padj = 0.001). However, the application of thresholds are always 

debatable, as for torpor definitions like “core Tb must be below 32 °C for at least 

30 minutes” [315–317]. Indeed, the volcano plots of Chapters 3 and 4, which display each 

gene’s significance by its fold change, allow to doubt a satisfactorily selection of the most 

relevant genes using thresholds. Hereby, genes with an extreme fold change, yet reaching 

significance closely, were discussed, while genes with an outstanding significance, yet 

minor fold change, were ignored. 

Fused parameters. To focus on the “widest and highest catapulted lava” instead, values 

of fold change (x-axis, “widest”) and significance (y-axis, “highest”) must be combined in a 

standardized, meaningful way. I suggest a simple ranking method. Hereby, the set of 

regulated genes might be split in two subsets of up- and downregulated genes. These two 

subsets of genes might each be ranked by 1a) the padj and 1b) the fold change, before 2) 

both ranks are e.g., summed to the final rank, from which 3) a certain number of genes 

with the highest final rank values are selected. Since transcriptomic studies are of growing 

popularity, but the identification of most relevant data is still unclear, it will be important 

to make more advanced bioinformatics, mathematics, and statistics available for a wider 

range of scientists. Hereby, analytical methods will be developed which avoid the use of 

thresholds [318].  

Screening. The screening method is promising to verify and validate genes found to be 

regulated using other methods, as immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization, 

quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR), and cell-sorting (FACS, fluorescence activated cell 

scanning) [42,69,90,118,207,319–321]. Interestingly, so-called indicator genes were rarely 

present in data subsets of genes with an extreme fold change. Hence there might be other, 

more important genes responsible to initialize torpor in distinct nuclei (Chapter 4) and 
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maintain winter-like state and torpor in whole hypothalamus (Chapters 3) than hitherto 

suspected.  

Transferability of knowledge. As shown in Chapter 3 and 4, a manual literature research 

is required to evaluate potential roles of regulated genes. Of course, knowledge regarding 

a gene’s biological function is limited, especially regarding seasonal acclimation and 

metabolic downstates. Most studies were performed in mouse, rat or human, and not 

necessarily in hypothalamus and its core areas. Hereby, assignability to the given studies in 

the Djungarian hamster ranges between vague suggestions of a gene’s possible role and 

overinterpretation of biological functions which perfectly make sense in this certain 

context.  

Interpretation. However, it is to consider that transcripts, as analyzed in Chapter 3 

and 4, are not necessarily translated into proteins at all, and not necessarily into those 

which were successfully mapped using the house mouse as reference. There are countless 

cell type and species-specific pre- and posttranslational modifications, and the effects of a 

reduced metabolism and Tb during a metabolic downstate as torpor are unratable. In 

addition, a substantial number of genes were regulated which serve a degradation of mRNA 

and proteins. Hence, valuable statements regarding systemic effects of single regulated 

genes are limited to impossible using a manual literature research alone. A GO enrichment 

analysis, or further potentially applicable methods as pathway analyses [227,288], can help 

to understand interactions of genes within a bigger context. Hereby, the automatically 

breaking down of regulated genes to GO classes and e.g., biological functions is still 

methodologically limited, since based on findings which were communicated in scientific 

manuscripts and manually fed in databases.  

 

5.2.4 Are transcriptome studies in hibernators and Djungarian 

hamsters comparable? 

General mechanisms. As introduced in Chapter 1, there are several forms of 

hypometabolism to overcome energetic bottlenecks. It is likely, that the deep, multi-day 

torpor bouts as obligately expressed during hibernation are orchestrated differently from 

the shallow, daily torpor of Djungarian hamster, which is expressed spontaneously and 
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synchronized to photophase. However, there might be interesting similarities, which might 

be valid for metabolic downstates in general.  

Studies. Several transcriptome studies were performed using tissue, e.g., bone marrow, 

heart, skeletal muscle, white and brown adipose tissue, medulla, forebrain, cerebral cortex 

and hypothalamus, of a hibernator, namely the thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys 

tridecemlineatus) [39,115,116,322–324]. Nevertheless, these studies are not readily 

comparable with each other and the transcriptome studies of the Djungarian hamster 

[117,118,128].  

Compatibility. This is not only because all studies differed in relevant aspects, as RNA 

extraction kits, sequencer, mapping method, reference organism, statistics, and ways to 

identify the relevant data. Moreover, the study design is different. In the photoperiodic 

Djungarian hamster, sacrifice takes place at the same Zeitgeber-time to level ultradian 

effects of gene regulation. Since hamsters acclimated to winter-like conditions do not 

express torpor daily, they can be sacrificed either in torpor (SP-HT) or on a torpor-free day 

(SP-NT). In a seasonal hibernator acclimated to winter-like conditions, all animals express 

multi-day torpor bouts, which are regularly interrupted by interbout arousals of few hours. 

Hereby, the animals can be sacrificed at certain stages, e.g., torpor entry, deep torpor, 

torpor arousal, and interbout arousal, but not on a torpor-free day. So, as also performed 

in Chapter 3, a sampling group with animals acclimated to summer-like conditions can be 

useful to determine some kind of baseline, which is impeded, since photoperiodic as well 

as seasonal species underly a constant, gradual and hard to individually characterize 

acclimation to external conditions. Furthermore, a pairwise comparison of sampling groups 

is available only, since statistical tests are designed to compare a treated test group with 

an untreated control group. Hence, the more sampling groups involved in a transcriptome 

study, the more superficial the communicated results must be, what counteracts the aim 

to unravel torpor orchestration in detail. The communication of limitations and their 

handling is especially important for methods as transcriptomics to favor review and 

comparison [116].  
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5.3 Further Perspectives  

Current position. Seasonal acclimatizations and metabolic downstates of endotherms 

are fascinating. Although they enable a survival of energetic bottlenecks due to harsh 

environmental conditions, they also represent a challenge for each animal. The 

photoperiodic Djungarian hamster (Phodopus sungorus) is an ideal model organism to 

investigate underlying mechanisms also in artificial conditions. Although the knowledge on 

prerequisites and proximate stimuli for acclimations and torpor expression has increased, 

the complexity is far not completely understood.  

Systems biology. Further studies might unravel, whether a lower basal metabolic rate 

enables torpor expression, why and how. Practicable tools to forecast torpor behavior and 

the next torpor bout might possibly be developed. The locomotor activity, accessible when 

mean values per large time bin are used, allows interesting approaches. Methods to 

correlate locomotor activity and Tb or metabolic rate would result in valuable findings 

regarding the interplay of parameters as well as torpor control. For deeper insights into a 

hamsters’ strategy to survive, multi-factorial models might also integrate more and partly 

hard to assessable parameters, as food consumption, which is impeded by food hording in 

nest and cheek pouches, and brown adipose tissue, which is measurable only once, namely 

after sacrifice.  

Chronobiology. The appropriate regulation of the Djungarian hamsters’ clockwork is 

essential for prerequisites and proximate stimuli of torpor, as locomotor activity level and 

pattern throughout the course of acclimation to SP as well as differentially expressed clock 

genes in SCN during torpor entry indicated in Chapter 2 and 4. To find out details, the SCNs 

transcriptome might be analyzed at further key moments, as deep torpor (ZT04), torpor 

arousal (ZT07) and post-torpor (ZT16). Since the gene regulation of the hypothalamus is 

likely not caused by SCN and PVN alone, as shown in profound differences between Chapter 

3 and 4, the transcriptome of further hypothalamic nuclei, besides further brain areas 

which are also likely involved in torpor orchestration, might be analyzed. 

Molecular biology. Apart from analyses of further brain areas, specialized cell 

populations, as tanycytes, or organelles, as mitochondria, might be analyzed. This is 

possible on level of lab work, as well as on level of computational work. 

Lasermicrodissection has a high resolution yet requires cells which are to differentiate by 
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simple and fast staining methods. Successfully mapped transcriptomics data might favor to 

find working markers for methods as immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization to 

assess and locate gene expression within brain tissue as well as for various single-cell 

isolation techniques prior to transcriptomics in the course of scRNA-seq [325]. Hereby, 

digital spatial profiling has potential to unravel time- and nuclei-specific gene expression 

relevant for torpor orchestration. Ideally, novel multi-omics approaches including 

pathways analyses allow the interpretation of transcriptomic and proteomic data which 

was gained from the same tissue [326]. Hereby, anomalies in brain anatomy or gene 

expression might unravel reasons for the broad spectrum of response to short photoperiod 

and torpor incidence within a cohort of the Djungarian hamster.  

Outlook. Technological advancements will enable more detailed analysis of further 

parameters while respecting animal welfare. Furthermore, interdisciplinary teams will 

make advances in mathematical modelling, statistics and data analysis. Given a trend 

towards open access of scientific manuscripts and data sets, entries in knowledge bases 

will be refined and extended, while number of lab animals can be reduced. However, in 

foreseeable time, it will remain unresolved, why one certain animal performs the way it 

does.  
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